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Abstract
User modeling is essential for any information service system (e.g., search engines, recommender
systems, and computational advertising) to optimize its service to the end users. The level of user
understanding directly determines the upper bound of optimality that such a system can achieve
when assisting its users. Unfortunately, due to the limited support in current human-computer
interaction interfaces, users are restricted to express their complex information needs via simple
keyword queries or some predened categories, which are too shallow to capture users' higher-level
latent intents that inuence their decisions and preferences. As a result, there is great demand to
build eective computational models to analyze users' generated data and their behavior patterns
when they interact with such systems, and understand users' underlying intents so as to enable the
systems to provide optimal and personalized services for each individual user.
This dissertation aims at developing general and eective computational methods for user mod-
eling based on two specic types of user-generated data. First, a novel opinionated text mining
problem called Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA) is proposed and studied. Clearly distinct
from all previous works in opinion analysis that mostly focus on integrated entity-level opinions,
LARA for the rst time reveals individual users' latent sentiment preference at the level of topical
aspects in an unsupervised manner. A prototype system called ReviewMiner has been developed
based on the techniques proposed in the LARA work. Second, users' interaction patterns recorded
in search engine logs (e.g., their issued queries and clicked documents) are explored for understand-
ing their longitudinal information seeking behaviors. Various important problems related to users'
search behaviors have been addressed, including long-term search task identication, personalized
ranking model adaptation prediction and task-level search satisfaction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
\Human behavior ows from three main sources: desire, emotion, and knowledge."
-Plato
Modern information service systems, such as search engines and recommender systems, give
ordinary people the ability to access vast volume of information easily. In almost every scenario
of decision making, e.g., online shopping, vacation planning and health condition self-diagnose,
people collect, lter, and synthesize information from multiple sources via the help of dierent
types of information service systems. It is evident that such systems have become an indispensable
component in most people's daily life when accessing information.
Various types of research eort have been devoted onto building a more useful and eective
information service system, including document analysis [37] and indexing [51], automatic query
recommendation [10] and reformulation [63], supervised ranking model estimation [84], and search
result diversication [5]. Nevertheless, an essential component in such systems has not received
enough attention in previous studies: in-depth understanding and modeling of system users. Be-
cause the end users are the nal customer of the system and the ultimate judge of utilities of such
systems, understanding their information need within the system provide invaluable insight for
system design and optimization.
In this thesis, we focus on developing computational methods for user modeling via broad
exploration of the user-generated data. Both the users' generated opinionated review text data,
i.e., their explicit opinions towards a place or a service, and their interaction behaviors recorded
in the system, e.g., clicking on a document or reformulating the previous query, are analyzed for
understanding their underlying intentions. By building formal mathematic models for the system
users, a positive feedback loop can be formed between the end users and systems: users make
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informed decisions based on the synthesized information from the system, and the system renes
its service strategy according to users' feedback. Both users and system collaboratively optimize
their own objectives within such a feedback loop.
In this chapter, we rst present the motivation and overview of this thesis in Section 1.1, and
then introduce the denition of the general problem studied in this thesis in Section 1.2, and in
the end discuss the organization of this thesis in Section 1.3.
1.1 Motivation and Overview
Accurate user modeling is essential for any information service system (e.g., search engines, recom-
mender systems, and computational advertising) to optimize its service to the end users. An ideal
user model should be capable to accurately and comprehensively capture users' distinct information
need in various application scenarios so as to assist the systems to deliver the most relevant infor-
mation to the users. However, the information needs and decision making process of dierent users
vary signicantly, and they are largely hidden from system designers. As a result, a generic user
model can hardly be optimal, and the level of user understanding directly determines the upper
bound of optimality that such information service systems can achieve in assisting their customers.
Consider the following example. When a vacation planner rst enters the query \hotels around
Orlando Disneyland" into a search engine and focuses on the reservation pages of hotels with low
price and far away from Disneyland theme parks, the system should keep in mind not only that the
user is performing a search task of preparing for an upcoming vacation to Orlando, but also she
cares more about the price aspect than the location aspect. Meanwhile, if another user issues the
same query but browses mostly the expensive hotels in a close neighborhood to Disneyland theme
parks, the system can then infer that this user concerns more about location aspect than price.
Such a detailed understanding of users at the level of decision factors (aspects) and dierent users'
preferences over multiple aspects would enable the system to eectively personalize and optimize
the service for each individual user accordingly.
Moreover, the system should also \remember" the inferred user preferences from now on so
as to further optimize the service for this user in the future. For example, one week later, the
rst user comes back and issues another query \ights from Chicago to Orlando." The system
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should immediately recall the context of her ongoing task of vacation planning and recognize that
she is now at the stage of booking ight tickets for this coming vacation. More importantly, the
system should also realize that in the last stage of the task (hotel booking) she preferred a lower
price. With such knowledge about this user, the system could then actively retrieve the cheap
ights on the top while tolerating the ights with more stops or inconvenient time. Besides, as
the next step of vacation planning task, the system should also recommend vacation package deals
in Orlando area, shopping center and popular restaurant locations to her, according to the search
history and preferences of other similar vacation planners, where similarity between users would
be computed based on the inferred user task ow and their preferences on various decision factors.
Users' productivity can be greatly improved with such personalized service. In addition, a deeper
understanding of user intent will also enable more detailed assessment of user similarities and
analysis of user behaviors in a broader context, which has many practical applications in business
intelligence, market research, policy impact analysis and etc.
Meanwhile, the system should also be aware of users' satisfaction about the returned results. If
the user is satised with the results (i.e., positive feedback), it indicates the currently inferred user
intent aligns with the user's true information need, and therefore the user model can be retained
and enhanced in future; and if the user is not satised (i.e., negative feedback), it indicates the user
model needs to be updated to better capture the user's underlying intention. We should note that
it is dicult to directly acquire users' explicit feedback in most of the practical information service
systems. Therefore, modeling users' implicit feedback to understand their satisfaction is essential.
The examples above illustrate the picture of computational user intent modeling studied in
this dissertation. In general, an intelligent information service system needs to: 1). gure out
the latent decision factors in a user's dierent information seeking processes, e.g., price and
location for hotel booking; 2). optimize system output according to the identied user's
preferences during the user's whole decision making process; and 3). recognize user's satisfac-
tion with regarding to the personalized output , and adaptively update the system's service
strategy. Such in-depth analysis will help the information service systems to accurately recognize
various users' information need, capture the association among their non-consecutive information
seeking behaviors, and optimize the quality of delivered information.
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Nevertheless, in most of the existing information service systems, e.g., search engine (such as
Google.com and Bing.com) and online shopping websites (such as Amazon.com and Newegg.com),
users are limited to express their complex information needs via simple keyword queries or some
predened categories due to the restrictive functionalities in current user interaction interfaces. It
results in limited signals for analyzing and capturing the users' underlying complex information
need. Previous work of user modeling is largely restricted to the study of constructing keyword-
[106] or semantic-category- [82] based user proles from users' input history. However, such shal-
low user representation is insucient to capture the higher-level latent factors inuencing users'
decisions and their preferences over such factors, nor to distinguish the variation and evolution of
their preferences over time. Both aspects are critical for a deep understanding of user intentions
and the optimality of services provided to the end users. Therefore, it is crucial for us to go beyond
the simple user inputs that the systems receive, broadly explore and properly model various types
of user-generated data, e.g., the opinionated review text content they have written on the web,
news reports they have shared via online social networks, and their search and browsing history
in a search engine, in order to acquire a more comprehensive and accurate understanding of users'
search intents.
To break the aforementioned limitations, in this thesis, a more comprehensive and deeper com-
putational user modeling principle and specic methods are proposed for capturing the users'
latent decision factors, detailed users' preferences over those factors, and associations among their
long-term information seeking behaviors, so as to optimize the systems' output according to such
identied user intent. Admittedly, deriving such deep understanding of user intent is not a straight-
forward practice of applying existing data mining or machine learning techniques, since it has unique
properties and challenges. First, because a user's decision process is largely hidden from the in-
formation service systems, we can only collect scattered pieces of information, e.g., users' queries
and clicks, reecting their underlying requirements, which are known to be sparse and noisy. Sec-
ond, users' intents are distinct and highly dynamic, dierent users, or even the same user under
dierent contexts, would hold varied intentions. Third, the users' information seeking behaviors,
e.g., searching and browsing, are neither isolated nor independent; instead, they are serving for the
same intrinsic short-term or long-term intent, but the interaction mechanism is largely unknown
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to the information service systems. To solve these challenges, eective computational models are
required to analyze and understand user intents by taking a comprehensive view of their generated
data - exploring all information available about each individual user, e.g., the opinionated review
comments he or she has written, the queries he or she has issued, the corresponding search result
pages he or she has clicked, and also the behaviors from other users, who share similar intentions
as the target user.
1.2 Problem Formalization
In this section, we will formally discuss the research of computational user intent modeling studied
in this thesis, illustrate the formal denition of the input, output and computational problems in
it.
The input of the computational user intent modeling problem is a set of observable user
behaviors from a particular user u when interacting with a particular type of information service
system, e.g., search engine, or a review portal,
Denition (User Behavior) A particular observation of user behavior xt is a N -dimensional
vector, which characterizes user u's action at time t when interacting with the system.
Real examples of user behaviors include: in opinion analysis, writing an opinionated review
document is considered as a specic type of user behavior, where xt can be modeled as a feature
vector describing the text content of review document (e.g., a N -dimensional bag-of-word vector);
in search engine log analysis, issuing a keyword query is considered as one type of user behavior,
where xt can be modeled as a feature vector describing the issued query, e.g, length of query,
timestamp, and number of returned results.
In many application scenarios, a user might take a series of actions to interact with the system,
e.g., in retrieval problems, a user might issue an initial query, click on a returned document and then
reformulate the query to another in order to fulll her information need; in opinion mining problems,
a user might write several reviews respect to her previous visit to multiple locations. Therefore, we
dene the input of our problem as a set of user behaviors from user u, i.e., Xu = fxu0 ; xu1 ; : : : ; xut g,
in which the actions are ordered by the time when it was taken.
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The output is the prediction of associated labels with respect to each input user behavior. For
example, in opinion analysis, the overall rating of a review document from user u is the behavior
label for prediction; and in search engine log analysis, satisfaction label of a search task from user
u is the behavior label for prediction. Formally, such output can be dened as,
Denition (Behavior Label) A label yut for user behavior x
u
t is an observable numerical variable,
discrete or continuous, which is semantically associated with xut or describing x
u
t with respect to a
specic application.
We should note that such behavior labels may not be directly available from the user-generated
data in certain application scenarios, and therefore third-party annotation is necessary to acquire
such labels. For example, in opinion analysis, the overall rating is generally available in most of
opinionated review documents; while in search engine log analysis, task labels are not available
for the queries in the search log data (i.e., which queries belong to the same search task), and
third-party annotators are needed to create such labels. However, in both cases, we require such
behavior labels are given in advance for model training purpose.
However, the major focus of the research studied in this thesis is not to model the direct
mapping from observed user behaviors to the corresponding labels. What is more important in
this thesis research is to properly model the latent user intents, which are unobservable but directly
associated with user behaviors Xu and the corresponding behavior label yu for prediction. Take
the problem of user search task satisfaction prediction studied in this thesis as an example. In
such a problem, a user's detailed search actions, e.g., issuing a query or clicking on a returned
document, result in corresponding action-level satisfaction, which in turn directly determine her
overall search task satisfaction. But those intermediate action-level labels are not observable and
dicult to be manually annotated in the search log. Therefore, to precisely predict task-level user
search satisfaction, we need to explicitly model the latent action-level satisfaction labels in the
solution.
Formally, the latent user intent is dened as,
Denition (User Intent) User intent hut under a particular information need of user u is a
k-dimensional vector, which is not observable but directly related to both user behavior xut and
corresponding behavior label yut at time t.
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Accordingly, we denote the latent user intents for a set of user behaviors as Hu = fhu0 ; hu1 ; : : : ; hut g,
where hut corresponds to the latent user intent for action x
u
t at time t.
Based on the above denition, the major focus of research in this thesis is to properly model the
latent user intents with respect to the observed user behaviors and corresponding behavior labels
dened in specic applications. Due to the explicit modeling of latent user intents, the problem
we studied in this thesis is not a simple mapping from the observed user behaviors Xu to the
corresponding labels yu as studied in classic supervised machine learning problems (classication
or regression) [12], i.e., f : Xu ! yu, where f is a proper functional form. Instead, we are estimating
a joint mapping from observed user behaviors Xu to both latent user intents Hu and corresponding
behavior label yu, i.e., f : Xu ! Hu  yu. Because Hu is unobservable from the input, we need to
infer the conguration of hut for each corresponding action x
u
t in such a mapping. As a result, the
problem becomes a structured learning problem [25, 113].
Moreover, in addition to prediction results of the behavior label yu in a given problem, the
inferred structure Hu also becomes an output for the problem. And such output actually conveys
more informative insight about a user's behaviors and is more important than the yu label in many
application scenarios. For example, in opinion analysis, a reviewer's preferences over the aspects of
a particular type of entities is very important to understand her purchase decision, since it unveils
a user's decision making process in ner granularity comparing to the overall rating the user has
given to this item. As a result, in this thesis, we will also consider the inferred latent user intents
as the output of the problem.
Based on the denition of input and output of the computational user intent modeling problem,
we can formalize the computational problem studied in this thesis in a principled way.
Denition (Computational User Intent Modeling) Given a user u's observed behaviors Xu
in a specic application scenairo and corresponding behavior labels yu, build functional mapping
f() from Xu to yu with explicit consideration of latent user intent Hu, i.e., f : Xu ! Hu  yu,
such that the predicted behavior label is close to the ground-truth.
Specically, from the perspective of probabilistic modeling, the problem can be formalized into
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the following optimization framework,
min
f;
Ep(Hu;yujXu)
h
L(Hu; yujXu; f)
i
+ Cjjjjp (1.1)
s:t: Ep(Hu;yujXu)
h
g(Xu;Hu; yu)
i
 
where L is an application-specic loss function characterizing the dierence between the predicted
behavior label y^u and the ground-truth label yu with respect to the latent structure Hu; the
expectation is taken under the conditional probability of p(Hu; yujXu); function g() establish
possible constraints related to specic application scenarios; and C is a trade-o parameter to
relax the violation of constraints.
In some application scenario, it might be infeasible to directly model the conditional distribution
of p(Hu; yujXu); instead, we can follow the max-margin principle [115] to formalize the problem in
a dierent format,
min
f;
jjf jjq + Cjjjjp (1.2)
s:t: max
Hu2H
f(Xu;Hu; yu)  max
(H^u;y^u)2HY
h
f(Xu; H^u; y^u) + (H^u; y^u; Xu)
i
  
where (H^u; y^u; Xu) = L(H^u; y^ujXu; f) + g(Xu; H^u; y^u)
where jj  jjp and jj  jjq could be dierent norms; Y and H are the whole space of possible behavior
labels and user intents in the specic problem.
In the probabilistic formalization (i.e., Eq (1.1)), we are trying to minimize the expectation
of the prediction error about the known behavior labels; while in the max-margin formalization
(i.e., Eq (1.2)), we are trying to maximize the distance between the true conguration of the
behavior label and latent intents to any other wrong congurations. These two forms of problem
formalization essentially capture the same insight of the user behavior modeling problem, and we
will explore both of them in this thesis.
There are two important components introduced in Eq (1.1) and Eq (1.2): the functional form
of f(), which determines the joint mapping from Xu to Hu yu; and the constraint function g(),
which species the domain knowledge about relationship among Xu, Hu and yu.
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Typical form of f() is a linear function, e.g., f(Xu;Hu; yu) = wT(Xu;Hu; yu), where () is
a feature vector and w is the corresponding feature weight vector. Accordingly, the mapping is
dened as: (y^u; H^u) = argmax(yu;Hu)2YHwT(Xu;Hu; yu). We should note that the design of
f() determines the dependency relation among the observed user behavior Xu, latent user intent
Hu and behavior label yu, and therefore it is the key to get reasonable prediction performance of
Hu and yu from the input user behaviors Xu. And it needs to be carefully designed for dierent
application scenarios.
The form of g() could be indicator functions or distance functions, which regularize the relation
between observed user behaviors Xu, behavior labels yu and latent user intents Hu. Take the
problem of user search task satisfaction prediction as the example again: when all of a user's
search actions are unsatisfying, it is impossible that the user will be satised by the whole search
task in the end.
It is worth discussing the purpose of introducing the constraint function g() in general. g()
encodes our knowledge about the specic problem we are trying to solve. In later detailed discus-
sions of the proposed solutions for each specic problem, we will nd that modeling user intent as
latent variables will signicantly increase the parameter space and complexity of inference (since we
have more free parameters to tune), which cause serious overtting problem. With xed amount of
annotation data, explicitly modeling latent user intent might eventually hurt the prediction perfor-
mance. Fortunately, by introducing domain knowledge into the modeling framework as constraints,
we can alleviate the dependency on human annotation in model estimation, and therefore avoid
overtting due to the lack of observations.
Another consideration of introducing g() to encode domain knowledge as constraints instead
of treating such knowledge as features in f() in the proposed framework is that with g() as
constraints we can explicitly control the condence of such knowledge and use it to better estimate
the parameters for other features during model training. For example, if we know some properties
are strict in the given problem, we can set them as hard constraints and do not allow the model to
violate them; while some properties are more tolerable, and we can give the model more freedom
via relaxation. And more importantly, in some form of f(), e.g., linear function, features are
independent from each other, such that the knowledge about one feature has little inuence on the
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other. But if we treat such domain knowledge as constraints, it will eectively aect the estimation
of other features during model training.
In the following, we will discuss the organization of this thesis, where concrete examples of
instantiation of the proposed general framework will be given.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Index Ranker/Filter 
Query model User model 
Query:{cheap hotel 
in Orlando with nice 
room and location} 
Factors:[{value:high}, 
{location:low}, 
{room:low}] 
Task:[vacation.hotel] 
Results 
Interaction 
History 
{Reviews, Forum 
discussions, Tweets, } 
User-generated content: 
1 
2 3 
4 
5 
Figure 1.1: Positive feedback loop between users and information service systems enabled by the
computational user models. Procedures related to user modeling include: 1 - latent user intent
identication via exploration of user-generated text data; 2 - user search behavior modeling;
3 - user-specic query interpretation; 4 - system output personalization; 5 - user satisfaction
prediction.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the positive feedback loop between end users and information service
systems enabled by the computational user models studied in this thesis. The labels on the control
ow indicate the procedures directly related to user modeling in a typical information service
system, and this ow graph highlights the organization of this thesis.
According to the type of user-generated data for user intent modeling, this thesis is organized
into two parts: 1) modeling opinionated text data for latent user intent identication; and 2)
modeling interactive behavior data for system optimization. These two parts of the thesis are
not isolated; instead, they are closely connected from three dierent perspectives. First, from the
perspective of positive feedback loop, identifying latent user intents is the basis for constructing
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an eective computational user model. Once we have successfully identied the latent factors,
which inuence a user's decisions over an information service system's output, we can optimize the
system to maximize each individual user's satisfaction accordingly. On the other hand, from the
perspective of the data being studied, a user's behavior and the underlying intent are not insulated,
but the observed behaviors are a means to satisfy her latent intent. It is necessary to associate the
scattered user-generated data over time, e.g., their generated text content, issued queries, clicked
documents and lled forms, into a semantically coherent unit with respect to their information
need. Such unit is helpful for us to rene our understanding of the users' latent intents. The
last but not the least, all the computational problems studied in these two parts are based on the
same modeling principle discussed in Section 1.2; they are dierent instantiations of the modeling
framework to real problems.
In particular, the overview of the subsequent chapters in this thesis is as follows. In Part I of
modeling opinionated text data for latent user intent identication , a new opinionated
text mining problem called Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA) is proposed and studied, and
a prototype system called ReviewMiner has been developed based on the techniques proposed in
the LARA work.
 Chapter 2: Latent User Intent Identication. To exploit and analyze user-generated
opinionated text content and support a deeper and more detailed understanding of user opinions,
A novel text mining problem called Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA) is proposed and studied
[118, 119]. The work of LARA aims at analyzing opinions expressed in text document at the level of
topical aspects to discover each individual user's latent opinion on each aspect as well as the relative
preference the users have placed onto those dierent aspects when forming the overall judgment.
More specically, in the work of LARA, users' generated opinionated review document is modeled
as user behaviors Xu, the corresponding overall rating is treated as the observed behavior label
yu, and the latent aspect ratings and weights are considered as latent intents Hu (i.e., two types
of intents). A two-stage approach based on bootstrapping aspect segmentation and latent rating
regression model is rst proposed to solve the problem of LARA in [118], where it assumes a user's
latent intents can be specied by a set of predened keywords. Later on, a unied framework
(rooted in Eq (1.1)) is introduced by incorporating the topic modeling technique to jointly identify
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the latent topical aspects, and infer the latent aspect weights/ratings from each user's review
article [119]. Clearly distinct from all previous work in opinion analysis that mostly focuses on
integrated entity-level opinions, LARA for the rst time reveals individual users' latent sentiment
preferences at the level of topical aspects in an unsupervised manner. Discovering such detailed user
preferences (which are often hard to obtain by a human from simply reading many reviews) enables
many important applications. First, such analysis facilitates in-depth understanding of user intents.
For example, by mining the product reviews, LARA recognizes which aspect inuences a particular
user's purchase decision the most. Second, by identifying each user's latent aspect preference in a
particular domain (e.g., hotel booking), personalized result ranking and recommendation can be
achieved. Third, discovering the general population's sentiment preferences over dierent aspects
of a particular product or service provides a more eective way for businesses to manage their
customer relationship and conduct market research.
 Chapter 3: ReviewMiner: A Multi-Modal Opinion Analysis System for Decision
Support. Based on the latent aspect rating analysis technique proposed in Chapter 2, a prototype
system called ReviewMiner 1 is developed to support multi-modal opinion analysis and decision
making. 17,629 hotels with 1,598,961 reviews from TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com), and
15,356 products with 472,631 reviews from Amazon (www.amazon.com), and 129 medications with
14,725 reviews from WebMD (www.webmd.com) are indexed and analyzed in the system. Besides
providing the end users with basic search functions to explore the analyzed entities and reviews
in the system, ReviewMiner also personalizes the retrieved results according to the users' input
preferences over the aspects of dierent types of entities, recommends similar entities based the
detailed aspect-level opinions, summarizes the aspect-level opinions in textual, temporal and spatial
dimensions. This multi-modal opinion summarization and visualization mechanism provides the
system users dierent perspectives to digest information from the review content, and it also
provides eective support for the end users to compare across dierent entities in order to make
more informed decisions. In addition, the developed ReviewMiner system actively collects real
users' interactive behaviors in an information service system, such that it works as an experimental
platform for the algorithms developed in second part of this thesis.
1http://timan100.cs.uiuc.edu:8080/ReviewMiner/
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In Part II of modeling interactive behavior data for system optimization , users' inter-
action patterns recorded in search engine logs are analyzed (e.g., their issued queries and clicked
documents) for understanding their longitudinal information seeking behaviors. And the internal
logic behind this part of work can be understood by the control ow of 2! 4! 5 in Figure 1.1:
rst, we need to organize the users' longitudinal search behaviors into a semantically coherent unit,
which we dene as \search task," to reect their underlying information need; by looking into a
particular user's historical search behaviors in the same task, we can eectively personalize the
system's output according to her identied preference within the task; in the end, it is necessary
for the system to assess the users' satisfaction with regard to its output so as to actively adjust its
service strategy in the future. The detailed overview of those chapters is as follows.
 Chapter 4: Long-Term User Search Tasks Extraction. To fulll the goal of understanding
the users' longitudinal search behaviors and developing information service systems to support
users' long-running tasks, a novel structured learning method is proposed for accurately extracting
long-term search tasks from users' historic search activities. In this line of work, a particular user's
search queries in a given period of time is modeled as user behaviors Xu, the corresponding search-
task assignment is considered as the behavior label yu, and the internal strcuture of search task
assignment is modeled as latent user intentsHu (i.e., query reformulation chain). A semi-supervised
clustering model is proposed based on the latent structural SVM framework (rooted in Eq (1.2)),
which is capable of learning inter-query dependencies from users' searching behaviors [120]. A set
of eective automatic annotation rules were introduced as weak supervision to release the burden
of manual annotation (i.e., in the form of constraint function g() in Eq (1.2)). Importantly, the
proposed method is able to obtain performance gains while reducing the reliance on costly human
annotations via such automatically generated weak supervision. Besides partitioning the queries
into semantically coherent groups, the proposed method also unveils the in-depth structure among
the queries, e.g., the reformulation and evolution chain of queries within the same task over time,
which enables detailed analysis of a user's information need. This work paves the way for a wide
range of future work in this area: such as automatic task completion helper, which expedites the
process of user's ongoing task by automatically recommending and collecting information relevant
to the current or even next stage of the task; and task-based user modeling, which recognizes user's
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unique in-task behavior patterns and preferences, and adjust system's output for each particular
task.
 Chapter 5: Personalized Ranking Model Adaptation. Searchers' information needs are di-
verse and cover a broad range of topics. A single user-independent ranking model is thus insucient
to satisfy dierent users' result preferences. Inspired by the linear-regression-based model adap-
tation methods widely studied in automatic speech recognition (e.g., maximum likelihood linear
regression [79], minimum classication error linear regression [62]), a general framework of person-
alized ranking model adaptation is developed [117]. In particular, by assuming that in a parametric
ranking model dierent users' ranking preferences can be fully characterized by dierent settings of
model parameters, personalization can be achieved via adjustment of the generic ranking model's
parameters with respect to each individual user's ranking preference, e.g., click feedback. In the
proposed framework, such adjustment is achieved via linear transformations. One important merit
of the proposed ranking adaptation framework is its generality: in this thesis, we demonstrate the
instantiation of the proposed framework with three frequently used learning-to-rank algorithms,
i.e., RankNet [19], LambdaRank [20] and RankSVM [69], which achieved signicant improvement
in, not only adaptation eciency, but also adaptation accuracy, against several state-of-the-art
ranking model adaptation methods in extensive experimentation.
 Chapter 6: Modeling Action-level Satisfaction for Search Task Satisfaction Predic-
tion. User satisfaction is a property of a user's information seeking process. Understanding it is
critical for information service providers to evaluate the performance and improve the eectiveness
of their service strategies. In this work, we studied a specic problem of search satisfaction in the
search engine systems. Existing methods model search satisfaction holistically at the search-task
level, ignoring important dependencies between action-level satisfaction and overall task satisfac-
tion. We hypothesize that searchers' latent action-level satisfaction label Hu (i.e., whether they
believe they were satised with the results of a particular search action, e.g., query or click) in-
uences their observed search behaviors Xu and contributes to overall search satisfaction yu. We
conjecture that by modeling search satisfaction at the action level, we can build more complete
and accurate predictors of search-task satisfaction. To achieve this, we develop a latent structural
learning method (rooted in Eq (1.2)), whereby rich structured features and dependency relations
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unique to search satisfaction prediction are explored. Using in-situ search satisfaction judgments
provided by searchers, we show that there is signicant value in modeling action-level satisfaction
in search-task satisfaction prediction.
In Chapter 7, conclusion about the research work conducted in this thesis and the research
frontiers related to research of computational user intent modeling will be discussed.
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Part I
Modeling Opinionated Text Data for
Latent User Intent Identication
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Chapter 2
Latent Aspect Rating Analysis
In this chapter, we dene and study a new opinionated text data analysis problem called Latent
Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA), which aims at analyzing opinions expressed about an entity in a
review document at the level of topical aspects to discover each individual reviewer's latent opinion
on each aspect as well as the relative emphasis on dierent aspects when forming the overall
judgment of the entity.
To solve this new text mining problem in a general way, a two-stage approach based on boot-
strapping aspect segmentation and latent rating regression model is rst proposed; and later on,
a unied model, Latent Aspect Rating Analysis Model (LARAM) is introduced by incorporating
the topic modeling technique to jointly identify the aspect segments and infer the latent aspect
weights/ratings. The detailed analysis of opinions at the level of topical aspects enabled by the
proposed model can support a wide range of application tasks, such as aspect opinion summariza-
tion, entity ranking based on detailed aspect ratings, and analysis of reviewers rating behavior,
which open up a new direction for user intent modeling.
2.1 Introduction
With the emergence and advancement of Web 2.0, more and more people can freely express opin-
ions on all kinds of entities such as products and services on the Internet. These reviews are useful
to other users for making informed decisions and to merchants for improving their service. Nev-
ertheless, with the current techniques [129, 39, 66], it is still hard for users to easily digest and
exploit the large number of reviews due to inadequate support for understanding each individual
reviewer's opinions at the ne-grained level of topical aspects.
Consider a typical hotel review shown in Figure 2.1. This review discusses multiple aspects of
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“A lot of history in this comfortable hotel” 
  Ambassador East Hotel 
 Overall Rating:  
 candostill  47 contributions  
 Western Michigan, USA  
 Dec 28, 2010  
The bathrooms are small with little counter space and the hotel is on the edge 
of needing some updating, but I have found each of my 3 trips to this hotel 
comfortable with a reasonable price. The Pump Room is a treat and breakfast 
has always been excellent. The hotel staff is friendly and helpful. The hotel is 
situated within walking distance to many restaurants and bars. I wouldn't 
recommend the hotel to families with small children but great for couples.  
Aspect ratings and weights predicted for this hotel:                                            
Value     (0.41) Location   (0.11) 
Rooms   (0.32) Service     (0.16) 
Figure 2.1: Expected output of LARA in hotel review.
the \Ambassador East Hotel," such as price, room condition, and service, but the user only gives
an overall rating for the hotel; without an explicit rating on each aspect. Other users would not
be able to easily know the reviewer's opinion on each aspect. Going beyond the overall rating
to know a reviewer's detailed opinions on dierent aspects is important because dierent users
may give a hotel the same overall rating for very dierent reasons. For example, one user may
have liked the location, but another may have enjoyed the room. In order to help users tell this
dierence, it is necessary to understand a reviewer's rating on each of the major decision aspects
(i.e., rating factors) of a hotel. Furthermore, even if we can reveal the rating on an aspect such as
\price," it may still be insucient because \cheap" may mean dierent price ranges for dierent
users. Even the same user may use a dierent standard to dene \cheap" depending on how critical
other factors (e.g. location) are; intuitively, when a user cares more about the location, the user
would tend to be more willing to tolerate a higher price. To understand such subtle dierences,
it is necessary to further reveal the relative importance that a user placed on each aspect when
assigning the overall rating.
To achieve such a deeper and more detailed understanding of a user from her opinionated
review data, I propose to study a novel text mining problem called Latent Aspect Rating Analysis
(LARA). Given a set of reviews with overall ratings, LARA aims at analyzing opinions expressed
in each review at the level of topical aspects to discover each individual user's latent rating on
each aspect as well as the relative importance weight on dierent aspects when forming the overall
judgment.
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Revealing the latent aspect ratings and aspect weights in each individual review will enable a
wide range of important applications. For example, the identied latent ratings on dierent aspects
can immediately support aspect-base opinion summarization; aspect weights are directly useful for
analyzing users' rating behaviors; and the combination of latent ratings and aspect weights can
support personalized ranking of entities by using only those reviews from the reviewers who share
similar aspect weights to those preferred by an individual user.
To solve this new opinion mining problem, a two-stage approach based on bootstrapping aspect
segmentation and latent rating regression model was rst proposed in [118]. In the rst stage, we
employed a bootstrapping-based algorithm to identify the major aspects (guided by a few manually
drafted seed words describing the aspects) and segment the review content. In the second stage,
we proposed a generative Latent Rating Regression (LRR) model which aims at inferring aspect
ratings and weights for each individual review based only on the review content and the associated
overall rating. More specically, the basic idea of solving LARA is to assume that the overall
rating is \generated" based on a weighted combination of the latent ratings over all the aspects,
where the weights are used to model the relative emphasis that the user has placed on each aspect
when giving the overall rating. We further assume that latent rating of each aspect depends on the
text content in the segment of a review discussing the corresponding aspect through a regression
model. In other words, we may also view the latent rating on each aspect as being \generated" by
another weighted sum of word features where the weights indicate the corresponding sentimental
polarities. Since we do not observe the detailed ratings on dierent aspects, the response variable
of this regression model (i.e., aspect rating) is latent.
Later on a unied model rooted in the general user behavior modeling framework as dened
in Eq (1.1), Latent Aspect Rating Analysis Model (LARAM), was introduced by incorporating
the topic modeling technique to jointly identify the aspect segments and infer the latent aspect
weights/ratings [119]. In LARAM, it is assumed that the text content describing a particular aspect
is generated by sampling words from a topic model (i.e., a multinomial word distribution) corre-
sponding to the latent aspect; and based on those automatically identied aspect segments, LRR
module is utilized to decompose the overall rating into aspect ratings and unveil the corresponding
importance weights of the aspects. As a result, LARAM simultaneously identies: 1) latent topical
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aspects, 2) ratings on each identied aspect, and 3) weights placed on dierent aspects by a user.
2.2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied the proposed LARA problem, but
there are several lines of related work.
Analysis of the overall sentiment of review text data has been extensively studied. Related
research started from a denition of binary classication of a given piece of text into the positive
or negative class [35, 39, 96, 32, 74]. Later, the denition is generalized to a multi-point rating
scale [96, 55]. Many approaches have been proposed to solve the problem, including supervised,
unsupervised, and semi-supervised approaches, but they all attempt to predict an overall sentiment
class or rating of a review, which is not so informative as revealing aspect ratings as we attempt
to do in this thesis.
Since an online review usually contains multiple opinions on multiple aspects, some recent
work has started to predict the aspect-level ratings instead of one overall rating. For example,
Snyder et al. [102] show that modeling the dependencies among aspects using good grief algorithm
can improve the prediction of aspect ratings. In [110], Titov et al. propose to extract aspects
and predict the corresponding ratings simultaneously: they use topics to describe aspects and
incorporate a regression model fed by the ground-truth ratings. However, they have assumed that
the aspect ratings are explicitly provided in the training data. In contrast, we assume the aspect
ratings are latent, which is a more general and more realistic scenario. Recent work by Lu et al.
[87] is the closest to ours, but their goal is to generate an aggregated summary with aspect ratings
inferred from overall ratings. Most importantly, none of the previous work considers the reviewer's
emphasis on dierent aspects, i.e., aspect weight. Our work aims at inferring both the aspect
ratings and aspect weights at the level of individual reviews; the result can be useful for multiple
tasks, including opinion-based entity ranking, analysis of user rating behavior, and rated aspect
summarization.
Regarding to the proposed LARAM, which is a hybrid generative model containing both aspect
modeling and rating prediction, our work is also related to the work of using topic modeling
techniques to extract aspects and associated opinions. Mei et al. incorporated two additional
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sentiment language models into standard topic models to extract the facets and positive/negative
opinions in weblogs [91]. Later, researchers further introduced aspect-specic sentiment models in
dierent ways, e.g., using supervision from sentiment priors [81, 68] or supervision from labeled
sentences [128]. In [111], Titov and McDonald extended their multi-grain topic model [110] to
discover topics that are representative of ratable aspects. Their regression module requires \ground
truth" user ratings on the pre-dened aspects, which are not always available. In contrast, the
proposed LARAM does not require aspect ratings from users and can decompose overall ratings
into the ratings on the discovered aspects. More importantly, none of the work in this line is
able to identify a reviewer's relative emphasis on dierent aspects, which is required for accurate
interpretation of aspect ratings as we have discussed in Section 2.1.
Moreover, the work of LARA is also related to the semantic analysis of text documents in infor-
mation extraction (IE) studies, e.g., entity and relation extraction [45, 90, 92, 127, 33]. Although,
in our current solution, the aspects are dened by a set of keywords and the users' preferences are
identied only based on the relation between latent aspect ratings and overall ratings, the work
from IE can provide our solution of LARA with informative signals about users' latent intentions.
For example, by identifying the named entities in review content, one can easily group the related
entities by a domain-specic taxonomy and treat such clusters as latent aspects with high con-
dence (e.g., associating \restaurants" and \convenient stores" together as location aspect when
analyzing hotel reviews). And by exploring the relations between dierent items (or aspects), e.g.,
comparative relation, we can precisely understand the users' preferences from the text content.
All those signals can be incorporated into our solution of LARA: the identied named entities can
be treated as a special form of features and included for aspect identication; and the recognized
comparative relations among the aspects and items can be utilized as constraints (as in the g()
function) to regularize the inferred aspect ratings and weights. And on the other hand, our LARA
work can also provide additional signals for entity and relation extraction: e.g., by assuming con-
sistency of a user's preference over certain entities, the inferred aspect ratings and weights can
help the IE modules to perform better entity disambiguation. However, since our primary focus in
this work is to provide solutions to the newly proposed LARA problem, we will leave the study of
combining LARA with semantic analysis of text documents as our future work.
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2.3 Problem Denition
In this section, we formally dene the problem of Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA).
As a computational problem, LARA assumes that the input is a set of reviews of some interesting
entity (e.g., hotel), where each review has an overall rating. Such a format of reviews is quite
common in most of the merchants' web site, e.g. Amazon (www.amazon.com) and Epinions (www.
epinions.com).
Formally, let D = fd1; d2; : : : ; djDjg be a set of review text documents for an entity or topic of
interest, and each review document d 2 D is associated with an overall rating rd. We also assume
that there are n unique words in the vocabulary V = fw1; w2; : : : ; wng.
Denition (Overall Rating) An overall rating rd of a review document d is a numerical rating
indicating the level of overall opinion of d, i.e. rd 2 [rmin; rmax], where rmin and rmax are the
minimum and maximum ratings respectively.
In this work, the overall rating of a review is deemed as the observable behavior label.
We further assume that we are given k aspects, which are rating factors that potentially aect
the overall rating of the given topic. For example, for hotel reviews, possible aspects may include
\price" and \location." An aspect is specied through a few keywords, and provides a basis for
latent aspect rating analysis.
Denition (Aspect) An aspect Ai is a (typically very small) set of words that characterize
a rating factor in the reviews. For example, words such as \price," \value," and \worth" can
characterize the price aspect of a hotel. We denote an aspect by Ai = fwjw 2 V;A(w) = ig, where
A(:) is a mapping function from a word to an aspect label.
Denition (Aspect Ratings) Aspect rating sd is a k dimensional vector, where the i-th dimen-
sion is a numerical measure, indicating the degree of satisfaction demonstrated in the review d
toward the aspect Ai, and sdi 2 [rmin; rmax]. A higher rating means a more positive sentiment
towards the corresponding aspect.
Denition (Aspect Weights) Aspect weight d is a k dimensional vector, where the i-th di-
mension is a numerical measure, indicating the degree of emphasis placed by the user of review
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d on aspect Ai, where we require di 2 [0; 1] and
Pk
i=1 di = 1 to make the weights easier to
interpret and comparable across dierent reviews. A higher weight means more emphasis is put on
the corresponding aspect.
The aspects, aspect ratings and aspect weights are treated as latent user intents, which connect
the observed user review content (i.e., user behavior) and behavior labels (i.e., overall rating). As
a result, the problem of \Latent Aspect Rating Analysis" is dened as,
Denition (Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA)) Given a review collection D about
a topic T where each review document d is associated with an overall rating rd, and k aspects
fA1; A2; : : : ; Akg to be analyzed, the problem of Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA) is to
discover each individual review's rating sdi on each of the k aspects as well as the relative emphasis
di the reviewer has placed on each aspect.
2.4 Methods
Major challenges in solving the problem of LARA are: 1) we do not have detailed supervision about
the latent rating on each aspect; 2) it is unclear how we can discover the relative weight placed
by a user on each aspect. To solve these challenges, we propose a novel Latent Rating Regression
(LRR) model to tie both latent ratings and latent weights with the review contents on the one
hand and the overall rating of the review on the other. Specically, we assume that the reviewer
generates the overall rating of a review based on a weighted combination of his or her ratings on all
aspects, and the rating on each aspect is generated based on another weighted combination of the
words in the review that discusses the corresponding aspect. After tting such a regression model
on the given review data, we would be able to obtain the latent aspect ratings and weights, and
thus solving the problem of LARA.
Since the LRR model assumes that we know the aspect segments in a review, we rst perform
aspect segmentation in a review document based on the given keywords describing aspects to obtain
text segment(s) for each aspect. In the rst approach, we assume each aspect can be described by
a set of predened keywords. Later on, we release this restriction by introducing a statistic topic
modeling based approach to discover the possibly unknown aspects jointly with discovering the
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latent ratings/weights on the identied aspects.
2.4.1 Keyword-based Aspect Segmentation
The goal of aspect segmentation is to map the sentences in a review into subsets corresponding to
each aspect. In this approach we assume that a few keywords are given to describe each aspect,
and thus we design a boot-strapping algorithm to obtain more related words for each aspect.
Specically, the basic workow of the proposed Aspect Segmentation Algorithm is as follows:
given the seed words for each aspect and all the review text data as input, we assign each sentence
to the aspect that shares the maximum term overlapping with this sentence; based on this initial
aspect annotation, we calculate the dependencies between aspects and words by Chi-Square (2)
statistic [125], and include the words with high dependencies into the corresponding aspect keyword
list. These steps are repeated until the aspect keyword list is unchanged or the number of iterations
exceeds the limit. The full description of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The 2 statistic
used to compute the dependencies between a term w and aspect Ai is dened as follows:
2(w;Ai) =
C  (C1C4   C2C3)2
(C1 + C3) (C2 + C4) (C1 + C2) (C3 + C4)
where C1 is the number of times w occurs in sentences belonging to aspect Ai, C2 is the number of
times w occurs in sentences not belonging to Ai, C3 is the number of sentences of aspect Ai that
do not contain w, C4 is the number of sentences that neither belong to aspect Ai, nor contain word
w, and C is the total number of word occurrences.
After aspect segmentation, we would get k partitions of each review d, and represent them as
a k n feature matrix Wd, where Wdij is the frequency of word wj in the text assigned to aspect
Ai of d normalized by the total counts of words in the text of that aspect.
2.4.2 Latent Rating Regression Model (LRR)
The LRR model treats Wd as independent variables (i.e., features of review d) and the overall
rating r of the review as the response variable (i.e., variable to predict). In order to model the
latent ratings on dierent aspects and the latent weights in the aspects, the LRR model further
assumes that the overall rating is not directly determined by the review content, but rather, based
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Algorithm: Aspect Segmentation Algorithm
Input : A collection of reviews fd1; d2; : : : ; djDj)g, set of aspect keywords fT1; T2; : : : ; Tkg,
vocabulary V, selection threshold p and iteration step limit I.
Output : Reviews split into sentences with aspect assignments.
Step 0 : Split all reviews into sentences, X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xMg;
Step 1 : Match the aspect keywords in each sentence of X and record the matching hits
for each aspect i in Count(i);
Step 2 : Assign the sentence an aspect label by ai = argmaxi Count(i). If there is a tie,
assign the sentence with multiple aspects.
Step 3 : Calculate 2 measure of each word (in V);
Step 4 : Rank the words under each aspect with respect to their 2 value and join the
top p words for each aspect into their corresponding aspect keyword list Ti;
Step 5 : If the aspect keyword list is unchanged or iteration exceeds I, go to Step 6, else
go to Step 1 ;
Step 6 : Output the annotated sentences with aspect assignments.
Figure 2.2: Boot-strapping method for aspect segmentation.
on a set of latent ratings on dierent aspects which are more directly determined by the words
associated with each aspect.
Formally, as we have dened in Section 2.3, sd and d are review-level k-dimensional aspect
rating vector and aspect weight vector. The reviewer in d is assumed to rst generate an aspect
rating for each Ai as a linear combination of Wdi and i, i.e.
si  
nX
j=1
ijWdij (2.1)
where i 2 < indicates the word sentiment polarities on aspect Ai.
Then, the reviewer generates the overall rating based on the weighted sum of d and sd, i.e.
Td sd =
Pk
i=1 disdi. Specically, the overall rating is assumed to be a sample drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with mean Td sd and variance 
2, which indicates the uncertainty of the
overall rating predictions. Thus putting all together, we have,
rd  N(
kX
i=1
di
nX
j=1
ijWdij ; 
2) (2.2)
Intuitively, the key idea here is to bridge the gap between the observed overall rating and the
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detailed text descriptions by the latent aspect weight d and term sentiment weight , which enable
us to model the overall rating based on ratings of specic aspects.
Looking further into the user's rating behaviors, we nd that reviewers' emphasis on dierent
aspects can be complicated: 1) dierent reviewers might have dierent preferences for the aspects,
e.g. business travelers may emphasize on internet service while honeymoon couples may pay more
attention to rooms; 2) aspects are not independent, especially when the aspects have overlaps,
e.g. an emphasis on cleanliness would indicate a preference to room quality too. In order to take
the diversity of reviewer's preferences into consideration, we further treat the aspect weight d
in each review d as a set of random variables drawn from an underline prior distribution for the
whole corpus. Furthermore, to capture the dependencies among dierent aspects, we employ a
multivariate Gaussian distribution as the prior for aspect weights, i.e.
d  N(;) (2.3)
where  and  are the mean and variance parameters.
Combining Eq (2.2) and (2.3), we get a Bayesian regression problem. The probability of ob-
served overall rating in a given review in our LRR model is given by:
P (rjd) = P (rdj;; 2; ;Wd) (2.4)
=
Z
p(dj;)p(rdj
kX
i=1
di
nX
j=1
dijWdij ; 
2)dd
where rd and Wd are the observed data in review d,  = (;; 
2; ) are the set of corpus-level
model parameters, and d is the latent aspect weight for review d. Note that we assume that 
2
and  do not depend on individual reviewers, and are thus also corpus-level model parameters. A
graphical model illustration of LRR model is given in Figure 2.3.
Posterior Inference
Suppose we are given the LRR model parameters  = (;; 2; ), we can apply the model to
get the aspect ratings and weights in each review as follows: (1) the latent aspect rating sd in a
particular review d could be calculated by Eq (2.1); (2) we appeal to the maximum a posteriori
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Figure 2.3: Graphical model representation of LRR. The outer box represents reviews, while the
inner box represents the composition of latent aspect ratings and word descriptions within a review.
(MAP) estimation method to retrieve the most probable value of d in the given review. The
object function of MAP estimation for review d is dened as:
L(d) = log p(dj;)p(rdj
kX
i=1
di
nX
j=1
dijWdij ; 
2) (2.5)
We expand this object function and associate all the terms with respect to d in each review (denote
as L(d)) as follows:
^d = argmaxL(d) (2.6)
= argmax

 (r   
T
d sd)
2
22
  1
2
(d   )T 1(d   )

s.t.
kX
i=1
di = 1, and 0  di  1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k
To address above constraint optimization problem, we apply the conjugate-gradient-interior-
point method with the following formula for the derivatives with respect to d:
@L(d)
@d
=  (
T
d sd   rd)sd
2
  1(d   )
Model Estimation
In the previous section, we discuss how to apply our LRR model to infer aspect weight d in each
review d when given the model  = (;; 2; ). In this section, we discuss how to estimate these
model parameters using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator, i.e., how to nd the optimal
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^ = (^; ^; ^2; ^) that can maximize the probability of observing all the overall ratings.
The log-likelihood function on the whole set of reviews is:
L(D) =
X
d2D
log p(rdj;; 2; ;Wd) (2.7)
Thus the ML estimate is
^ = argmax

X
d2D
log p(rdj;; 2; ;Wd):
To compute this ML estimation, we would rst randomly initialize all the parameters to ob-
tain (0) and then use the following EM-style algorithm to iteratively update and improve the
parameters by executing the E-step and then M-step in each iteration:
E-Step: For each review d in the corpus, infer aspect rating sd and aspect weight d based on the
current parameter (t) by using Eq (2.1) and (2.6).
M-Step: Given the inferred aspect rating sd and aspect weight d based on the current parameters
(t), update the model parameters and obtain (t+1) by maximizing the \complete likelihood,"
i.e., the probability of observing all the variables including the overall ratings rd and the inferred
aspect ratings sd and aspect weights d for all the reviews.
First, we look at the case of updating the two parameters of the Gaussian prior distribution of
the aspect weight d. Here our goal is to maximize the probability of observing all the d computed
in the E-Step: for all the reviews, thus we have the following updating formulae based on the ML
estimation for a Gaussian distribution.
(t+1) = argmax

 
X
d2D
(d   )T 1(d   )
=
1
jDj
X
d2D
d (2.8)
(t+1) = argmax

"
 jDj log 
X
d2D
(d   (t+1))T 1(d   (t+1))
#
=
1
jDj
X
d2D
(d   (t+1))(d   (t+1))T (2.9)
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Second, we look at how to update  and 2. Since d is assumed to be known, we can update
2 and  to maximize P (rdjd; 2; ;Wd) (dened in Equation 2.2). Solving this optimization
problem, we have the following updating formulae:
2(t+1) = argmax
2
"
 jDj log 2  
P
d2D(rd   Td sd)2
2
#
=
1
jDj
X
d2D
(rd   Td sd)2 (2.10)
(t+1) = argmax

X
d2D
 (rd  
Pk
i=1 di
T
i Wdi)
2
22(t+1)
(2.11)
The closed-from solution for  requires an inversion on a jV jjV j matrix, which is expensive to
directly compute. To avoid this, we apply the gradient-based method to nd the optimal solution
of  with the following gradients:
@L()
@i
=
X
d2D
(
kX
i=1
di
T
i Wdi   rd)diWdi
The E-step and M-step are repeated until the likelihood value of Eq (2.7) converges.
2.4.3 A Fully Generative Model for LARA
Previously we assumed aspects can be specied by several predened keywords. A main challenge in
solving LARA without the aspect keywords supervision is to properly associate the review content
with those meaningful aspects corresponding to the major opinions. To address this challenge, our
basic idea is to use topic modeling techniques which provide a convenient way of segmenting the
review contents by exploiting the word co-occurrence patterns in the data.
The basic assumption in LARAM is that the latent aspects of a particular entity are character-
ized by a set of coherent topics, which are shared across dierent reviews discussing the same entity
(e.g., \service" and \location" for a hotel). The topics can be used to identify aspect text segments
which contribute to the observed overall ratings in each review via the latent aspect ratings and
weights. Along this line, we propose a fully generative framework to capture such dependency
between the review contents and overall sentiment ratings.
We dene and combine two components in LARAM: 1) an aspect modeling module based on
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statistical topic modeling technique is introduced to discover the topical aspects from the review
contents, and 2) the LRR model described in previous section is employed to infer the latent aspect
ratings and weights based on the aspect segmented review contents.
In the aspect modeling part, we assume an aspect Ai can be characterized by a multinomial word
distribution Mul(i) over the vocabulary V . The proportion of aspects  being discussed in each
review d is drawn from a Dirichlet distribution Dir(), where  postulates the prior distribution
of aspects in the whole corpus. Then, a review is treated as a mixture over the latent aspects, and
the joint probability of observed word contents W, latent aspect assignments fzngjdjn=1 and aspect
proportion  is dened as follows:
p(W; z; j; ) = p(j)
jdjY
n=1
p(wnjzn; )p(znj) (2.12)
where zn is an indicator variable representing the latent aspect from which the word wn is drawn.
In the rating analysis part, aspect rating si is still assumed to be determined by the aggregated
sentiment over the text segments discussing aspect Ai as before:
si =
jdjX
n=1
ij[wn = vj ; zn = i] (2.13)
where we employ an indicator function [wn = vj ; zn = i] to map wn to aspect Ai. In previous
approach, such mapping is achieved via the keyword-based aspect segmentation.
As a result, the probability of observing the overall rating r and aspect weight  given the
aspect segments in review d dened in LARAM is specied as:
p(r; jW; ;; 2) = p(j;)p(rj
kX
i=1
i
jdjX
n=1
ij[wn = vj ; zn = i]; 
2)
Combining the two components, the joint probability of the observed text content W and
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overall rating r in a given review d can thus be dened as:
P (r;Wj; ; ; ;; 2) (2.14)
=P (Wj; ) P (rjW; ; ;; 2)
=
ZZ jdjY
n=1
kX
zn=1
p(wnjzn)p(znj)p(j)d 
p(rj
kX
i=1
i
jdjX
n=1
ij[wn = vj ; zn = i]; 
2)p(j;)d
where we denote  as the set of corpus-level model parameters. A graphical model illustration of
the unied LARAM is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Graphical model representation of LARAM. The outer box represents reviews, while
the inner box represents the composition of latent aspect rating regression and word generation
within a review.
As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the word usage patterns embedded in the review text collection are
captured by the aspect modeling part; the latent aspect assignments fzngjdjn=1 associate such word
clusters with the corresponding aspect, and based on such probabilistic aspect segmentations, the
latent aspect ratings and weights are discovered accordingly.
r  N(
kX
i=1
i
jdjX
n=1
ij[wn = vj ; zn = i]; 
2) (2.15)
We should also note the proposed LARAM is not a trivial replacement of previous keyword-
based bootstrapping method with topic models. Instead, it naturally bridges the gap between the
aspect segmentation and sentiment analysis procedure in the previously used two-stage approach.
There are two important factors distinguishing the proposed LARAM from the previous two-step
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LRR model. First, in the current model, the latent aspect rating is a random variable, or more
specically, sum of a set of random variables (because each word's aspect assignment is a probability
distribution over all the aspects), while in LRR model, it is treated as a xed response variable
of a rating regression module based on the given aspect segments. This dierence enables us to
model the uncertainty from the aspect segmentation part as well. Second, the latent rating analysis
part provides informative feedback for the aspect segmentation part in the new model. Intuitively,
in LARAM, we should assign the word wj to a proper aspect Ai, in which the word's sentiment
orientation ij is the most consistent with the identied orientation si, or in other words, to be
consistent with other words in its segment. In the previous LRR model, such segmentation is xed
once the set of aspect keywords is determined.
Posterior Inference
Given the model parameters , the key step of applying the proposed LARAM is to infer the
posterior distribution of the latent aspect assignment fzngjdjn=1 and aspect weight  in a given
review d. Once this is done, the aspect ratings can be easily derived from Eq (2.13). In this
work, we use variational inference method [73] due to its computational eciency. The key idea
behind variational approximation is to optimize the free parameters of a distribution over the latent
variables so that the approximated distribution is close to the true posterior by Kullback-Leibler
divergence.
More specically, we introduce a family of factorized variational distribution for the hidden
variables (z; ; ) in each review d,
q(z; ; j; ; ; 2) = q(j)
Y
n
q(znjn)q(j; 2) (2.16)
where the aspect assignment z for each word in d is specied by a k-dimensional multinomial
distribution Mul(), aspect proportion  is governed by a k-dimensional Dirichlet distribution
Dir(), and aspect weight  is determined by a k-dimensional multivariate Normal distribution
N(; 2) with a diagonal covariance matrix to simplify the computation.
Based on the introduced variational distribution, the lower bound of the log-likelihood in review
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d can be approximated as follows:
log p(r;Wj; ; ; ;; 2) (2.17)
= log p(Wj; ) + log p(rjW; ; ;; 2)
Eq[log p(z; ;Wj; )]  Eq[log q(z; j; )]
+Eq

log p(r; ; zjW; ; ;; 2)  Eq[log q(; zj; ; ; )]
where the bound is derived from the Jensen's inequality for convex function. In the following
discussions, we will use Ld(; ; ; 2) to represent the lower bound dened by a set of variational
parameters (; ; ; 2) in review d.
The explanation for this lower bound is quite intuitive: the rst part of Ld(; ; ; 2) represents
the objective of aspect modeling module, which aims at nding the optimal aspect assignments
fzngjdjn=1 and the corresponding aspect proportion  for the observed review contents; the second
part explains the objective of rating analysis module, which tunes both fzngjdjn=1 and  to t the
overall ratings. These two parts are not independently separated but connected by the common
aspect assignments fzngjdjn=1. Both parts attempt to allocate proper aspect assignments to better
accommodate the observed text contents and overall rating, respectively.
Details for calculating the expectation of the rst part can be found in [14]. The expectation
of the complete-data log-likelihood function for the rating analysis module under the variational
distribution is derived as:
Eq

log p(r; ; zjW; ; ;; 2)
=  (
Ts  r)2
22
  1
22
kX
i=1
n
(2i + 
2
i )V ar[si] + 
2
i si
2
o
 1
2
(  )T 1(  )  1
2
Tr
 
diag(2) 1
  1
2
log 2   1
2
log jj
where si =
Pjdj
n=1 ijw
j
nni, V ar[si] =
Pjdj
n=1(ijw
j
n)2ni(1  ni) (wjn is a short representation for
the indicator function [wn = j]).
Once the expectations in Ld(; ; ; 2) are analytically determined, an iterative xed-point
method is employed to nd the set of variational parameters (; ; ; 2) in order to maximize
the lower bound of the original log-likelihood, which in turn would minimize the KL divergency
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between the variational posterior and true posterior in each review. In particular, we compute the
derivative of Ld(; ; ; 2) with respect to the variational parameters accordingly, and use them
to nd the optimal setting for each variational parameter.
In the aspect modeling part, the variational parameter  can be easily estimated as
^i = i +
jdjX
n=1
ni (2.18)
Due to the involvement of rating analysis part, it is hard for us to get a closed-form solution for 
as in [14]. Therefore, we appeal to the gradient-based optimization procedure to obtain the optimal
solution:
^n = argmax
n
kX
i=1
wjnni
h
 (i)   (
kX
j=1
j) + w
j
n log ij   log ni
i
  1
22
(Ts  r)2   1
22
kX
i=1
h
(2i + 
2
i )V ar[si] + 
2
i si
2
i
(2.19)
s.t. 8 i, 0  ni  1 and
Pk
i=1 ni = 1
Similar procedure of gradient-based searching algorithm is applied to nd the optimal solution
of the variational parameter  in the rating analysis part:
^ = argmin

n 1
22
h kX
i=1
2iV ar[si] + (
Ts  r)2
i
+
1
2
(  )T 1(  )
o
(2.20)
s.t. 8 i, 0  i  1 and
Pk
i i = 1.
Finally, 2 could be easily calculated as,
2i =
2
V ar[si] + s2i + 
2 1ii
(2.21)
Model Estimation
In the previous section, we have discussed how to infer the latent aspect assignments fzngjdjn=1 and
aspect weight  in each review d when given the model . In this section, we discuss how to
estimate these corpus-level parameters using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm by
maximizing the expectation of observing review contents and the overall ratings in a given review
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document collection.
As dened in Eq (2.17), we can approximate the log-likelihood in each individual review d by
the introduced variational distribution q(z; ; j; ; ; 2). Since the variational inference is carried
out independently for each review in the collection, the log-likelihood over the whole collection D
is simply a summation over the lower bound of each review:
L(D) =
X
d2D
Ld(; ; ; 2) (2.22)
Following similar procedures used in posterior inference in LARAM, we maximize Eq (2.22) by
nding the optimal corpus-level model parameters .
The detailed procedures for updating the parameters in the aspect modeling part is the same
as derived in [14], so we only list them here:
ij /
DX
d
NdX
n
dniw
j
dn (2.23)
@L()
@i
= D
h
 (
X
j
j)   (i)
i
+
DX
d
h
 (di)   (
X
j
dj)
i
(2.24)
@2L()
@i@j
= D

 0(
X
j
j)  (i; j) 0(i)

(2.25)
The updating equations for the aspect weight prior (;), and overall rating prediction variance
2 in the rating analysis part can be easily obtained from their sucient statistics accordingly, as
we did in keyword-based two-step LRR:
^ =
1
D
DX
d=1
d (2.26)
^ =
1
D
DX
d=1

(d   ^)(d   ^)T + diag(2d)

^2 (2.27)
=
1
D
DX
d=1
n
(rd   Td sd)2 +
kX
i=1

(2di + 
2
di)V ar[sdi] + 
2
dis
2
di
o
(2.28)
The same as before, a closed-form updating formula for the term weight matrix  is hard to
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write out:
^ = argmin

DX
d
n
(Td sd   rd)2 +
kX
i=1

(2di + 
2
i )V ar[sdi] + 
2
dis
2
di
o
(2.29)
We apply the gradient-based optimization technique to nd the optimal solution of  with the
following gradients:
@L(i)
@ij
=
DX
d
h
(Td sd rd)di+2disdi+(2di+2di)ijwjdn(1 dni)
i
dniw
j
dn (2.30)
From the above equation, we can nd another evidence of the interaction between aspect model-
ing module and rating analysis module: an optimal word sentiment polarity setting should not only
ensure the sentiment orientation expressed in the review content consist with the observed overall
sentiment judgment, but also reduce the uncertainty on each latent aspect's opinion prediction,
which would help the model allocate the aspect assignment for each word more accurately.
A similar EM algorithm as used for two-step LRR model is applied to iteratively update and
improve the parameters by alternatively executing the E-step with posterior inference and M-
step for model parameter estimation in each iteration until the log-likelihood dened in Eq (2.22)
converges.
2.5 Experimental Results
We included two review data sets for evaluation purpose in our experiments: a hotel review data
set crawled from www.tripadvisor.com, and an MP3 player review data set crawled from www.
amazon.com. In the hotel review data set, in addition to the overall ratings, reviewers are also asked
to provide ratings on 7 pre-dened aspects in each review: i.e., value, room, location, cleanliness,
check in/front desk, service, and business service, ranging from 1 star to 5 stars. This can serve as
the ground-truth for quantitative evaluation of both aspect identication and latent aspect rating
prediction. In the MP3 player review data set, there is only one overall rating in each review,
ranging from 1 star to 5 stars.
We rst performed simple pre-processing on these two data sets: 1) remove the reviews with
any missing aspect rating or document length less than 50 words (to keep the content coverage of
all possible aspects); 2) convert all the words into lower cases; and 3) remove punctuations, stop
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words dened in [1], and the terms occurring in less than 10 reviews in each collection. After the
pre-processing, we have 37,181 hotel reviews and 16,680 MP3 player reviews; the detailed statistics
are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Statistics of review data sets.
#Item #Review #Reviewer Avg Len Rating
Hotel 2,232 37,181 34,187 96.5 3.921.23
MP3 686 16,680 15,004 87.3 3.761.41
To apply the keyword-based two-step LRR model, we need to manually specify the aspects by
carefully selecting a small set of seed words. Table 2.2 shows the initial aspect seed words we used
as input to the bootstrapping aspect segmentation algorithm described in Section 2.4.1, where we
set the selection threshold p=5 and iteration step limit I=10 in our experiments. .
Table 2.2: Aspect seed words.
Aspects Seed words
Value value, price, quality, worth
Room room, suite, view, bed
Location location, trac, minute, restaurant
Cleanliness clean, dirty, maintain, smell
Check In/Front Desk stu, check, help, reservation
Service service, food, breakfast, buet
Business service business, center, computer, internet
2.5.1 Aspect Identication
In Amazon reviews, the reviewers are only asked to give an overall rating, so they would have
more freedom, or less guidance to write the comments. In this case, it is very dicult to pre-
specify aspects in keywords without necessary domain-knowledge. Here, we will rst qualitatively
demonstrate that our unied model, LARAM, can automatically identify meaningful aspects based
on the data characteristics. We separate the reviews into two subsets, one with low overall ratings
(at most 3 stars) and the other with high overall ratings (at least 4 stars), and apply LARAM to
extract 20 aspects on each subset.
It is expected that users usually comment on dierent aspects in positive and negative reviews.
In Table 2.3, we show the top 10 words with the highest generation probability under the three
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Table 2.3: Topical aspects learned on MP3 player reviews.
Low Overall Ratings High Overall Ratings
unit jack service les player vision
usb headphone charge format music video
battery warranty problem included download player
charger replacement support easy headphones quality
reset problem hours convert button great
time player months mp3 set product
hours back weeks videos hours sound
work months back le buds radio
thing buy customer wall volume accessory
wall amazon time hours ear fm
aspects with the largest aspect weight prior , which can be considered as the aspects contributing
the most to overall ratings. We can observe that LARAM automatically adapts to such data
characteristics: in the negative reviews, the most complained aspects are about warranty and
service; while the positive reviews emphasize the admirable product features such as exible le
format and great video quality.
Next, we quantitatively compare our model with existing methods on the quality of identied
topical aspects.
Algorithms for Comparison: Since we employed the statistical topic models to discover
aspects, we compare LARAM with two dierent topic models: unsupervised LDA [14] model and
supervised sLDA [13] model. LDA behaves similarly as our aspect modeling module, but it can
only t the word co-occurrence patterns in the review content. sLDA extends LDA by adding
a regression module to model the observed overall response, so that it uses the same input as
our LARAM. However, since sLDA and LARAM employ dierent generation assumptions for the
overall response, it would be interesting to compare these two models.
Measure: In the hotel data set, because TripAdvisor asks its reviewers to rate the predened
7 aspects, it is reasonable to assume those are the major aspects most reviewers comment about.
Thus, we use the full set of keywords (in total 309 words) generated by the bootstrapping method
as prior to train a LDA model on this data set, and treat the learned topics as the \ground-truth"
aspect descriptions. Then we train all the three models without any supervision of aspect keywords,
calculate the optimal alignment between the learned topics with \ground-truth" aspects by Kuhn-
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Table 2.4: KL divergence between the align aspects.
LDA sLDA LARAM
7 topics 5.675 14.878 5.827
14 topics 8.819 19.074 8.356
21 topics 12.745 22.411 11.167
Munkres algorithm [86] and quantitatively measure the quality of the identied aspects using KL
divergence:
D(pjjq) =
X
x
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
where p(x) is the \ground-truth" word distribution, and q(x) is the word distribution learned by a
given model.
Result Analysis: We train these three models with 7, 14 and 21 topics (since we already
know there are 7 aspects) on the hotel data set separately and list the results in Table 2.4. From
the results, we can nd that compared with the unsupervised LDA model, the aspects identied
by LARAM are closer to the ground-truth aspects when we have more topics (i.e., smaller KL
divergence); sLDA's performance is the worst, even though it has additional information from the
overall ratings for estimating the topics. From the comparison we can see that the inferred aspect
ratings from LARAM help the aspect model to better allocate the words across dierent aspects,
which would not be easily distinguished solely from the co-occurrence patterns (LARAM versus
LDA). The sLDA model assumes that the topics (aspects) directly characterize the overall ratings,
rather than the words' sentiment polarities in the specic aspects as we assumed in LARAM, so it
prefers rating-sensitive words than those aspect-specic words. As a result, the word distribution
under each topic learned by sLDA is quite dierent from those aspects specied by the keywords.
Besides, we can observe that when we use more topics, KL divergence gets larger. The reason is
that with more topics, all the models will then have more freedom to distinguish the aspects in a
ner granularity, which is not covered by the predened aspect keywords.
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2.5.2 Aspect Rating Prediction
Although the problem of LARA is designed to infer ratings on any discovered topical aspects, we
can only quantitatively evaluate the predicted ratings on the collection where we have the ground-
truth aspect ratings from reviewers. In this experiment, we use the hotel review data set as the
testing corpus.
Since we have proposed two dierent approaches to solve the problem of LARA, i.e., keyword-
based two-step LRR model and topic-model-based unied LARAM model, we will employ dierent
set of baseline methods to make comprehensive comparisons for the two methods we have proposed.
Measures: We quantitatively evaluate the algorithms using six dierent measures, including:
(1) Mean Square Error (2aspect) of the predicted aspect ratings compared with the ground-truth
aspect ratings; (2) Pearson correlation inside reviews (aspect) measures how well the predicted
aspect ratings can preserve the relative order of aspects within a review given their ground-truth
ratings; (3) percentage of mis-ordered aspects inside reviews (Misaspect) measures the cases when
the predicted aspect ratings confuse the best and worst aspects within reviews (if they are dierent
as in ground-truth); (4) nDCG of aspect ranking inside reviews (nDCGaspect) evaluates the model's
ranking accuracy of aspects inside a review, where the ground truth aspect ratings are used as
the graded relevance in the measure; (5) Pearson correlation across hotels (hotel) measures how
well the predicted aspect ratings (averaging over the predicted aspect ratings of all the reviews
commenting on this hotel) can preserve the relative order of hotels by their ground-truth ratings;
and (6) Mean Average Precision (MAPhotel@10) evaluates the model's ranking accuracy of hotels.
In MAPhotel@10, we treat each aspect as a query, the top 10% of hotels ranked by the ground-
truth aspect ratings as the relevant answers, and test whether we are able to rank these relevant
hotels on the top, if we use the predicted aspect ratings to rank them. Those measurements can
be categorized into two dierent groups: aspect-level evaluation, including the rst four metrics,
which are averaged over all the reviews, and hotel-level evaluation, including the last two metrics,
which are averaged over all the aspects.
Algorithms for comparison with two-step LRR: The closest work to our two-step LRR
model is [87], in which the authors proposed two methods, i.e. Local prediction and Global
prediction, to solve a similar problem. Therefore we take these two methods as our baseline
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methods for comparison. We also include another baseline, in which we take the overall rating of
a review as the rating for each aspect and train a supervised regression model based on such data.
We implement this method using the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model [21] and name it as
SVR-O. Besides, as an upper-bound algorithm, we also test a fully supervised algorithm SVR-A,
i.e., SVR model fed with the aspect ratings in the ground-truth for training, and compare it with
what LRR can achieve without such supervision. Both SVR-O and SVR-A use the same aspect
segmentation results from our keyword-based segmentation method, and we use RBF kernel with
default parameters implemented in the libsvm package [24] for SVR-O and SVR-A.
All the models are evaluated on the same data set: for Local prediction method, Global pre-
diction method and LRR, we use the whole data set for both training and testing; for SVR-based
models, we perform 4-fold cross validation and report the mean value of performance.
Result Analysis (1): First, we report the performance comparison between the two-step LRR
with ve baseline algorithms in Table 2.5. Since SVR-A is fully supervised while others are not,
we list it separately on the last line as an upper bound. We also highlight the best performance in
each measure for all the non SVR-A models in bold.
Table 2.5: Performance comparison between two-step LRR with other models.
Method 2aspect aspect review MAPhotel@10
Local prediction 0.588 0.136 0.783 0.131
Global prediction 0.997 0.279 0.584 0.000
SVR-O 0.591 0.294 0.581 0.358
LRR 0.896 0.464 0.618 0.379
SVR-A 0.306 0.557 0.673 0.473
A general observation is that LRR performs much better than all other non SVR-A models on
aspect and MAP@10, but it does not perform the best on 
2
aspect and review. High aspect means
that LRR can better distinguish the ratings of dierent aspects within a review. Note that such
information about a reviewer's relative preferences on dierent aspects cannot be obtained only
with an overall rating. In addition, the high MAPhotel@10 performance show that LRR also can
better recognize the top 10 hotels under each aspect based on inferred aspect rating than other
methods, leading to more useful ranking results from a user's perspective since it is the top ranked
results that would aect user's satisfaction most.
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Note that SVR fed with overall ratings did not achieve desirable performance, which to some
extent conrms our assumption that aspect ratings are dierent from overall ratings. As a result,
looking at only the overall ratings is insucient to understand user's detailed opinions. Not sur-
prisingly, LRR does not perform as well as SVR-A, which was trained with ground-truth aspect
ratings. However, LRR does not require any annotated aspect ratings for training, and can thus
be applied to more application scenarios than SVR-A.
Algorithms for Comparison with LARAM: As an alternative method to the proposed
unied LARAM model, we can take a two-stage approach: applying topic models (e.g., LDA
or sLDA) rst to identify the aspect segments and then apply LRR to predict aspect ratings.
Therefore we include two methods for comparison, i.e., LDA+LRR and sLDA+LRR. Since we
are only interested in predicting the latent aspect ratings, we used all the data for both training
and testing of LDA+LRR, sLDA+LRR and LARAM, as we did in evaluating the two-step LRR
model.
Result Analysis (2): In general, LARAM outperformed other methods in all measures except
that its MAPhotel@10 performance is basically the same as sLDA+LRR. The top part of the table
shows MSE, which directly measures the dierence between the predicted aspect ratings and
ground truth ratings. The middle part shows the performance of ranking dierent aspects within
a review. All the three measures of aspect, nDCGaspect and Misaspect show superior performance
of the proposed unied model in aspect ranking inside reviews which can answer questions like
\Do the reviewer like the location better than cleanliness of hotel XXX?" Finally, the bottom part
of the table demonstrates the model's ranking capability of hotels based on the predicted aspect
ratings. Since we average the aspect ratings from individual reviews to get aspect ratings for the
same hotel, which are in real value, there is no bias in the hotel measure.
2.5.3 Applications
The detailed understanding of opinions obtained by solving the problem of LARA can be potentially
useful for many applications. Here we present four novel applications based on the keyword-based
two-step solution, and similar results can also be achieved by the unied LARAM model.
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Table 2.6: Aspect rating prediction performance on hotel reviews.
LDA+LRR sLDA+LRR LARAM
2aspect 2.130 2.360 1.234
aspect 0.080 0.079 0.228
Misaspect 0.439 0.439 0.387
nDCGaspect 0.860 0.886 0.901
hotel 0.558 0.450 0.622
MAPhotel@10 0.427 0.437 0.436
Corpus Specic Word Sentimental Orientation
In addition to predicting the latent aspect ratings and weights for the whole text, LRR can also
identify the word's sentimental orientations. Being dierent from traditional unsupervised senti-
ment classication methods, which rely on a predened lexicon, LRR can uncover such sentimental
information directly from the given data. In Table 2.7, we show some interesting results of LRR on
the hotel review set by listing the top 5 words with positive weights and top 5 words with negative
weights for each aspect, and we compare them with the opinion annotations in SentiWordNet [44].
We can nd interesting results in Table 2.7: the word \ok" is positive as dened by SentiWord-
Net, but in our corpus reviewers use this word to comment on something barely acceptable; words
\linen", \walk" and \beach" do not have opinion annotations in SentiWordNet since they are
nouns, while LRR assigns them positive sentiment likely because \linen" may suggest the \cleanli-
ness" condition is good and \walk" and \beach" might imply the location of a hotel is convenient.
Thus, LRR can provide us with word orientation information that is specic to the given domain,
which is useful for augmenting an existing sentiment lexicon for specic domains.
Aspect-Based Summarization
Since LRR can infer the aspect ratings sd for each review d, we can easily aggregate the aspect
ratings of all reviews about the same hotel to generate one numerical rating for each aspect of a
given hotel (e.g. 1jDj
P
d2D sd). Such aspect ratings for a hotel can be treated as a concise aspect-
based opinion summary for the hotel. On top of that, we can also select the sentences in each
review about the given hotel by calculating the aspect scores according to Eq (2.1), and selecting
the highest and lowest scored sentences for each aspect to help users better understand the opinions
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Table 2.7: Estimated word sentiment polarities under aspects.
Value Rooms Location Cleanliness
resort 22.80 view 28.05 restaurant 24.47 clean 55.35
value 19.64 comfortable 23.15 walk 18.89 smell 14.38
excellent 19.54 modern 15.82 bus 14.32 linen 14.25
worth 19.20 quiet 15.37 beach 14.11 maintain 13.51
quality 18.60 spacious 14.25 perfect 13.63 spotlessly 8.95
bad -24.09 carpet -9.88 wall -11.70 smelly -0.53
money -11.02 smell -8.83 bad -5.40 urine -0.43
terrible -10.01 dirty -7.85 mrt -4.83 lthy -0.42
overprice -9.06 stain -5.85 road -2.90 dingy -0.38
cheap -7.31 ok -5.46 website -1.67 damp -0.30
on dierent aspects.
We show a sample aspect-based summary generated in this way in Table 2.8. We can nd
that reviewers agree that Hotel Max's price is excellent when considering its great location in
Seattle. However, there is also room for improvement: poor heating system and the charge for
Internet access. This kind of detailed information would be very useful to the users for digesting
the essential opinions in a large number of reviews.
Table 2.8: Aspect-based comparative summarization (Hotel Max in Seattle).
Aspect Summary Rating
Truly unique character and a great location at a reasonable price Hotel
Max was an excellent choice for our recent three night stay in Seattle.
3.1
Value
Overall not a negative experience, however considering that the hotel
industry is very much in the impressing business there was a lot of room
for improvement.
1.7
We chose this hotel because there was a Travelzoo deal where the Queen
of Art room was $139.00/night.
3.7
Room
Heating system is a window AC unit that has to be shut o at night or
guests will roast.
1.2
The location ,a short walk to downtown and Pike Place market , made
the hotel a good choice.
3.5
Location
when you visit a big metropolitan city, be prepared to hear a little trac
outside!
2.1
You can pay for wireless by the day or use the complimentary Internet
in the business center behind the lobby though.
2.7
Business Service
My only complaint is the daily charge for internet access when you can
pretty much connect to wireless on the streets anymore.
0.9
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User Rating Behavior Analysis
By inferring hidden aspect weights d from each individual review, we can recognize the relative
emphasis placed by a reviewer on dierent aspects, which can be regarded as knowledge about
a user's rating behavior. One potential application of analyzing the reviewers' rating behavior is
to discover what factors have the most inuence on reviewers' judgment when they make such
evaluations. To look into this, we selected two groups of hotels with dierent price ranges: one
group have prices over $800, which would be named as \expensive hotels," while the other group
have prices below $100 and would be named as \cheap hotels." For each group, we then selected
top 10 and bottom 10 hotels based on their average overall ratings, resulting in four subgroups
of hotels. We show the average aspect weights d of these four dierent subgroups of hotels in
Table 2.9. (In the group of \expensive hotels," the lowest overall rating is 3 stars.)
Table 2.9: User rating behavior analysis.
Expensive Hotel Cheap Hotel
Aspect 5 Stars 3 Stars 5 Stars 1 Star
Value 0.134 0.148 0.171 0.093
Room 0.098 0.162 0.126 0.121
Location 0.171 0.074 0.161 0.082
Cleanliness 0.081 0.163 0.116 0.294
Service 0.251 0.101 0.101 0.049
It is interesting to note that reviewers give the \expensive hotels" high ratings mainly due to
their nice services and locations, while they give low ratings to such hotels because of undesirable
room condition and overprice. In contrast, reviewers give the \cheap" hotels high ratings mostly
because of the good price/value and good location, while giving low ratings for its poor cleanliness
condition.
Additionally, those numerical ratings may contain dierent meanings across various reviewers:
users with a low budget might give a cheaper hotel 5 star rating of \value", while some others
seeking for better service might also give a more expensive hotel 5 star rating for its \value".
Only predicting the ratings for the aspects is not enough to exploit such subtle dierences between
the users. We appeal to some external knowledge to verify the correctness of the inferred aspect
weights, which can uncover the dierences among the users who give the same aspect rating for
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dierent reasons or by dierent standards. We select the hotels with the same 5 star \value"
ratings from 4 dierent cities: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Florence and San Francisco, which possess
the largest volume of hotels in our corpus. In Table 2.10, we rank those hotels according to ratios
of value/location weight, value/room weight and value/service weight, and calculate the average
price of top 10 (in the upper part of corresponding column) and bottom 10 (in the lower part of
corresponding column) ranked hotels.
We nd that hotels with relatively higher \value" weights tend to have a lower price while the
hotels with higher \location", \room" and \service" weights tend to have a higher price. That
is a reasonable result: for hotels with the same overall ratings, people who care value over other
aspects would prefer a cheaper hotel and others who prefer a better location or service would accept
a higher price. This interesting result indicates the soundness of the inferred aspect weights d and
indicate potential applications of this inferred reviewers rating behavior.
Table 2.10: Hotel group identication by weight ratios
City Avg. Price Value/Location Value/Room Value/Service
Amsterdam 241.6
190.7 214.9 221.1
270.8 333.9 236.2
Barcelona 280.8
270.2 196.9 263.4
330.7 266.0 203.0
San Francisco 261.3
214.5 249.0 225.3
321.1 311.1 311.4
Florence 272.1
269.4 248.9 220.3
298.9 293.4 292.6
Personalized Ranking
The learned weights on dierent aspects at the level of each individual review would enable us to
personalize hotel ranking by selectively using only the reviews written by reviewers whose rating
behavior is similar to a current user. Specically, given a specic user's weighting preference as
a query, we can select the reviewers whose weighting preferences are similar, and rank the hotels
only based on the reviews written by those \similar" reviewers.
To show the eectiveness of LARA in supporting such personalized ranking, consider a sample
query: Query = fvalue weight:0.9, others:0.016g, which indicates that the user cares most about
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the \value" aspect and does not care about other aspects. We use two dierent ranking approaches:
1) approach 1 would simply rank the hotels by the predicted aspect rating without considering the
input query; 2) approach 2 would select the top 10% reviewers who have the closet aspect weights
(i.e. d) to the query and predict the associated hotels aspect ratings only based on those selected
reviews. Using both approaches, we rank hotels based on the weighted sum of the predicted aspect
ratings for all the aspects with the weight dened in the query (thus the rating on \value" would
contribute most to nal ranking), and show the top-5 returned hotels using each approach in
Table 2.11.
Table 2.11: Personalized Hotel Ranking
Hotel
Overall
Rating
Price Location
A
p
p
ro
a
ch
1
Majestic Colonial 5.0 339 Punta Cana
Agua Resort 5.0 753 Punta Cana
Majestic Elegance 5.0 537 Punta Cana
Grand Palladium 5.0 277 Punta Cana
Iberostar 5.0 157 Punta Cana
A
p
p
ro
a
ch
2
Elan Hotel Modern 5.0 216 Los Angeles
Marriott San Juan Resort 4.0 354 San Juan
Punta Cana Club 5.0 409 Punta Cana
Comfort Inn 5.0 155 Boston
Hotel Commonwealth 4.5 313 Boston
It is interesting to nd that although the top-5 results from approach 1 all have 5-star overall
ratings (presumably they also have high ratings on \value" since the ranking is based on weights
specied in the query), their prices tend to be much higher than the top-5 results returned from
approach 2; indeed, the average price of the top-5 hotels from approach 1 is $412.6, while that of
the top-5 hotels from approach 2 is only $289.4, which is much lower. (The average price of all the
hotels in the data set is $334.3). Intuitively, for this sample query, the results of approach 2 are
more useful to the user. This means that due to the selective use of reviews from reviewers who
have a similar weight preference to the query, approach 2 is able to personalize the ranking and
correctly place more weight on the \value" aspect to ensure that the top-ranked hotels really have
relatively low prices.
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2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we dened a novel text mining problem named Latent Aspect Rating Analysis
(LARA) to analyze opinions expressed in online reviews at the level of topical aspects. LARA
takes a set of review texts with overall ratings as input, and discovers each individual reviewer's
latent ratings on the given aspects and the relative emphasis a reviewer has placed on dierent
aspects. To solve this problem, we proposed a novel two-step Latent Rating Regression (LRR)
model and a unied Latent Aspect Rating Analysis Model (LARAM). Our empirical experiments
on a hotel review data set and a MP3 player review data set showed that the proposed models
can eectively solve the problem of LARA, revealing interesting dierences between aspect ratings
and overall ratings, as well as dierences in users' rating behaviors. The results also show that
the detailed analysis of opinions at the level of topical aspects enabled by the proposed model
can support multiple application tasks, including aspect opinion summarization, ranking of entities
based on aspect ratings, and analysis of reviewers rating behavior.
Our work opens up an interesting new direction in text mining where the focus is on analyzing
latent ratings in opinionated text. There are many interesting future research directions to further
explore. For example, although we dened LARA based on reviews, LARA is clearly also appli-
cable to any set of opinionated text documents with overall opinion judgments to achieve detailed
understandings of opinions. It would be interesting to explore other possible application scenarios.
Besides, both of our LRR models (i.e., two-step LRR and LARAM) are not strictly limited to word
features, other kinds of features could be easily embedded into the proposed models.
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Chapter 3
ReviewMiner: A Multi-Modal
Opinion Analysis System for Decision
Support
The proposed solutions to the latent aspect rating analysis problem studied in Chapter 2 open
new directions for opinion mining applications. In this chapter, based on the techniques studied in
Chapter 2, a prototype system called ReviewMiner 1 is developed to support multi-modal opinion
analysis and decision making based on opinionated review text documents.
3.1 System Overview
Despite the abundant studies in opinion mining research, to the best of our knowledge, there is few
practical system providing easy access of opinions to ordinary users for making informed decisions
nor to merchants for improving their services. Therefore, in this thesis work, we aim at building
such an opinion analysis system, which processes and indexes opinionated review documents and
provides multi-modal analysis of opinions to the end users for making informed decisions.
As we have demonstrated in Section 2.5.3, the detailed understanding of opinions at the level of
topical aspects obtained by solving the problem of LARA enables many interesting new applications
in both text analytics and business intelligence. More importantly, such applications give ordinary
users the ability to access large amount of opinionated text data easily. In order to grant such power
to the end users in practice, ReviewMiner not only provides basic search functions for the end users
to explore the analyzed entities and reviews in the system, but also personalizes the retrieved results
according to the users' input preferences over the identied aspects of dierent entities, recommends
similar entities based on the detailed aspect-level opinions, and summarizes the aspect-level opinions
in textual, temporal and spatial dimensions. The function of personalization and recommendation
assists the users to identify the results of interest and explore alternative choices more eciently.
1http://timan100.cs.uiuc.edu:8080/ReviewMiner/
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And the unique multi-modal opinion summarization and visualization mechanism provides the
system users various perspectives to digest information from review content when making informed
decisions.
In addition, ReviewMiner also actively records users' interactive search behaviors in the system,
including input queries, clicked results, update of aspect preference and helpful votes of the retrieved
review documents. The logged information is then utilized to analyze users' search intent and build
accurate user models for assisting her in the future. What's more, the logged users' information
seeking behaviors provide a precious mine for the research of \modeling interactive behavior data
for system optimization" conducted in the second part of this thesis.
3.2 System Description
Figure 3.1 highlights the overview of the developed ReviewMiner system. There are four major
components in this system: 1) review document crawler, LARA analyzer and analyzed review
repository; 2) query parser; 3) multi-model user interface; and 4) interaction behavior logging
system and user modeling. In the following, we will discuss the implementation details of each
component accordingly.
3.2.1 Crawler, Analyzer and Review Repository
This component forms a pipeline to collect, analyze and store the online opinionated review docu-
ments into a structured database.
 Crawler: ReviewMiner keeps crawling opinionated review documents from three websites: 1)
TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com) for hotel reviews; 2) Amazon (www.amazon.com) for product
reviews; 3) WebMD (www.webmd.com) for medication reviews. In particular, in the Amazon prod-
uct reviews, we focus on six subcategories of products, i.e., digital cameras, TVs, video surveillance
systems, mobile phones, tablets, and laptops. Basic information of an item, e.g., name, image,
overall ratings and short descriptions (i.e., address for hotels, feature specication for Amazon
products, and usage for medications), is collected while crawling. And in each review, the informa-
tion about author, review date, title and content is collected. Simple ltering is performed at the
crawling stage: 1) items with less than ve reviews are discarded; 2) reviews with less than three
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Figure 3.1: Overview of ReviewMiner system. There are four major components in this system:
1) review document crawler, LARA analyzer and analyzed review repository; 2) query parser; 3)
multi-model user interface; 4) interaction behavior logging system and user modeling.
sentences in their content are discarded. Crawler is invoked periodically to capture the update of
user reviews on these three dierent review sites.
 Analyzer: The LARA analyzer is implemented based on the two-step solution [118], i.e.,
keyword-based bootstrapping for aspect segmentation and latent rating regression for latent as-
pect rating and weight prediction. The choice of this two-step solution is mainly due to its com-
putational eciency and the xed types of entities analyzed in the system. The unied solution
of LARAM [119] is more appropriate for analyzing open domain opinionated documents, given it
requires more complex computation to perform the joint modeling.
In particular, we manually determine the number of aspects in each category of entities, and
select the most representative words as seed words for the bootstrapping-based aspect segmentation
method. Due to the practical aspect coverage in individual reviews (not all the reviewers would
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talk about every aspect of the entity in their reviews), it is infeasible for us to infer the latent
aspect ratings and weights in every review document. As our solution, we aggregate reviews under
each item and estimate the item-level aspect ratings and weights in the ReviewMiner system.
Although we only analyzed aspect opinions at item-level, we can still study the detailed aspect-
level opinions within each review by applying the learned LRR model on the identied aspect
segments. Such analysis helps us to visualize the detailed review content and extract opinionated
sentences for summarizing the items of interest.
 Analyzed Review Repository: The analyzed reviews and items are stored in a back-end
structured database. In order to ensure runtime eciency of frontend execution, the aspect seg-
ments, ratings and weights for each item and review are pre-computed and stored in the database.
In addition, in order to provide exible search functions over all the analyzed items, keyword-based
Lucene indices [49] are built over the item name and description elds for every category of enti-
ties. The details of these keyword indices will be discussed in the description of \Query Parser"
component.
3.2.2 Query Parser
As described in the \Analyzed Review Repository" module, keyword-based Lucene indices are
built based on the elds of item name and description in each category. Standard keyword search
is supported by such indices: for example, in hotel reviews, users can type specic hotel name or
location (or part of its name and location) as the query, such as \hotels in Champaign Illinois,"
and get the corresponding results of hotels and analyzed reviews. Specically, we give the items
matching the query term in its name eld higher relevance score than those matching in description
eld to emphasize the importance of name eld in search.
However, such simple keyword-based query scheme cannot support users to explicitly express
their complex specications over the search results in an ad-hoc manner. For example, if a user
wants to nd hotels in downtown Seattle with good service and price lower than $200/night, she
has to rst nd all the hotels in Seattle area (e.g., by query \hotels in Seattle"), and manually lter
out the irrelevant results. To support such complex search operations, in the query parser module
of ReviewMiner system, similar techniques developed in LARA problem is leveraged to analyze the
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semantic interpretation of the queries.
The basic workow of the query parser is as follows:
1. Segment input free text query into phases using Stanford NLP parser [36].
2. Recognize if the user has specied the name or description of the item in the segmented phases
using some predened query templates. For example, in the query of \42" LCD Samsung
TVs," the user is looking for 42 inches LCD televisions manufactured by Samsung.
3. Classify the rest phases into dierent aspects by the learned aspect seed words: e.g., the
phase \around downtown area" will be assigned to location aspect in hotel search.
4. Predict the sentiment polarity of each phase with respect to the identied aspect by the
learned LRRmodel. Then normalize such polarities into three categories, i.e., \low," \medium"
and \high." For example, the query phase \with very good cleanliness condition" would be
interpret as expressing \high" requirement over \cleanliness" aspect, and it will favor hotels
with high aspect rating of cleanliness aspect.
After these query parsing steps, a user's input free-text query is compiled into a semantically
structured format, i.e., in the form of faspect!specicationg, which facilitates the ReviewMiner
system to retrieve more relevant items. In particular, the identied items' name and description
from the query are used to retrieve the candidate items initially; and then each candidate is
evaluated against the recognized aspect specication to estimate its relevance quality to the query.
For example, if one query species \imperative" requirement on the value aspect but \optional"
requirement on the service aspect, then the items with good value aspect ratings will be promoted
over the items with low value aspect ratings but high service aspect ratings. The detailed ranking
procedure will be discussed in the component of \interaction behavior logging system and user
modeling."
Besides the natural language text query input, users can also explicitly specify their preferences
over the identied aspects via a dropdown menu on the system interface (see in Figure 3.2). The
users' explicitly input aspect preferences will be used to determine the nal ranking of the retrieved
items with other ranking factors in the component of \interaction behavior logging system and user
modeling," which will be discussed later.
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Figure 3.2: Dropdown menu for users to specify their preferences over the identied aspects. In
this case, seven aspects are identied for the category of \digital cameras."
3.2.3 Multi-modal User Interface
As the output of the system, multi-modal result display is enabled by the detailed aspect-level
analysis of review documents. In particular, ReviewMiner supports three types of user interaction
interface, i.e., text-based opinion summary and comparison, spatial display of the retrieved results,
and temporal display and comparison of the user's specied items. Users can easily access any of
these three interfaces when interacting with the system.
 Text-based Opinion Display: The review text content under each retrieved item is segmented
into aspects and highlighted with dierent colors for the users to quickly digest the opinions ex-
pressed in it (see in Figure 3.3). By specifying the preference weight over the aspects via the
dropdown menu, ReviewMiner dynamically reorders the associated reviews by putting the reviews
that mostly describe the aspects the user cares to the top.
Figure 3.3: Aspect-segmented review text content display. Sentences describing dierent aspects
are highlighted with dierent colors.
In the text-based opinion summary (see in Figure 3.4), opinionated sentences are selected from
the associated review text contents and ordered according to their sentiment polarities. As a result,
comparative summarization is enabled by listing the top ranked opinionated sentences aspect by
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aspect across dierent items. With such function support, the users can easily navigate through
the selected item candidates and make informed comparisons.
Figure 3.4: Comparative text-based summarization in ReviewMiner system. In this case, opinion-
ated sentences are ranked according to their sentiment polarity under value aspect across dierent
selected hotels.
 Spatial Opinion Display: For the hotel reviews, ReviewMiner visualizes the opinions in the
spatial dimension, which helps the users to quickly nd out where those \good" choices locate
and explore comparative alternatives nearby (see in Figure 3.5). We want to emphasize that
although spatial visualization of the retrieved items has been adopted in many practical systems,
e.g., TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com) and kayak (www.kayak.com), all of those systems simply
list the location of items on a map. From a user's perspective, in order to assess the quality of the
candidate items, she still has to go to the detailed review page of every item. Such interface design
has made the spatial-based hotels comparison close to impossible.
In order to solve this deciency, an extra layer of opinion-based heatmap [38] is introduced
to represent the overall rating distribution of the retrieved hotels at the target location in Re-
viewMiner. On the heatmap, the areas with red color indicate the region with more high overall
rating hotels, comparing to those with light green color. The markers indicate the top ranked
hotels in the area with respect to the users' aspect preferences. With the support of spatial opinion
display, the users no longer need to dig deep into the detailed reviews for comparison; instead, they
can visually browse the area and thus it greatly simplies their decision making process.
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Figure 3.5: Spatial visualization of opinion distribution of hotels at Manhattan area in New York
City. The markers indicates the top rated hotels in the region.
 Temporal Opinion Display:
Besides displaying the identied sentiment polarities of the selected items in spatial dimension,
ReviewMiner also provides the visualization of opinions in the temporal dimension, i.e., displaying
the inferred aspect ratings and weights over time for each selected item (see in Figure 3.6).
In the temporal opinion display, the reviews associated with each selected item are rst grouped
according to the date when they were published. We chose the unit of temporal dimension to be
year, in order to balance the number of reviews in each unit and the total number of units for display.
The inferred aspect ratings are aggregated from the reviews in each time unit. By such visualization
of the aspect ratings and aspect mentions overtime, users can easily understand the dynamics of
the reviewers' opinions on this particular item, and the trends of the sentiment polarities towards
this item over time. In addition, this temporal opinion display also enables side-by-side comparison
across multiple items in temporal dimension. This helps users to acquire more comprehensive and
detailed opinion assessment over the selected items.
3.2.4 Interaction Behavior Logging and User Modeling
ReviewMiner supports user registration and login, in order to accurately keep track of individual
users' information seeking behaviors in the system. All of a user's actions in the system, including
typing a query, clicking on a returned result, browsing the analyzed review page, updating her aspect
preference, clicking on a vote button under each review document, will be logged and analyzed for
understanding the user's underlying information need. If a user logs into the system, all those
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Figure 3.6: Temporal visualization of opinions over time. In this case, the aspect ratings of the
selected Canon digital camera over ve years are displayed.
actions will be logged under her unique and anonymized system ID; otherwise, those actions will
be logged under the IP address of the user's browser.
The system maintains a unique prole of aspect preferences for each registered user under each
category, and updates such prole when the user explicitly inputs her aspect preferences or clicks
on a result in the search result page. The employed prole updating strategy follows the ranking
model adaptation method developed in Section 5. In particular, ReviewMiner keeps track of the
dwell time of users' browsing behaviors, and treats the clicked result page with dwell time longer
than 30 seconds as positive feedback [50], and those skipped [70] or quick back clicks (dwell time
less than 5 seconds) as negative feedback. In addition, each feedback document is represented by
a vector of the inferred latent aspect ratings for each corresponding item. Such input is feeded
into the personalized ranking model adaptation module to estimate the user's preference over the
identied aspects in real time.
So far, in ReviewMiner, we have multiple criteria to rank the retrieved items: 1) a user's
explicitly input aspect preference (wu); 2) inferred aspect specication from the input query (wp);
3) estimated personalized aspect specication from the user's interaction history (wq). Those
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dierent aspect preferences are linearly combined to get the nal aspect weights for candidate
ranking,
si  (uwu + pwp + uwu)Tri (3.1)
where si is the nal ranking score for item i, fu; p; qg represent the relative importance of those
three types of aspect preferences, and ri is inferred aspect rating vector for item i.
In the detailed system implementation, we intentionally bias towards the user's explicitly input
aspect preference wu by setting u = 0:7, and gives less importance to inferred aspect preference
from the user's input query and interaction history, i.e., setting p = 0:2 and q = 0:1.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, based on the techniques developed in solving the problem of LARA, a practical
system named ReviewMiner is built for multi-modal opinion analysis and decision support. Re-
viewMiner provides aspect-based opinion analysis, and it outputs results in textual, spatial and
temporal dimensions in order to provide users with dierent perspectives to digest the opinions
conveyed in the review text content. In addition, ReviewMiner automatically adapts to dier-
ent users' aspect preferences from their interaction history in the system to perform personalized
result ranking and recommendation. Currently, no commercial review websites, e.g., Amazon
(www.amazon.com) or Newegg (www.newegg.com), can provide such in-depth analysis of user opin-
ions and preferences when assisting users to make informed purchase decisions.
In addition, we want to emphasize that ReviewMiner not only provides easy access of massive
opinion data to ordinary users, but also supports business analytic researchers to keep track of
customer feedback and understand customer opinions of products and services. For example,
ReviewMiner can recognize the inquired item's mostly commented aspects in the customer reviews,
identify the corresponding relative emphasis the users have expressed over those aspects and track
the temporal dynamics of user opinions and emphasis over those aspects. Such analysis can hardly
be achieved in any other existing opinion mining or business analytic systems.
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Part II
Modeling Interactive Behavior Data
for System Optimization
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Chapter 4
Long-term Search Task Extraction
In the second part of this thesis, we will shift our focus from analyzing user-generated opinionated
text data for latent intent identication to modeling users' interactive behavior data logged in
an information service system (e.g., their issued queries and clicked documents) for understanding
their longitudinal information seeking behaviors. Three specic problems are addressed in this part:
rst, users' long-term search behaviors are automatically organized into \search tasks," i.e., long-
term search task identication ; then the system's output is optimized according to the user's
identied preference within the task, i.e., search personalization ; in the end, users' satisfaction
with regard to their performed search task is analyzed for understanding the system's utility in
assisting the users, i.e., search satisfaction prediction .
In this chapter, we start from the problem of long-term search task extraction.
Search tasks, comprising a series of search queries serving for the same information need, have
recently been recognized as an accurate atomic unit for modeling user search intent. Most prior
research in this area has focused on short-term search tasks within a single time-based search
session, and heavily depend on human annotations for supervised model learning. In this chap-
ter, we target the identication of long-term, or cross-session, search tasks (transcending session
boundaries) by investigating inter-query dependencies learned from users' searching behaviors. A
semi-supervised clustering model is proposed based on the latent structural SVM framework, and
a set of eective automatic annotation rules are proposed as weak supervision to release the bur-
den of manual annotation. Our proposed long-term search task identication method enables a
more comprehensive understanding of users' search behaviors via search logs and facilitates the
development of dedicated search-engine support for long-term tasks.
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4.1 Introduction
Search engine users' information needs span a broad spectrum [71, 88]: simple needs, such as
homepage nding, can mostly be satised via a single query; but users may also issue a series of
queries, collect, lter, and synthesize information from multiple sources to solve a complex task,
e.g., planning a vacation. To comprehensively and accurately understand these needs from recorded
actions in the user query logs, we must segment and associate chronologically-ordered queries into
a semantically-coherent structure.
The primary mechanisms for segmenting the logged query streams in modern search engines
are session-based, where short inactivity timeouts between user search actions are applied as a
means of demarcating session boundaries [97, 100]. Recently, there has been signicant research on
identifying tasks within these sessions, e.g., Lucchese et al. [88] proposed the concept of a \task-
based session": where a cluster of queries within the same session serves a particular common
search intent. However, those methods rely on the accurate identication of the original session
boundaries and the empirically-set timeout threshold may not be a valid criterion for identifying
the semantic structure among queries: many tasks have been shown to span multiple search sessions
[4, 71].
Motivating Example: Consider a real example of search tasks from a single user shown in
Table 4.1, which is extracted from the logs of Bing.com. We manually annotated the in-session
tasks in the last column of the table and segmented the sessions using 30-min inactivity threshold.
We can observe that the user performed two tasks in the rst search session on May 29, 2012, one
for personal banking and another for shopping (for shoe-brand San Antonio Shoes). And on the
second day, the user performed two individual search sessions, and each session consists of one single
task, i.e., banking and shopping (at the online discount merchant 6pm.com) accordingly. However,
humans can easily recognize that those four tasks annotated in three dierent sessions happen to
be only two unique tasks: a shopping task including queries of \sas", \sas shoes", \6pm.com" and
\coupon for 6pm," and a personal banking task including queries of \bank of america" and \credit
union."
Prior work on identifying cross-session tasks has targeted pairs of queries, and made predictions
about whether they share the same goal or represent the same task [71, 78]. Unfortunately, pairwise
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Table 4.1: An example of cross-session search tasks.
Time Query SessionID TaskID
05/29/2012 14:06:04 bank of america 1 1
05/29/2012 14:11:49 sas 1 2
05/29/2012 14:12:01 sas shoes 1 2
05/30/2012 10:19:34 credit union 2 3
05/30/2012 12:25:19 6pm.com 3 4
05/30/2012 12:49:21 coupon for 6pm 3 4
predictions alone cannot generate the partition of tasks, and post-processing is needed to obtain
the nal task partitions [80]. Besides, such pairwise predictions might not be consistent: e.g.,
predicting query i and j, query i and k to be in the same task, but query j and k are not. As a
result, denite decisions have to be made in post-processing; but such decisions are isolated from
the classier training, and are therefore not guaranteed to be optimal.
To understand this limitation, taking the search tasks shown in Table 4.1 as an example.
A lexicon-similarity-based classier can easily recognize the query \6pm.com" and \coupon for
6pm," and \sas" and \sas shoes" belong the same search tasks, because of query overlap; but it
can hardly associate \sas" with \6pm.com." Furthermore, the query \sas" is ambiguous: it has
other interpretations such as the business analytic software SAS or special air service in British
Army. Hence, even the features leveraging external knowledge bases [88] may be unable to assist.
But when we consider the temporal juxtaposition of \sas shoes" and \sas," we can condently
infer that the \sas" here refers to \San Antonio Shoes"; and since we know that the queries
\6pm.com" and \sas shoes" are both associated with shoe shopping, we can safely conclude that
those four dierent queries are part of the same shopping task. From this example, we can conclude
that the queries belonging to the same search task convey rich dependency relationships, which
provide us with valuable information to analyze and exploit the search task structure. In contrast,
traditional binary classication methods are only optimized for independent predictions and thus
cannot explore such in-depth relationships among queries.
Moreover, existing methods for cross-session search task extraction heavily depend on the man-
ual annotation of tasks [71, 78, 80], which is expensive to acquire at scale. Fortunately, we have the
opportunity to leverage problem-specic knowledge to assist with model learning, where various
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informative signals are available for us to identify such knowledge. For example, identical and
reformulated queries, e.g., \sas" and \sas shoes" in Table 4.1, and queries with identical returned
URLs should belong to the same search task with high condence. Such knowledge can be sum-
marized by a set of annotation rules, i.e., must-link and cannot-link [116], and applied at scale to
reduce the burden of manual annotation. We refer to such knowledge as weak supervision, because
it only provides pairwise supervision over a subset of queries; and the quality of such supervision
might vary.
4.2 Related Work
Various methods have been proposed to segment and organize query logs into semantically coherent
structures. The most commonly used unit, the search session, was often dened based on a timeout
criterion, where dierent thresholds, ranging from 5 to 120 minutes, have been proposed [23, 61,
100]. In addition, Radlinski and Joachims [97] used a 30-minute timeout together with query
similarity measures to dene sequences of similar queries that combine to form so-called query
chains.
Search tasks within the temporally-demarcated session boundaries have also been studied.
Spink et al. [105] demonstrated that multi-tasking behavior, whereby multiple tasks are intertwined
within the same time period, occurs frequently. Lucchese et al. [88] referred to such sessions as
task-based sessions (or in-session tasks). Various methods, based on time splitting [6, 61], lexi-
con similarity [71, 88], and query reformulation patterns [61, 71], have been proposed to identify
in-session tasks.
Recently, researchers have realized the necessity of going beyond the session timeout, and several
methods have been proposed to tackle the problem by classifying whether two queries share the
same search goal, i.e., same-task prediction. Jones et al. [71] claimed that no particular time-out
threshold is necessary a valid constraint for identifying task boundaries. They found over 15% of
search tasks are performed across time-out based session boundaries in their search log data set.
To extract the cross-session tasks (which were dened as mission and goal), they built classiers
to identify task and sub-task boundaries, as well as pairs of queries belonging to the same task.
Kotov et al. [78] and Agichtein et al. [4] studied the problem of cross-session task extraction via
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binary same-task classication, and found dierent types of tasks demonstrate dierent life spans.
The major dierence between our work and existing cross-session task extraction work is that
instead of making a series of binary same-task predictions, we cast this problem as a structured
learning problem, which explicitly models the dependency among queries in a search task. As we
have discussed in Section 4.1, independent binary classication cannot capitalize on dependencies
between pairs of predictions. In addition, existing classication-based methods heavily depend on
manual annotations for model training. This will greatly limit their generalization capability when
there is few or no task annotation available. In this work, we explored a variety of informative
signals as weak supervision to release the burden of manual annotation and guide model learning.
4.3 Problem Denition
In this section, we formally dene the problem of cross-session search task extraction.
Query log records the interaction behaviors from a set of dierent users, U = fu1; u2; : : : ; uNg,
in a search engine. It stores a sequence of queries Qn = fqn1; qn2; : : : ; qnMg from user un, together
with the timestamp tni when the query qni is submitted and the corresponding list of returned
URLs, URLni = furlni1; urlni2; : : : ; urlniLg. Each query qni is represented as the original string
that users submitted to the search engine, and Qn is ordered according to query timestamp tni.
Each URL urlnil has two attributes: URL string and click timestamp cnil (cnil=0 if it was not
clicked).
Denition (Session) Given user un's search history Qn and a xed time-out threshold cut, a
session Snt is a set of consecutive queries from Qn, such that 8qni 2 Snt; qnj 2 Snt; qnl =2 Snt,
jtni   tnj j  cut and jtni   tnlj > cut.
The denition of session implies that fSntgTt=1 is a set of disjoint partitions of query sequence
Qn, such that 8i 6= j, Sni \ Snj = ; and Qn =
S
i Sni. A typical time-out threshold is set to be 30
minutes [78, 88, 97].
Denition (Search Task) Given user un's search history Qn, a search task Tnk is a maximum
subset of queries in Qn, such that all the queries in Tnk correspond to a particular information
need.
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This denition of search task indicates fTnkgKk=1 is also a set of disjoint partitions of query
sequence Qn: 8j 6= k, Tnj \ Tnk = ; and Qn =
S
k Tnk. Therefore, each Tnk is not conned to a
particular session Snt; instead they can overlap, or one search task can contain multiple sessions.
To emphasize such a dierence, we will refer to our denition of search task as Cross-session Search
Task as opposed to the previous denition of In-session Search Task [88, 105].
Based on the above notations and denitions, we dene the problem of cross-session search task
extraction as,
Denition (Cross-Session Search Task Extraction) Given user un's search query log Qn,
partition the sequence into disjoint subsets fTn1; Tn2; : : : ; Tnkg, such that the partition is consis-
tent with the user's underlying information need; when explicit task annotation is available, the
extracted tasks should be consistent with the annotation.
In particular, such task partition can be uniquely determined by a mapping function y(qni)!
Tnk from query qni to its corresponding task partition Tnk for the query sequence Qn. In addition,
we should note that the number of tasks, e.g., K, user un can take is not specied in our denition,
and therefore the learning method should nd the appropriate K for each given Qn automatically.
4.4 Search Task Extraction with Latent Structured SVM
We model the cross-session search task extraction as a supervised clustering problem (SCP) [29,
48, 116], where given the clustering membership, we need to build up a model which captures the
connection between queries.
4.4.1 Motivation: Best Link vs. All Links
A commonly used assumption in SCP is the all-link clustering structure [48, 65], where one needs
to associate the queries belonging to the same task together, such that the in-cluster similarity
dened by the summation of similarities over all pairs of instances within a cluster is maximized.
However, this objective may not be the most appropriate for our problem: in a task consisting of
m queries, many of the O(m2) pairs are not necessarily similar, or even quite dierent. Recall the
example search tasks shown in Table 4.1, the query \sas" and \coupon for 6pm" are not directly
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related under most of similarity metrics, e.g., edit distance or term overlap; putting them into the
same task can only hurt the in-cluster similarity. As a result, any algorithm aims at maximizing
the all-link -based in-cluster similarity can hardly discover this type of task.
A more reasonable way for clustering queries into tasks is to nd the strongest link between a
candidate query and queries in the target cluster, i.e., bestlink [65]. For example, after scanning
through all the queries listed in Table 4.1, we can easily infer the relation between \sas" and
\coupon for 6pm" based on the decision over the other two queries, \sas shoes" and \6pm.com,"
which have been recognized as being in the same shoe shopping task.
This motivates us to revise the objective of clustering queries: a query belonging to one partic-
ular search task does not need to be similar to all the other queries in this task (all-link), but there
has to be at least one query, which is strongly associated with this query in that task (bestlink).
Intuitively, this modeling assumption simulates how a human editor annotates search tasks in the
query log: one might determine if two queries belong to the same task by reasoning transitively
over strong connections between queries in the same task. And it explains the possible query
reformulation chain among a user's issued queries.
4.4.2 Best Link as Latent Structure
Unfortunately, the bestlink structure is hidden in the query log, and it is even impossible for the
human editors to explicitly annotate, since such structure might not be unique. Therefore, we
adopt the structured learning method with latent variables, i.e., latent structural SVMs [25, 126],
to realize the bestlink modeling assumption (rooted in Eq (1.2)), and utilize the hidden structure
to explore the dependency among queries within the same task. We name our method as bestlink
SVM.
To formalize the idea of bestlink SVM, we denote the hidden best-link structure as h. Before
stating clearly the detailed denition of h, it helps to consider h as a graph whose edges connect the
\most similar" queries. Given a query sequence Q = fq1; q2; : : : ; qMg1, we dene a feature vector
for the task partition y specied by the hidden best-link structure h as (Q; y; h). And based on
(Q; y; h), our bestlink SVM is a linear model parameterized by w, and predicts the task partition
1In the following discussion, when no ambiguity is invoked, we drop the index n for user un to simplify the
notations.
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at testing time by,
(y^; h^) = argmax
(y;h)2YH
wT(Q; y; h); (4.1)
where Y and H represent the sets of possible structures of y and h respectively. y^ becomes the
output for cross-session tasks and h^ is the inferred latent structure. As stated in Eq (4.1), the
functional form f() in Eq (1.2) is realized by a linear function. In this paper, we refer to solving
Eq (4.1) as the decoding problem.
The decoding problem of Eq (4.1) clearly distinguishes the proposed bestlink SVM model from
the previous binary-classication-based methods. In bestlink SVM, we model the entire query
sequence Q as a whole, and predict the task membership for all the queries simultaneously; while
the previous two-step approaches cannot explore the interactions among queries in the same task,
and isolated predictions are made on each pair of queries in those methods.
The denition of h needs to be carefully designed, otherwise the decoding problem (hence the
training algorithm as well) can be intractable. We dene h(qi; qj) = 1 if query qi and qj are directly
connected in h; and otherwise, h(qi; qj) = 0. To model the rst query of a new search task, i.e., the
query that does not have a strong connection with any previous queries, we add a dummy query
q0 at the beginning of each user's query log. All the queries connecting to q0 would be treated as
the initial query of a new search task. Besides, we enforce that a query can only link to another
query in the past, or formally,
j 1X
i=0
h(qi; qj) = 1; 8j  1
Taking the search tasks shown in Table 4.1 as an example, we illustrate the idea of bestlink
structure in Figure 4.1. From the gure, we can clearly notice that the bestlink denes a hierarchical
tree structure of \strong" connections among the queries: rooted in the dummy query q0, each
subtree of q0 corresponds to one specic search task in a user's search history. For a new query,
it can only belong to a previous search task or be the rst query of a new task. Therefore, the
temporal order provides us a helpful signal to explore the dependency between queries.
We require h to be consistent with y { that is, h(qi; qj) = 1 implies y(qi) = y(qj); in other words,
the task partition y is determined by the connected components in h. As a result, the dependency
among the queries belonging to the same task is explicitly encoded by the latent bestlink structure
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of hidden search task structure specied in bestlink SVM. fS1;S2;S3g
are the sessions segmented by the 30-minutes inactivity threshold, fT1; T2g are the search tasks
annotated by human editor. The dotted arrows indicate one possible hidden structure identied
by bestlink SVM.
h: as shown in Figure 4.1, predicting \sas" and \sas shoes", \sas shoes" and \6pm.com" belonging
to the same task would immediately lead to the conclusion that all these three queries belong to
the same task, even though \sas" and \coupon for 6pm.com" are not directly connected to each
other in h.
Accordingly, our feature vector for a particular task partition y is dened over the links in h
as,
(Q; y; h) =
X
i;j
h(qi; qj)
SX
s=1
s(qi; qj); (4.2)
where a set of symmetric pairwise features fs(; )gSs=0 is given to characterize the similarity
between query qi and qj . In particular, to accommodate the dummy query q0, we set 0(q0; ) = 1
and 8s > 0; s(q0; ) = 0.
Based on our feature vector design and the directed linkage structure of h, exact inference can
be eciently calculated for the decoding problem in Eq (4.1). Algorithm 1 described an incremental
implementation to solve the exact inference problem, where we only need the queries appearing
before the given query to determine its task membership. This makes bestlink SVM feasible to be
deployed in the search engine query log system in an online fashion, since the newly arrived queries
will not aect the method's prediction on previous queries.
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Algorithm 1: Task Partition Prediction
Input: Query sequence Q = fq1; q2; : : : ; qMg, pairwise features fk(; )gSs=0 and linear weight w.
Output: Task partition y^.
//Step 1: Initialize the latent structure h^
h^(; ) = 0;
//Step 2: Search for the best latent structure h^
for i = 1 : : :M do
j0 = argmax0j<i
PS
s=1 wss(qi; qj);
h^(i; j0) = 1;
end
//Step 3: Construct the best task partition y^:
t = 0;
for i = 1 : : :M do
j0 = argmax0j<i h(i; j);
if j0 = 0 then
y^(i) = t;
t = t+ 1;
end
else
y^(i) = y^(j0);
end
end
return y^
4.4.3 Pairwise Similarity Features
Our bestlink SVM requires a set of pairwise similarity features as input to characterize the connec-
tion between a pair of queries. In this work, we explored a variety of signals, from lexicon similarity
to query semantic category similarity, to measure the similarity between a pair of queries.
Our proposed pairwise similarity features are list in Table 4.2, and categorized into three types:
query-based, URL-based and session-based similarities. To analyze the semantic relationships
between queries, we assign each URL to a topic distribution over 385 categories from the second
level of \Open Directory Project" (ODP, dmoz.org) with a content-based classier [98]. The inner
product of the predicted topic distribution is used to measure the semantic similarity between
queries. Besides, to make the features comparable across each other, we normalize them into the
range of (0,1] accordingly, e.g., taking reciprocal of the absolute time dierence (in seconds) between
two queries.
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Table 4.2: Pairwise Similarity Features.
Type Feature Description
Q-COSINE cosine similarity between the term sets of qi and qj
Q-EDIT norm edit dist between query strings of qi and qj
Q-JAC Jaccard coe between the term sets of qi and qj
Q-TIME 1.0/(absolute time dierence in seconds between qi and qj)
Query Q-DIST (# of queries in between of qi and qj)/jQnj
-based Q-URL-MATCH-SUM
P
url2URLi
 
c(qj ; url)

+
P
url2URLj
 
c(qi; url)

Q-URL-MATCH-MAX maxurl2URLi
 
c(qj ; url)

+maxurl2URLj
 
c(qi; url)

Q-CLICK-URL-MATCH-AVG
P
url2clicked URLi
 
c(qj ; url)

+
P
url2clicked URLj
 
c(qi; url)

Q-CLICK-URL-MATCH-MAX maxurl2clicked URLi
 
c(qj ; url)

+maxurl2clicked URLj
 
c(qi; url)

U-EDIT-DOMAIN-MIN min norm edit dist between domain of URLi and URLj
U-EDIT-ALL-MIN min norm edit dist between URLi and URLj
U-EDIT-ALL-CLICK-MIN min norm edit dist between clicked URLi and clicked URLj
U-EDIT-DOMAIN-AVG avg norm edit dist between domain of URLi and URLj
U-EDIT-ALL-AVG avg norm edit dist between URLi and URLj
URL U-EDIT-ALL-CLICK-AVG avg norm edit dist between clicked URLi and clicked URLj
-based U-JAC-ALL-CLICK Jaccard coe between clicked URLi and clicked URLj
U-JAC-ALL Jaccard coe between URLi and URLj
U-JAC-DOMAIN-CLICK Jaccard coe between domain of clicked URLi and clicked URLj
U-JAC-DOMAIN Jaccard coe between domain of URLi and URLj
U-SIM-CLICK-MAX max ODP category similarity of clicked URLi and clicked URLj
U-SIM-CLICK-AVG avg ODP category similarity of clicked URLi and clicked URLj
U-SIM-MAX max ODP category similarity of URLi and URLj
U-SIM-AVG avg ODP category similarity of URLi and URLj
S-SAME if qi and qj are in the same session
Session S-FIRST if both qi and qj are the rst query of session
-based S-DIST # queries in between of qi and qj
Note: 1) norm edit dist is the edit distance between string s and t divided by the maximum length of s and t;
2) c(q; url) is a function counting the number of query terms in q contained in url;
3) clicked URL is a subset of URLs, whose click timestamp cil > 0.
4.4.4 Solving the bestlink SVM
For a given set of query logs with annotated tasks, f(Qn; yn)gNn=1, we need to retrieve the optimal
weight setting w for the proposed bestlink SVM. Empirically, the optimal weight w should minimize
the error between the predicted task partition y^n and ground-truth yn. In addition, w should also
be optimized for good generalization capability, e.g., maximize the margin between ground-truth
partition and wrong partitions [114]. This naturally gives rise to the following optimization problem
within the latent structural SVMs framework [25, 126]:
min
w;
1
2
jjwjj2 + C
NX
n=1
2n (4.3)
s:t:8n;max
h2H
wT(Qn; yn; h)  max
(y^;h^)2YH
[wT(Qn; y^; h^) + (yn; y^; h^)]  n
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where (yn; y^; h^) characterizes the distance between the ground-truth partition yn and predicted
partition y^ specied by the latent structure h^, fngNn=1 is a set of slack variables to allow errors in
the training set, and C controls the trade-o between empirical loss and model complexity.
Because the ground-truth bestlink structure hn for Qn is unobservable in the training data,
we cannot measure the distance between (yn; h

n) and (y^; h^). As a result, we dene the margin
between the ground-truth task partition yn and predicted task partition y^ based on the inferred
latent structure h^ as,
(yn; y^; h^) = jQnj   jTnj  
X
i;j
h(i; j)(yn; (i; j)) (4.4)
where jQnj is the number of queries in Qn, jTnj is the number of annotated tasks in Qn, and
(y; (i; j)) = 1 if y(i) = y(j), otherwise (y; (i; j)) =  1. It is easy to verify that (yn; y^; h^) is
non-negative, and equals to zero if and only if the task partition y^ is the same as yn.
Since we are minimizing the square hinge loss over the training set, the optimization prob-
lem introduced in Eq (4.3) can be eciently solved by the iterative algorithm proposed in [25]:
the optimization procedure minimizes Eq (4.3) by constructing a sequence of convex problems
in each iteration, and each iteration guarantees to decrease the objective function. In the em-
ployed optimization algorithm, two types of additional inference are required: loss-augmented
inference, i.e., max(y^;h^)2YH[w
T(Qn; y^; h^)+(yn; y^; h^)]; and latent variable completion inference,
i.e., maxh2HwT(Qn; yn; h). Since the calculation of (yn; y^; h^) can be decomposed onto the edges
in h, loss-augmented inference can be directly solved via Algorithm 1 by adding an additional cost
(yn; (i; j)) into Step 2 when nding the best link for query qi. And the latent variable completion
inference can also be achieved via Algorithm 1 by restricting Step 2 to only search in the queries
with the same task label as qi. Both inference algorithms are exact, which renders us a more precise
optimization result for Eq (4.3).
4.5 Improving the Model with Weak Supervision Signals
The bestlink SVM proposed in Section 4.4.2 is a supervised clustering algorithm that requires full
annotation of search tasks in the query log. As we have discussed in Section 4.1, various types
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of signals, which can be automatically derived from the query logs, are helpful for identifying the
search tasks. In this section, we discuss how to make use of large quantities of unlabeled data with
weak supervision signals in the proposed bestlink SVM.
We explore weak supervision signals for the cross-session search task extraction problem from
dierent perspectives, and formalize them in terms of \must-link" and \cannot-link" [116]. Query
matching, e.g., identical or reformulated queries, is a strong indication that two queries belong
to the same task. Besides, the returned URLs for the given query are also an important source
for determining the task membership: because modern search engines have sophisticated query
pre-processing procedures, e.g., spelling correction [31] and query rewriting [72], when it decides
to return identical URLs for two dierent queries, it is a strong signal that the two queries are
related. Table 4.3 lists four types of must-link and one type of cannot-link that we have dened in
this work. When there is conict between the automatically generated must-links and cannot-links,
e.g., nontransitive, we will drop the cannot-links to make the annotations consistent.
Table 4.3: Partial Annotation Rules.
Type Description
qi = qj
Must-link qi  qj or qj  qi
(~y(i) = ~y(j)) URLi = URLj
clicked URLi=clicked URLj
Cannot-link qi 6= qj AND URLi \ URLj = ;
(~y(i) 6= ~y(j))
Though one may treat such signals as features and manually tune the weights to stress their
importance, we want emphasize that this approach is sub-optimal for the following two reasons: 1)
features are independent in linear models, the knowledge about one feature cannot help the model
learn for other features; instead, if we treat such information as supervision, all the features can be
adjusted accordingly; 2) it is dicult to manually set the appropriate weights for all the features;
while optimizing the objective function dened on both weak supervision and manual annotations
would estimate the weights in a more systematic way.
Note that when we apply the proposed must-link and cannot-link to the unlabeled user query
logs, we can only get partial annotations on those queries given that the coverage of the weak
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supervision is not perfect. We denote the partial annotation as ~y, and to accommodate such
partial annotations in bestlink SVM, we modify the margin dened in Eq (4.4) as follows,
~(~yn; y^; h^) = jQnj   jCnj  
X
i;j
h(i; j)~(y; (i; j)) (4.5)
where jCnj is the number of connected components (including singletons) dened by must-links in
Qn, and ~(y; (i; j)) = + if ~y(i) = ~y(j), ~(y; (i; j)) =    if ~y(i) 6= ~y(j), otherwise ~(y; (i; j)) = 0
when there is no annotation between query i and j. This modicatoin makes our bestlink SVM a
semi-supervised clustering algorithm.
We can easily verify that ~(~yn; y^; h^) is a more general denition of the distance between the
given (or partial) task partition and the predicted task partition, in which we count how many
edges in h^ are consistent with given annotation (or must-links) in ~y, and how many of them are
conicting with the annotation (or must-/cannot-links). In addition, to distinguish the creditability
of the rule-based must-link and cannot-link, we assign them dierent cost factors, i.e., + > 0 and
  > 0, which can be set according to model's performance on a manually annotated held-out set.
4.6 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we performed a series of experiments on a large scale
search dataset sampled from the query logs from Bing.com. First, we compared the performance
of the proposed bestlink SVM to several state-of-the-art methods for the cross-session search task
extraction problem. Then, a set of experiments were conducted to study the eectiveness of using
weakly supervised data, which is automatically derived from user query logs, for identifying cross-
session search tasks.
4.6.1 Query Log Dataset
We extracted ve days' search logs from Bing.com, from May 27 2012 to May 31 2012, for our
experiments. During this period, a subset of users are randomly selected and all their search
activities are collected, including the anonymized user ID, query string, timestamp, returned URL
sets and the corresponding user clicks. The 30-minutes inactivity threshold is used to segment
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queries into sessions as pre-processing [80, 122]. Since the focus is identifying cross-session search
tasks, we further ltered out the users who submitted less than two queries or had less than two
sessions during this period. As a result, we collected 7,628 users with 114,723 queries. The basic
statistics of this data set are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Statistics of evaluation query log data set.
# User # Session # Query
7628 37547 114723
Query/User Session/User Query/Session
15.117.2 4.93.5 3.11.2
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in identifying cross-session search
tasks, three editors were recruited to annotate the search tasks. Editors were instructed to group
the queries into tasks according to their understanding of users' information needs, and they were
encouraged to use external resources, e.g., search for the logged queries and browse the clicked
URLs, to infer the relation between queries. The same set of 200 users' query logs are distributed
in each editor's annotation assignment to measure their annotation agreement. Cohen's kappa on
pairwise annotation of queries showed high inter-annotator agreement, 0.68, 0.73 and 0.77, for the
three pairs of editors. After aggregating the three editors' annotations, we got a collection of 10,327
tasks annotated out of 1,436 users' search logs, and the basic statistics of this data set are shown
in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Statistics of annotated search tasks.
Single-query Task Multi-query Task
8044 2283
Multi-session Task Interleaving Task
1307 709
Task/User Query/Task*
7.210.1 6.68.2
Session/Task* Task duration (mins)*
2.82.6 491.1933.5
count only in multi-query tasks
As shown in Table 4.5, in average a user takes 7.2 dierent tasks during this period, 22.1% of
which contain multiple queries, more than 57.2% multi-query tasks span across session boundaries,
and 31.1% of them are interleaving. This shows the need of going beyond session boundaries to
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extract the long-term search tasks. In particular, when we look into those multi-query tasks, they
span 6.6 queries, 2.8 sessions and more than 8 hours in average. This indicates that cross-session
task extraction is not a trivial problem, and one needs to leverage rich information for identifying
the structure of a cross-session search task.
4.6.2 Search Task Extraction
Algorithms for Comparison: Several methods have been proposed to identify cross-session
search tasks based on the idea of same-task classication [71, 78]. However, those methods only
provide predictions over pair of queries, and post-processing is needed to obtain the nal task
partitions. In our experiment, we adapted two best performing clustering methods from Lucchese
et al.'s work [88], i.e., QC wcc and QC htc, as the post-processing procedure for the baselines.
QC wcc performs clustering by dropping \weak edges" among queries and extracting the connected
components as tasks. QC htc assumes a cluster of queries can be well represented by only the
chronologically rst and last query in the cluster, and therefore only the similarity among the rst
and last queries of two clusters is considered in agglomerative clustering. We trained a linear SVM
model to classify if two queries are in the same task, treated the predicted positive query pairs as
\strong edges," and applied QC wcc and QC htc to obtain the nal task partition. In this setting,
QC wcc works exactly the same as Liao et al. proposed in [80].
Since our proposed bestlink-SVM can be viewed as a supervised clustering method [29, 48, 116],
we also included two state-of-the-art supervised clustering methods, i.e., \adaptive-clustering" [29]
and \cluster-svm" [48] as baselines. Adaptive clustering (AdaptClu) performs single-link agglomer-
ative clustering based on binary classication results. To avoid overtting, it selects a representative
subset of all the candidate pairs based on their similarities when training the binary classier. In
our experiment, we used the summation of all the pairwise similarities as dened in Table 4.2
between two queries (with negative signs for edit-distance-based similarities) for selecting the rep-
resentative subset of queries. cluster-svm performs correlation clustering by learning a structural
SVM model, which simultaneously optimizes the pairwise accuracy and in-cluster similarity dened
by all-link in one cluster.
To make a fair comparison, all the methods are trained on the same set of pairwise features
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dened in Table 4.2.
Performance metrics: A commonly used evaluation metric for search task extraction is
pairwise precision/recall [71, 78] dened as,
ppair =
P
i<j 
 
y(qi); y(qj)


 
y^(qi); y^(qj)
P
i<j 
 
y^(qi); y^(qj)
 (4.6)
rpair =
P
i<j 
 
y(qi); y(qj)


 
y^(qi); y^(qj)
P
i<j 
 
y(qi); y(qj)
 (4.7)
where ppair evaluates how many pairs of queries predicted in the same task, i.e., 
 
y^(qi); y^(qj)

= 1,
are actually annotated as in the same task, i.e., 
 
y(qi); y(qj)

= 1; and rpair evaluates how many
pairs annotated as in the same task are recovered by the algorithm.
However, it is worth noting that these metrics cannot directly measure the clustering quality,
and have some limitations: 1) they ignore singleton tasks, since no pairs can be formed from
such tasks; 2) they intrinsically favor methods producing fewer tasks [89]. Inspired by the metrics
used in the problem of co-reference resolution in natural language processing, we employed the
Constrained Entity-Alignment F-Measure (f1CEAF) as proposed in [89] to evaluate the clustering
quality. CEAF denes the clustering precision and recall based on the best alignment between the
predicted cluster and ground-truth cluster, where the alignment can be measured by any similarity
function dened on two sets:
pCEAF =
P
i (T^i; g(T^i))P
i (T^i; T^i)
(4.8)
rCEAF =
P
i (T^i; g(T^i))P
j (Tj ; Tj)
(4.9)
where (A;B) is a similarity measure between set A and B, which is chosen to be Jaccard coecient
in our evaluation; and g() is the optimal mapping between the predicted task partition T and
ground-truth task partition T^ . Then, f1CEAF can be calculated as,
f1CEAF =
2 pCEAF  rCEAF
pCEAF + rCEAF
(4.10)
Furthermore, we also included Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), a standard metric for
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evaluating the clustering quality, as one of our evaluation metrics. The detailed denition of NMI
can be found in [22]. Basically, the higher the NMI score the better clustering performance an
automatic system achieves: NMI= 1 if the prediction is identical to the ground-truth; and NMI= 0
if the prediction is independent from the ground-truth.
Evaluation of search task extraction methods: We randomly split the annotated user
query logs into a training set with 712 annotated users, and a testing set with the rest 725 annotated
users. The parameters in each model, e.g., C in SVM-based models, are tuned by 5-fold cross-
validation on the training set (splitting the annotated users into dierent folds).
We trained all the methods on the manually annotated training set, and compared their task
extraction performance in Table 4.6, where we averaged the performance under each metric over
all the testing cases. A paired two-sample t-test is performed to validate the signicance of im-
provement from the best performing method against the runner-up method under each metric.
Table 4.6: Search task extraction performance.
ppair rpair f1CEAF NMI
Q wcc 0.8653 0.9833 0.4826 0.4058
Q htc 0.9213 0.8607 0.5461 0.5636
AdaptClu 0.9059 0.9046 0.5583 0.5466
cluster-svm 0.9232 0.7908 0.5363 0.5602
bestlink SVM 0.9330 0.9273 0.5895 0.6046
AdaptCluall 0.8681 0.4611 0.2880 0.3236
Rule-based 0.8954 0.5570 - -
 indicates p-value<0.01
In Table 4.6 we rst observed that cluster-svm, which is also a structural learning method,
performed much worse than bestlink SVM, especially on rpair. The reason is that cluster-svm
optimizes the in-cluster similarity dened by all-link among the queries; while in bestlink SVM, the
in-cluster similarity is only dened on the bestlink among the queries, or more precisely, the edges
exist in h (as shown in Eq (4.2)). To validate this hypothesis, we implemented an additional baseline
of all-link -based adaptive clustering (AdaptCluall). In AdaptCluall, we changed the original single-
link agglomerative clustering to all-link agglomerative clustering, where the in-cluster similarity is
dened the same as in cluster-svm. As observed in the result, AdaptCluall performed signicantly
worse than AdaptClu, especially on rpair. This result validates our basic modeling assumption
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in the proposed bestlink SVM, i.e., a query belonging to a particular task should have a strong
connection with at least another one query rather than all the other queries in the same task.
Besides, as discussed in Section 4.1, due to the lack of interaction between the binary classier
training and query clustering in post-processing, the two-step approaches are likely to give sub-
optimal task extraction performance. Q wcc and Q htc are based on the same binary classier's
output, but their performance diers because of distinct strategies used in post-processing. Q wcc
tends to connect all the queries together, and results in a high rpair, but poor performance on other
metrics. On the other hand, because Q htc only compares the rst and last queries between two
dierent clusters, it gives a relatively lower rpair, but better clustering performance due to a better
ppair, as compared to Q wcc.
In Section 4.5, we proposed a method for automatically generating weak supervision from search
logs in the form of must-link and cannot-link. In Table 4.6, we also evaluated the quality of such
weak supervision. Since the rule-based supervision merely provides pairwise annotations, we only
evaluated its ppair and rpair. In general, ppair of these auto-generated annotations is reasonably
good, while rpair is relatively poor. This result is expected: the method described in Table 4.3
uses strong signals for annotation; but the coverage of such signals is limited, since some relations
between two distinct queries can only be inferred by reasoning over the whole query sequence by
human judges.
Eectiveness of weakly supervised data To investigate the eectiveness of the weak su-
pervision in helping to train the supervised model, we gradually added the weakly supervised data
into our training set. We rst obtained the pairwise annotations, as dened in Table 4.3, for those
users who have not been manually annotated; then we gradually added such partially labeled user
query logs into the manually-annotated training set. For binary-classication-based baselines, i.e.,
Q wcc, Q htc and AdaptClu, the newly added pairwise annotations are used as regular training
supervision; for cluster-svm, the loss function is modied to adopt the partial annotations (similar
as Eq (4.5)). The experimental results are summarized in Figure 4.2.
From Figure 4.2 we can study the utility of weakly supervised data on cross-session task extrac-
tion. As shown in Figure 4.2 (c) and (d), the supervised learning methods benet from a medium
volume of weakly supervised data; but when the volume reaches certain limit, the performance
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Figure 4.2: Task extraction performance with increasing volume of weakly supervised data.
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stops improving, and even degrades. Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) help to explain why this happens:
all methods' rpair performance drops when adding the weakly supervised data for training, but
their ppair performance improves. With the improved ppair, all methods' clustering performance,
in terms of f1CEAF and NMI, gets improved. As shown in Table 4.6, the weakly supervised data
has high precision but low recall, adding more such training signals would bias the models toward
recognizing the pairs similar to those high-precision must-links. When the volume of weakly su-
pervised data passes a limit, it will overwhelm the signals from human annotations; and therefore
hinders further improvement. Figure 4.2 also shows that, compared to the two-step methods, the
structural learning based method, i.e., cluster-svm and bestlink SVM, can utilize more weakly su-
pervised data before the performance saturates. The reason is that structured learning method
directly optimizes (or approximates) the clustering metrics during training. The two-step methods
perform classication and clustering independently, and there is inconsistency between training ob-
jective and evaluation in these two-step methods. As a result, errors in the learned binary classier
cannot be recovered easily in the clustering stage in those methods.
Weakly supervised search task extraction We are also interested in investigating how
well the models could perform when there is only weakly supervised data. In other words, we want
to test if the learning methods' task extraction capability can go beyond the simple annotation
rules. In this experiment, we only trained the models on the 6,192 unannotated users with weak
supervision, and tested them on the same manually annotated testing set as before. In order to
analyze how well the methods generalize from the weakly supervised data, we included a naive
baseline Rule-Q wcc: we adopted Q wcc by treating the queries connected by the must-links as a
task.
Table 4.7: Task extraction performance when trained only on the weakly supervised data.
ppair rpair f1CEAF NMI
Rule-Q wcc 0.9084 0.5136 0.5492 0.5602
Q wcc 0.9123 0.8582 0.5397 0.5285
Q htc 0.9204 0.7747 0.5440 0.5669
AdaptClu 0.9131 0.8613 0.5426 0.5325
cluster-svm 0.9155 0.7565 0.5197 0.4805
bestlinkSVM 0.9334 0.8161 0.5676 0.5893
 indicates p-value<0.01
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As shown in Table 4.7, all the methods improved ppair and rpair against Rule-Q wcc, and
especially for rpair. However, not all of them can improve the clustering quality metric: besides
bestlink SVM, only Q htc improves NMI metric. We looked into the detailed output of those
methods and found that: Rule-Q wcc generated many singleton tasks because of the low coverage
of must-links; the baseline models merged some of the small clusters into larger ones, but they
still created too many smaller clusters than ground-truth. bestlink SVM correctly merged the
small clusters, making the number of predicted tasks closest to the ground-truth, and therefore it
achieved better clustering performance.
We wanted to further investigate how many \complex tasks," which are not covered by the must-
links dened in Table 4.3, can be extracted by learning from the weak supervision. Specically,
we dene the complex task as: T strict, in which no must-link can be applied on any pair of queries
in it (strict criterion); or T loose, there exists at least one pair of queries cannot be connected via
must-links in it (loose criterion). Based on this notation, we dene the coverage of complex task
as the proportion of complex tasks which can be perfectly recovered by the automatic methods,
cloose =
P
Ti2T^
P
Tj2T loose (Ti; Tj)
jT loosej
(4.11)
cstrict =
P
Ti2T^
P
Tj2T strict (Ti; Tj)
jT strictj
(4.12)
where (X ;Y) = 1 when the set X and Y are the same, and otherwise (X ;Y) = 0.
In this experiment, we used all the 1436 annotated users as testing set, where we collected
357 strict complex tasks and 1540 loose complex tasks out of the total 2283 multi-query tasks.
All the models are trained on the rest 6192 unannotated users with weak supervision, and the
experimental results are list in Table 4.8, where we used sign-test for validating the improvement
over the baselines.
We should note that all those complex tasks cannot be identied by the straight-forward Rule-
Q wcc baseline, so that the newly dened task coverage metric measures how well the learning
methods can generalize from the weak supervision. From the results we can notice that bestlink
SVM, which achieved the best performance against all the other baselines, can successfully recover
about 30% of complex tasks by leveraging the knowledge from weak supervision, which validates
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the eectiveness of using such signals as supervision.
Table 4.8: Coverage of complex tasks when trained only on the weakly supervised data.
cloose cstrict
Q wcc 0.2914 0.2745
Q htc 0.2617 0.2761
AdaptClusingle 0.2837 0.2717
cluster-svm 0.2883 0.2997
bestlinkSVM 0.3207 0.3501
 indicates p-value<0.01
4.6.3 Analysis of Identied Tasks
As we have discussed in Section 4.4.2, the latent structure h dened in bestlink SVM is a tree
structure formed by strong connections between queries, where each subtree of the dummy query
q0 corresponds to a search task. In Figure 4.3, we illustrated the latent task structure inferred by
our bestlink SVM from two dierent users' query logs.
Comparing to the at clustering structure given by the traditional search task extraction meth-
ods [78, 88], the hierarchical structure inferred by bestlink SVM provides us with more in-depth
details to understand users' search behaviors and their information needs. For example, in Figure
4.3 we can clearly notice that the identied task structure for User2 is more complex than that
for User1: User1 attempted three consecutive tasks on May 29; while User2's two major search
tasks, i.e., checking daily news and looking for solutions of her health issue, spanned from May
29 to May 31, and were performed in an interleaved manner. And the subtrees in an identied
search task represent ner grained subtasks. For instance, as shown in Figure 4.3, in User2's second
identied task of \plantar fasciitis symptoms," there are two subtasks, one starts with \plantar
fasciitis pictures" and another starts with \chagas disease."
At the beginning of Section 4.6, we listed a brief overview of basic properties of search tasks
based on a limited number of human annotations. Now we can get a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of user's search behaviors based on the automatically extracted search tasks in our
whole query log data set. We listed a set of statistics in Table 4.9, where we applied a proprietary
multi-class classier to categorize a query into 80 categories, e.g., navigational, commerce, celebrity
and etc., in order to annotate the search intent of queries.
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User1
wic recipes@5/29/2012 8:38:19 AM
banana strawberry smoothie recipe@5/29/2012 8:43:21 AM
smoothie recipe banana frozen orange juice@5/29/2012 8:47:44 AM
smoothie recipes@5/29/2012 8:50:23 AM
smoothie recipes banana frozen orange juice@5/29/2012 8:51:10 AM
orange pineapple banana smoothie@5/29/2012 8:53:38 AM
orange pineapple banana smoothie@5/29/2012 8:58:48 AM
tip martin attorney@5/29/2012 11:20:57 AM
dcs clinic for free obama@5/29/2012 11:23:58 AM
rate my doctor@5/29/2012 11:29:47 AM
united healthcare community plan in tn@5/29/2012 11:41:17 AM
breast pump rental in tn@5/29/2012 2:7:48 PM
breast pump rental in tn@5/29/2012 2:8:23 PM
sumner regional medical center@5/29/2012 2:8:43 PM
tn map by counties@5/29/2012 2:16:22 PM
driving directions@5/29/2012 2:17:16 PM
wic gallatin tn@5/29/2012 2:22:18 PM
breast pumps gallatin tn@5/29/2012 2:28:58 PM
User2
www.dailyastorian.info@5/28/2012 1:8:34 PM
www.dailyastorian.com@5/30/2012 11:45:15 AM
scott somers reedsport@5/30/2012 1:6:57 PM
scott somers reedsport@5/30/2012 1:8:0 PM
www.dailyastorian.com@5/31/2012 11:8:1 AM
plantar fasciitis symptoms@5/29/2012 2:35:53 PM
plantar fasciitis pictures@5/29/2012 2:36:22 PM
toe pain@5/29/2012 2:39:31 PM
toe pain@5/29/2012 2:40:55 PM
toe pain symptoms@5/29/2012 2:43:21 PM
foot pain@5/29/2012 2:43:57 PM
foot pain@5/29/2012 2:45:47 PM
hammer toe@5/29/2012 2:45:55 PM
hammer toe@5/29/2012 2:47:57 PM
chagas disease@5/31/2012 4:57:3 PM
clatsop community college columbia address@5/29/2012 2:31:47 PM
astoria safeway address@5/29/2012 4:37:11 PM
Figure 4.3: Identied latent search task structure.
Table 4.9: Statistics of extracted search tasks.
Query/Task UniQuery/Task
4.417.48 2.804.04
Intent/Task % of NavTask
1.471.20 25.37
Query/NavTask UniQuery/NavTask
2.452.67 1.380.80
P(non-navjnav) P(navjnon-nav)
0.288 0.124
As shown in Table 4.9, user's search intent in each extracted task is quite concentrated: despite
the fact that there are in average 4.41 queries in a task, there are only 1.47 dierent intents.
Particularly, when the user's intent is purely navigational, the task will get mostly simplied: only
1.38 unique queries per task. And more than 25% identied tasks only contain navigational queries.
Another interesting phenomenon we found is the transition probability between the navigational
and non-navigational queries, which is estimated within the identied tasks, is quite dierent: the
chance a user issues a non-navigational query after a navigational query is much lower than the
opposite direction. One possible explanation for this is that when user issues a non-navigational
query, they usually do not have a clear sense of where to nd the information yet, so they are
more likely to keep submitting the questions to the search engine; but when they have specic
destination in mind, they would start to issue questions to explore more aspects of the information
they are interested in.
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4.7 Conclusions
Search tasks frequently span multiple sessions, and thus developing methods to extract these tasks
from historic data is central to understanding longitudinal search behaviors and in developing
search systems to support users' long-running tasks. In this chapter, we have presented a novel
method for learning to accurately extract cross-session search tasks from users' historic search
activities. We developed a semi-supervised clustering model based on the latent structural SVM
framework, which is capable of learning inter-query dependencies from users' searching behaviors.
A set of eective automatic annotation rules are proposed as weak supervision to release the
burden of manual annotation. Comprehensive experimentation using large-scale search logs from
a commercial search engine demonstrated the superior performance of our method in identifying
cross-session search tasks versus a number of state-of-the-art algorithms. Importantly, we were
able to obtain performance gains while reducing the reliance on costly human annotations via the
automatically generated weak supervision. The results are promising and pave the way for a range
of future work in this area, including user modeling and long-term task based personalization.
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Chapter 5
Personalized Ranking Model
Adaptation
Search engine systems train and apply a single ranking model across all users, but searchers'
information needs are diverse and cover a broad range of topics. Hence, a single user-independent
ranking model is usually insucient to satisfy dierent users' result preferences. Conventional
personalization methods learn separate models of user interests and use those to re-rank the results
from the generic model. Those methods require signicant user history information to infer user
preferences, have low coverage in the case of memory-based methods that learn direct associations
between query-URL pairs, and have limited opportunity to markedly aect the ranking given that
they only re-order top-ranked items.
In this chapter, we propose a general ranking model adaptation framework for personalized
search. Using a given user-independent ranking model trained o-line and limited number of
adaptation queries from individual users, the framework quickly learns to apply a series of linear
transformations, e.g., scaling and shifting, over the parameters of the given global ranking model
such that the adapted model can better t each individual user's search preferences.
5.1 Introduction
Prior research has demonstrated that users' aggregated clicks are informative for learning their
result preferences and developing global search result ranking models [70, 3]. However, these
models only reect the common preferences across all searchers. Adapting the global ranking
model towards each individual's search preferences to maximize search utility for each user is
more desirable. Existing personalization methods require rich user history information to learn
user preferences [104, 107] (meaning that they are slow to adapt to user interests and interest
dynamics), have low coverage in the case of memory-based methods that learn direct associations
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between query-URL pairs [109], and have limited opportunity to aect the ranking given that they
frequently only re-order top-ranked items [11]. In this work, we proposed a method that eectively
learns to adapt a generic ranking algorithm on a per-user basis, and overcomes some or all of the
aforementioned challenges faced by existing personalization approaches.
Beside the adapted model's ranking performance, adaptation eciency is also a primary con-
sideration in this work. Existing work of ranking model adaptation in information retrieval (IR)
mainly focuses on domain adaptation, e.g., from Web search to image search, where the goal of
adaptation is to estimate a new ranking model for a target domain using information from a related
source domain [53, 54, 27, 52]. Rooted in the classier adaptation problem in transfer learning (c.f.
[95]), the general assumption of domain adaptation in IR is that in the target domain there are
insucient labeled queries to accurately estimate a ranking model, but there is adequate supervi-
sion in the source domain. Therefore, to help model learning in the target domain, the adaptation
methods need to eectively exploit supervision from the source domain. However, since most of
existing methods estimate the adapted model in an oine manner, adaptation eciency has re-
ceived little attention in prior research. Nevertheless, in the scenario of adapting a generic ranking
model for personalized search (the focus of this chapter), adaptation eciency becomes an equally
important criterion for two main reasons: 1) such an operation must be executable on the scale of
all the search engine users; 2) due to the dynamic nature of users' search intent and the need to
oer searchers a great experience quickly, search engines cannot wait weeks or even days to collect
adaptation data, since by then user preferences may have already shifted or they may have switched
to another search engine. Our specic emphasis on adaptation eciency prohibits us from directly
applying most of existing domain adaptation methods.
In this work, we propose a general framework for ranking model adaptation, which enables rapid
personalization, based on the linear-regression-based model adaptation methods widely studied
in automatic speech recognition (e.g., maximum likelihood linear regression [79] and minimum
classication error linear regression [62]). In particular, we assume in a parametric ranking model
dierent users' ranking preferences can be fully characterized by dierent settings of the model
parameters. For example, some users might prefer high authority websites, i.e., larger weight
on the static rank score (page quality independent of query); while other users would emphasize
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query-term matching in documents, e.g., larger weight on retrieval-score features such as BM25.
As a result, adjustment of the generic ranking model's parameters with respect to individual user's
ranking preference, e.g., click feedback, is necessary to satisfy their distinct ranking requirements.
In the per-user basis ranking model adaptation scenario, the lack of adaptation queries is a
serious problem leading to sparse observations of ranking features in each user. To alleviate the
sparsity problem, transformations are shared across features in a group-wise manner, such that it
is possible to adapt the parameters of features that are not observed in the adaptation data. The
proposed framework is general, and we demonstrated the detailed instantiation of the framework
to three frequently used learning-to-rank algorithms, i.e., RankNet [19], LambdaRank [20] and
RankSVM [69], where several important properties of the proposed adaptation framework are
unveiled.
To evaluate the eectiveness of the propose adaptation framework, we collected a large set
of search logs from a major commercial Web search engine, and compared the proposed method
against several state-of-the-art ranking model adaptation methods. Through extensively compar-
isons, our proposed method achieved signicant improvement, in not only adaptation eciency
(measured in terms of the number of queries until reaches a performant state), but also in terms
of adaptation accuracy, against the baseline methods.
5.2 Related Work
There are two major types of research closely related to our work, namely, ranking model adaptation
and personalized search.
The main body of ranking model adaptation studied in IR focuses on domain adaption, which
can be categorized into three classes. One popular class is instance-based adaptation [53, 42, 27],
which assumes certain parts of data in source domain can be reused for target domain by re-
weighting. Chen et al. [27] weighted the queries in source domain by a heuristically dened utility
function. In [53], Gao et al. employed a binary classier to separate the documents in target domain
from those in source domain, and then dened the importance of each source-domain document by
the output of this classier. The second category of work is feature-based [26], where a new feature
representation is learned for the target domain and used to transfer knowledge across domains.
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Chen et al. proposed CLRank in [26], which constructs a new ranking feature representation so
as to reduce the distributional dierence between source and target domain. The third category
of approaches is model-based [54, 52], which assumes the source and target ranking models share
some parameters or priors. Geng et al. [54] regularized target-domain ranking model training by
the given model from source domain. Gao et al. [52] updated the source-domain model by the
training errors on the adaptation data via stochastic gradient boosting algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, few work attempts to adapt a generic ranking model for each
individual user. Under eciency constraints, both instance-based and feature-based methods are
infeasible for this task, because they have to operate on numerous instances in the source domain,
which is prohibitively expensive to perform for each single user. To avoid costly operation for each
user, our proposed method falls into the class of model-based adaptation: we update the parameters
of global ranking model for each individual user according to the observed click feedback. To
alleviate the problem of sparse observation in adaptation data, transformations are shared across
features so that unseen features can also be eectively updated.
The task of personalized search aims at leveraging information about individual users to identify
the most relevant search results for them. The main stream of existing personalization techniques
targets at extracting user-centric proles or features, e.g., location, gender and click history, and
incorporating such information into the original ranking function. Teevan et al. encoded user
proles extracted from relevance feedback to re-rank the retrieved documents [108]. Dou et al. [41]
performed a large-scale evaluation of several personalized search strategies, e.g., user prole based
re-ranking [28], and revealed that personalization has mixed eects on the ranking performance:
some queries will get promising improvement while some even get hurt. These and other personal-
ization models (e.g., [104, 107]) use signicant volumes of search history to learn interest proles
for each user, requiring sucient data available to perform personalization eectively.
Memory-based personalization techniques learn direct associations between query-URL pairs
[109] (e.g., given this query, the current user consistently selects a particular URL), which can
perform well given high revisitation likelihoods, but has limited query coverage. Shen et al. [99]
developed a context-sensitive language model by introducing both click feedback and preceding
queries for short-term personalization. However, these short-term models are specic to context
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and cannot generalize well to accommodate user's general preferences. Once a model is learned, a
common strategy for the application of personalization is to re-rank the top-n results (e.g., [11] and
[41]). This means that the personalized models do not have the opportunity to promote results of
low general interest (i.e., outside of the top n), but of high interest to the current user, into the
top-ranked results.
5.3 Ranking Model Adaptation
Inspired by the linear regression based model adaptation methods in speech recognition [79, 62],
we propose a general framework to perform ranking model adaptation. We assume that a global
ranking model is trained based on a large user-independent training set. For each user, an adapted
model is obtained from applying a set of learned linear transformations, e.g., scaling and shifting,
to the parameters of the global model based on each individual user's adaptation data, e.g., query
with corresponding clicks.
In the following discussions, we rst describe our general framework of ranking model adap-
tation, and then we take three frequently used learning to rank algorithms, i.e., RankNet [19],
LambdaRank [20] and RankSVM [69], as examples to demonstrate the detailed procedures of ap-
plying the proposed adaptation framework.
5.3.1 General Framework
For a given set of queries Qu = fqu1 ; qu2 ; : : : ; qumg from user u, each query qui is associated with a list
of document-label pairs f(xui1; yui1); (xui2; yui2); : : : ; (xuin; yuin)g, where xuij denotes a retrieved document
represented by a V -dimensional vector of ranking features, and yuij is the corresponding relevance
label indicating if the document xuij is relevant to user u (e.g., clicks). Since our focus of this
work is on user-level ranking model adaptation, in the following discussions we would ignore the
superscript u to make the notations concise when no ambiguity is invoked.
A ranking model f is dened as a mapping from a document xij to its ranking score sij ,
i.e., f : xij ! sij , such that when we order the retrieved documents for query q by f , certain
ranking metric, e.g., mean average precision (MAP) or precision at k (P@k) [9], is optimized. Such
ranking model can be manually set, or estimated by an automatic algorithm based on a collection of
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annotated queries [84]. In this work, we focus on linear ranking models, which can be characterized
by a parametric form of linear combination over ranking features, i.e., f(x) = wTx, where w is the
linear coecients for the corresponding ranking features.
Denoting fs(x) = wsTx as the given global ranking model estimated in a user-independent
manner, the adaptation of f s(x) for each individual user is performed via the linear transformations
dened by a V  (V + 1) dimensional matrix Au, by which three linear operations, i.e., scaling,
shifting and rotation, can be encoded. More precisely,
fu(x) = (Au ~ws)Tx (5.1)
where ~ws is an augmented vector of ws, i.e., ~ws = (ws; 1), to facilitate the shifting operation for
parameter adaptation.
There are two major considerations in designing the transformation matrix Au. First, a full
transformation matrix has the number of O(V 2) free parameters, which is redundant and even larger
than the number of parameters we need to estimate for learning a new ranking model for each user
(i.e., in the scale of O(V )). As a result, it is infeasible for us to estimate a full transformation
matrix for every user. To reduce the size of free parameters in Au, we will only focus on the
scaling and shifting operations for adapting the parameters in f s(x). This reduces the size of free
parameters in Au from O(V 2) to O(V ). Second, a more important consideration is how to alleviate
the problem of sparse observation of ranking features in the limited adaptation data. In order to
properly update the parameters for unseen features, we organize the ranking features in groups
and share the same shifting and scaling transformations of the parameters within the same group.
Based on the above considerations, we design the transformation matrix Au to be the following
specic form,
Au =
0BBBBBBB@
aug(1) 0 : : : b
u
g(1)
0 aug(2) : : : b
u
g(2)
...
...
. . .
...
0 : : : aug(V ) b
u
g(V )
1CCCCCCCA
V(V+1)
where g() is a feature grouping function, which maps V original ranking features to K dierent
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groups, auk and b
u
k denote the scaling and shifting operations applied to the linear coecients w
s of
the global model f s(x) in group k. As a result, Eq (5.1) can be realized as,
fu(x) =
KX
k=1
X
g(i)=k
(aukw
s
i + b
u
k)xi (5.2)
The grouping function g() denes the transformation sharing among original ranking features.
It enables the observations from seen features to be propagated to unseen features within the
same group during adaptation, which is the key to conquer the problem of sparsity in the limited
adaptation data. However, dening the optimal grouping of ranking features is non-trivial; we
postpone the discussion of estimating g() to Section 5.3.4.
Once the grouping function g() is given, another important component in our adaptation
framework is the choice of criterion to estimate the optimal transformation matrix Au. An ideal
transformation should be able to adjust the generic ranking model to meet each individual's ranking
preference, i.e., maximizing the search utility for each user. In the study of learning-to-rank in IR,
various types of objective functions, e.g., pairwise and listwise loss, have been proposed to realize
the goal of optimizing ranking metrics [84]. Therefore, to make the proposed framework generally
applicable, we do not restrict our adaptation objective to any specic form, but instantiate it with
the objective function from the ranking algorithm we choose to adapt.
We want to emphasize that though in our framework we utilized the objective function from
the ranking algorithm to be adapted as the criterion for estimating the transformation matrix
Au, it does not restrict the global model to be estimated by the same ranking algorithm. As
long as the global model and adapted model share the same model structure, e.g., neural network
structure in RankNet and linear model structure in RankSVM, the proposed adaptation framework
is applicable.
To summarize, our general framework for ranking model adaptation can be formalized as follows,
min
Au
Ladapt(A
u) = L(Qu; fu) + R(Au) (5.3)
where fu(x) = (Au ~ws)Tx and ~ws = (ws; 1)
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where L(Qu; fu) is the objective function dened in the ranking algorithm we chose to adapt, e.g.,
cross-entropy in RankNet or hinge loss in RankSVM, R(Au) is a regularization function dened on
the transformation matrix Au,  is a trade-o parameter, and ws is the parameters in the global
ranking model.
Next, we will discuss the detailed instantiation of the proposed ranking model adaptation
framework to three state-of-the-art learning to rank models, i.e., RankNet, LambdaRank and
RankSVM.
5.3.2 Adapting RankNet & LambdaRank
RankNet [19] is a probabilistic learning-to-rank algorithm, which models the probability that a
document xij is ranked higher than xil for query qi, i.e., P (yij > yil). A logistic function is employed
to map two outputs of predicted ranking scores, e.g., sij and sil, to probability of ordering,
P (yij > yil) =
1
1 + e (sij sil)
:
The training objective function in RankNet is dened as the cross-entropy between the predicted
pairwise ordering probabilities and the observed pairwise preferences in the training data, i.e.,
LRankNet =
X
qi
X
yij ;yil
  P (yij > yil) logP (yij > yil)  (1  P (yij > yil)) log(1  P (yij > yil)) (5.4)
where P (yij > yil) is the empirically estimated probability that xij is ranked higher than xil.
RankNet is usually optimized via a neural network. Because in each layer of a neural network,
every neuron's output is linearly combined to feed into the next layer, our adaption framework can
be smoothly applied to the linear weights for each neuron (e.g., dierent transformation matrices
for each neuron in the hidden layers). In order to understand the eect of adaptation in RankNet,
we will use the RankNet with no hidden layers for discussion, but the same procedure can be
applied to general RankNet with an arbitrary number of hidden layers.
To adapt RankNet, we take the same cross-entropy function dened in Eq (5.4) as our adapta-
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tion objective, and dene the following regularization function on matrix Au,
R(Au) =
1
2
KX
k=1
(auk   1)2 +

2
KX
k=1
buk
2 (5.5)
where we penalize the transformation which increases the discrepancy between the adapted model
and the generic model, and  is a parameter that controls the balance between the penalty on
shifting and scaling.
As a result, the gradient with respect to the scaling parameter auk can be calculated as,
@LadaptRankNet(A
u)
@auk
=
X
qi2Qu
X
yij>yil
[P (yij > yil)  1]@(A
u ~ws)Txijl
@auk
+ 
@R(Au)
@auk
(5.6)
=
X
qi2Qu
X
yij>yil
[P (yij > yil)  1]
X
g(v)=k
wsvxijlv + (a
u
k   1)
where xijl is a V -dimensional vector dened as xijl = xij   xil. Accordingly, the gradient with
respect to buk is,
@LadaptRankNet(A
u)
@buk
=
X
qi2Qu
X
yij>yil
[P (yij > yil)  1]
X
g(v)=k
xijlv + b
u
k (5.7)
The above gradients induce a new neural network dened over the linear transformations, where
the connection among neurons is specied by the grouping function g(): the term P (yij > yil) 1 in
Eq (5.6) and Eq (5.7) represents the prediction error of the global ranking model on the adaptation
data; and based on this error, the gradients specify the direction in which the transformation should
take. We can note that the gradients for auk and b
u
k are estimated based on all the observations in
the same group; as a result, by sharing such jointly estimated transformations, the parameters for
the unseen features can also get properly updated.
To generalize this procedure to RankNet with multiple hidden layers, we only need to replace
the error term dened by P (yij > yil)   1 with the corresponding back-propagation error in each
hidden layer in Eq (5.6) and Eq (5.7), and the original optimization procedure for RankNet can
be directly applied to the adapted problem. One thing we should note is that since one can set
dierent number of neurons in each hidden layer, to apply the proposed adaptation in a RankNet
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with multiple layers, we need to specify the grouping function g() for each neuron in the hidden
layers. This can be achieved via the clustering method discussed in Section 5.3.4.
Based on the discussion of adapting RankNet within the proposed framework, it is straight-
forward to adapt LambdaRank [20] in a similar manner. As a listwise learning-to-rank algorithm,
LambdaRank modies the error term in RankNet by adding an additional correction term and
names such modied error as lambda function,
ijl = [P (yij > yil)  1]jIR-Metricj (5.8)
where jIR-Metricj is the change of any specic ranking metric, e.g., MAP or NDCG, given by
swapping the rank positions of document xij and xil while leaving the rank positions of all other
documents unchanged.
Therefore, to adapt LambdaRank within our framework, we only need to replace the error
function of the output layer in RankNet with the lambda function dened in Eq (5.8), and all the
other procedures are the same as in RankNet.
5.3.3 Adapting RankSVM
RankSVM [69] is a classic pairwise learning-to-rank algorithm, in which the learning problem is
formalized as,
min
w;ijl
1
2
jjwjj2 + C
X
qi
X
j;l
ijl (5.9)
s.t. wTxijl  1  ijl; 8qi; xij ; xil
ijl  0
where yij > yij and xijl = xij   xil
where C is a trade-o parameter to control the balance between model complexity and empirical
hinge loss over the identied preference pairs from the training data.
To adapt RankSVM, we keep the hinge loss dened in Eq (5.9) as our adaptation objective, and
use the same regularization function for Au dened in Eq (5.5). By taking the linear transformation
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wu = Au ~ws into Eq (5.9), we get the adapted RankSVM as,
min
au;bu;ij
1
2
KX
k
(auk   1)2 +

2
KX
k
(buk)
2 + C
X
qi
X
j;l
ijl (5.10)
s.t. wuTxijl  1  ijl; 8qi; xij ; xil
ijl  0
where wu = Au ~ws, yij > yil, and xijl = xij   xil
Since the input for RankSVM training is only the pairs of documents, in the following discussion,
we will briey denote xijl as ~xt, in which the subscript t ranges over all the preference pairs in
the adaptation set, to simplify the notations. Following the conventional derivation of RankSVM,
we get the dual problem of Eq (5.9) by introducing a set of Lagrange multipliers ,
max

X
t
h
1 fs(~xt)
i
t  1
2
T
h
K1(~x; ~x)+K2(~x; ~x)
i
 (5.11)
s:t: 0  t  C; 8t
where K1(~xt; ~xr) =
KX
k
(
X
g(v)=k
wsv~xtv)(
X
g(v)=k
wsv~xrv)
K2(~xt; ~xr) =
1

KX
k
(
X
g(v)=k
~xtv)(
X
g(v)=k
~xrv)
By solving the above dual problem, we can get the optimal transformations as,
auk = 1 +
X
t
t
X
g(v)=k
wsv~xtv
buk =
1

X
t
t
X
g(v)=k
~xtv
The eect of the proposed adaptation on RankSVM is clearly depicted in its dual problem.
First, as we know that the linear coecients in front of the Lagrange multipliers  in Eq (5.11)
correspond to the separation margin for each training instance in SVM. In the adapted problem,
the margin is rescaled according to the global model fs(~xt)'s prediction on the adaptation data: if
the global model can well separate the adaptation pair ~xt, i.e., f
s(~xt) > 0, the margin decreases,
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indicating the adapted model can tolerate more error on this case; if the global model fails to
correctly predict the order for this pair, i.e., f s(~xt)  0, the margin increases, and ~xt becomes
a more important instance in adaptation for this particular user. This precisely interprets the
eect of model-based adaptation: we only update the global model when it makes mistake on
the adaptation data; otherwise keep it intact. Second, the proposed linear transformations induce
two new kernels in a compressed space: K1(~xt; ~xs), corresponding to the scaling operation, denes
a compound polynomial kernel over the ranking features projected by the global ranking model
ws; and K2(~xt; ~xs), corresponding to the shifting operation, denes another compound polynomial
kernel over the original ranking features. Both kernels work in a compressed K-dimensional space
determined by the feature group mapping g(), and are interpolated by the balance parameter 
between the regularizations for shifting and scaling. As a result, non-linearity is introduced to the
original linear RankSVMmodel, and such non-linearity helps the model to leverage the observations
from seen features to the unseen ones in the same group.
5.3.4 Feature Grouping
In the proposed framework, a feature grouping function g() is used to organize the ranking features
so that shared transformation is performed on the parameters of features in the same group. Such
grouping can be given a priori according to the design of ranking features, or be determined by
data-driven approaches based on a given set of queries and documents. In this work, we proposed
and compared three possible ways of creating such feature groups.
The rst grouping method is based on the name of ranking features. Ranking features are
usually described by the way they are generated, e.g., BM25 of Body, BM25 of Title [83], such
that the name of a ranking feature provides informative indication of its functionality. Given the
naming scheme of features in a collection, we can manually dene patterns to cluster the features
into groups. We denote such grouping method as Name.
The second method is based on the co-clustering algorithms developed in document analysis.
Similar to [40], we rst project the document-feature matrix into a lower dimensional space by
singular value decomposition (SVD), and then perform k -means algorithm to group the features
into K clusters based on this low dimensional representation. We name such grouping method as
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SVD.
The third method groups features by the corresponding learned parameters in the ranking
models. We rst evenly split the training collection into N non-overlapping folds, and train a
single ranking model, e.g., RankSVM, on each fold. Then, we create a V  N matrix by putting
the learned parameters of those N independent models together, on which k -means algorithm is
applied to extract K feature groups. We name such grouping method as Cross.
The Name method requires the collection to have a reasonable feature naming scheme; if the
ranking features are arbitrarily named, e.g., named by ID, such method cannot be used. The SVD
method is generally applicable since it only requires a collection of documents represented by the
ranking features. In the Cross method, besides a set of documents, relevance judgment of each
document is also needed to estimate the grouping of features. In particular, for RankNet with
multiple layers, the Cross method can be used to estimate the grouping function for each neuron
in the network based on the learned weights of connections.
5.3.5 Discussion
The advantages of the proposed adaptation framework are four folds. First, it is a general frame-
work for ranking model adaptation, which is applicable to a majority of existing learning-to-rank
algorithms [84]. Second, the proposed adaptation framework is model-based, unlike the instance-
based and feature-based adaptation methods, it does not need to operate on the numerous data
from source domain, which makes the per-user basis ranking model adaptation feasible. Third,
the same optimization technique for the original learning algorithm can be directly applied with
little change, such that it does not increase the complexity of solving the adaptation problem. And
in the adaptation phase, we only need to solve the optimization problem over a small amount of
adaptation data, which ensures the computational eciency for performing the adaptation on the
scale of all search engine users. Fourth, most importantly, transformation is shared across features
in a group-wise manner. According to Eq (5.2), the same linear transformation is applied onto the
parameters of features in the same group, which renders several important properties in the adapted
ranking models: in RankNet, the gradients for scaling (i.e., Eq (5.6)) and shifting (i.e., Eq (5.7))
operations are estimated based on all the observations in the same group; while in RankSVM, two
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new non-linear kernels are induced over the original linear function space. As a result, even though
we might not observe a specic feature occurring in the adaptation data, we can still propagate
the information from other features in the same group to update it properly.
5.4 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the proposed adaptation framework, we performed a series of experiments on
a large scale search data set sampled from the query logs from a major commercial Web search
engine. A set of state-of-the-art ranking model adaptation methods have been included as the
baselines to validate the eectiveness of the proposed method.
5.4.1 Dataset and Settings
We extracted ve days' search logs from May 27 2012 to May 31 2012 from a major commercial
Web search engine for our experiments. During this period, a subset of users were randomly
selected and all their search activities were collected, including the anonymized user ID, query
string, timestamp, top 10 returned document lists and the corresponding clicks. The queries were
ordered by their timestamp for each user, and the documents were listed by their original order
returned by the search engine under each query.
To apply the proposed adaptation method and compare with the baselines according to user's
click feedback, we can only use the queries with clicks. Therefore, in our experiment we ltered
out the queries without clicks and required each user to have at least two queries with clicks, i.e.,
one for adaptation and one for testing.
We also sampled a large set of manually annotated query logs from our existing data collection
as the user-independent training set for adaptation. Each query-document pair in this annotation
set is labeled with a ve-grade relevance score, i.e., from 0 for \bad" to 4 for \perfect." Documents
in both of the selected user data set and annotation data set are represented by a set of 1,830 ranking
features selected from their overlapped feature set, including frequently used ranking features such
as BM25, language model score and PageRank. Using the language of domain adaptation, we treat
the collection of annotated queries as our source domain and each user's queries with clicks as target
domain. This setting provides a good simulation for real Web search scenario, where the generic
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Table 5.1: Statistics of annotation and user data set.
# Users # Queries # Documents
Annotation Set - 49,782 2,320,711
User Set 34,827 187,484 1,744,969
rankers in use are usually trained on oine annotated data, and thus it helps us compare the
eectiveness of dierent ranking model adaptation methods. The basic statistics of the annotation
set and selected user set are summarized in Table 5.1.
Preference pairs are extracted from user's clicks to reect her unique search requirements. In
order to ameliorate the positional biases inherent in click data [3], we followed Joachims et al.'s
method to extract the click preference pairs [70]. In particular, we employed two click heuristics:
for a given query q with a ranked document list

(x1; y1); (x2; y2); : : : ; (xn; yn)
	
returned by the
search engine,
1. \Click  Skip Above": extract preference pair xi  xj for all pairs 1  j < i with yi > yj .
2. \Click  Skip Next": extract preference pair xi  xi+1 for all yi > yi+1.
In order to avoid dening dierent feature grouping functions for dierent ranking algorithms
we selected to adapt, e.g., in RankNet each neuron in the hidden layers needs a possibly dierent
grouping function but in RankSVM only one grouping function is needed for the original features,
we decided not to use hidden layers in the neuron networks for RankNet and LambdaRank in our
experiment. As a result, the same grouping function dened on the original ranking features can
be directly used in RankNet, LambdaRank and RankSVM. Based on this setting, a LambdaRank
model optimizing NDCG@10 is trained on the annotation set and used as the source model for
adaptation in the following experiments1. The trade-o parameter  (in Eq (5.3)) and  (in
Eq (5.5)) in our method are selected by 5-fold cross validation on the whole user set in advance.
To quantitatively compare dierent adaptation methods' performance, we employed a set of
standard IR evaluation metrics: by treating all the clicked documents as relevant, we calculated
Mean Average Precision (MAP), Precision at 1 (P@1), Precision at 3 (P@3) and Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR). Denitions of these metrics can be found in [9].
1Since we only used a subset of annotated queries and features, the results here do not reect the actual perfor-
mance of the search engine.
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5.4.2 Analysis of Feature Grouping
In the proposed adaptation framework, the grouping of features has a substantial impact on the
adaptation performance, since transformation will be shared for the parameters of features in the
same group. Ideally, we should put parameters that need to be updated synchronously in the same
group. In this experiment, we evaluated the three feature grouping methods, i.e., Name, SVD, and
Cross, proposed in Section 5.3.4. For comparison purposes, we also included two trivial grouping
methods: 1) \Full," which creates a group for every single feature, i.e., no transformation is shared
across features; 2) \RND," which randomly allocates features into K groups.
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Figure 5.1: Analysis of feature grouping in RankNet adaptation.
In our data set, 413 feature groups are extracted by the Name method. The two data-driven
approaches, SVD and Cross, were applied on the annotation set to identify the feature grouping,
but we have to specify the group size K in advance. To analyze the eect of group size K in our
proposed adaptation framework, we evaluated the adaptation performance of RankNet by varying
the setting of K. To control the number of adaptation queries in each user, which inuences the
adaptation performance, we selected a subset of users, where each user has at least six queries with
clicks (close to the average number of queries with clicks per user in our collection), and used the
rst three queries for adaptation and last three queries for testing in each user. This leads to a
collection of 8,879 users with 112,069 queries.
The MAP ranking performance of RankNet with dierent feature grouping methods is shown in
Figure 5.1 (a). First, it is clear that a properly set K is crucial for both SVD and Cross methods.
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The more groups we set, the more adaptation parameters we need to estimate based on the limited
adaptation data. But if we set too few feature groups, the discriminations among the features will
be lost due to inaccurate feature grouping and hence we may mistakenly update some features
which are irrelevant to the user's preference. Besides, Figure 5.1 (a) also shows that the adaptation
performance is less sensitive to K around its optimal value, i.e., the performance as indicated by
MAP is stable in a wide range of K from 400 to 800, for both SVD and Cross.
Another observation in Figure 5.1 (a) is that Cross performed consistently better than the
other grouping methods under the same setting of K. Because in the Cross method features with
similar contributions (i.e., linear weights) to document ranking are grouped together, they tend to
update synchronously. Hence, sharing transformations among such features is more desirable. In
contrast, other grouping methods cannot exploit such relationship among the features, e.g., SVD
only exploits the co-occurrence relation between features, and thus they achieved worse results.
In order to understand the in-depth eect of feature grouping in our adaptation framework, we
computed the average number of updated parameters in the adapted ranking model for each user
with respect to dierent group size K and illustrated the results in Figure 5.1 (b). We can note that
on average only 316 features (with a standard deviation of 214) can be observed (with non-zero
value) in the adaptation data according to the result of Full method. However, because of sharing
adaptation transformations across features in our framework, the number of parameters that have
been actually adjusted is much larger. For example, with 800 groups, about 870 parameters (with a
standard deviation of 220) on average are eectively updated by the Cross method, indicating that
more than 60% of updated parameters are adapted without actual observation. On the other hand,
whenK becomes smaller, the number of updated parameters increases rapidly. Consequently, using
too fewer groups forces less relevant features get updated by the shared transformation, which in
turn degrades the overall adaptation performance.
Similar results are also observed in LambdaRank and RankSVM. In the following experiments,
to avoid selecting K for each individual user and the variation of performance introduced by this
factor, we x K to be 800 for both SVD and Cross.
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5.4.3 Comparison of Adaptation Performance
Algorithms for Comparison: To make a thorough evaluation of the proposed adaptation
method, we included several state-of-the-art ranking model adaptation methods as baselines, cov-
ering instance-based, feature-based and model-based methods, for comparisons. We describe the
employed baselines briey in below.
TransRank [27] is an instance-based ranking model adaptation method, in which a utility func-
tion is dened to select the top k important queries from source domain into target domain for
model training. IW-RankSVM [53] is another instance-based adaptation method, which re-weights
the instances in source domain by measuring its distance to the classication hyperplane between
source and target domain, and only uses those re-weighted instances from source domain for target-
domain model training. CLRank [26] is a feature-based adaptation method, which constructs a
new joint feature representation for both source and target domain to reduce the distributional
dierence between these two domains.
However, it would be prohibitively expensive if we directly applied these baselines for every user,
because such methods have to access all the oine training data during adaptation. To make these
methods applicable in our application scenario, we pooled all the user's adaptation data together
to form a combined user collection, on which the above baseline methods are applied. In addition,
we also trained a new LambdaRank model optimizing MAP on this integrated user collection as a
baseline, and named it Target-Only.
RA-RankSVM [54] is a model-based adaptation method, which treats the ranking model from
source domain as an additional regularization for model training in the target domain. Based on
RA-RankSVM, we used the same regularization term in RankNet and LambdaRank to get the
corresponding RA-RankNet and RA-LambdaRank baselines. Besides, without knowledge about
the global model, we estimated a ranking model only based on each individual user's adaptation
data, and denoted such method as Tar, e.g., Tar-RankSVM, accordingly.
All baseline methods' hyper-parameters, e.g., trade-o parameter C in RA-RankSVM, are tuned
by 5-fold cross validation on the whole user data set in advance.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of per-user basis ranking model adaptation performance.
MAP P@1 P@3 MRR
Tar-RankSVM 0.6240 0.4905 0.2335 0.6282
RA-RankSVM 0.6366 0.4809 0.2510 0.6410
Name-RankSVM 0.6544 0.5078 0.2546 0.6585
SVD-RankSVM 0.6643 0.5209 0.2579 0.6687
Cross-RankSVM 0.6638 0.5200 0.2574 0.6681
Tar-RankNet 0.6342 0.5051 0.2360 0.6384
RA-RankNet 0.6577 0.5267 0.2481 0.6619
Name-RankNet 0.6709 0.5425 0.2535 0.6750
SVD-RankNet 0.6751 0.5412 0.2581 0.6796
Cross-RankNet 0.6781 0.5450 0.2593 0.6826
Tar-LambdaRank 0.6436 0.5182 0.2384 0.6477
RA-LambdaRank 0.6616 0.5341 0.2479 0.6657
Name-LambdaRank 0.6814 0.5556 0.2569 0.6859
SVD-LambdaRank 0.6878 0.5590 0.2616 0.6925
Cross-LambdaRank 0.6922 0.5662 0.2629 0.6969
Adaptation Accuracy
We performed the experiment on all user data in our collection, in which the rst 50% of queries
from each user are used for adaptation and the rest are used for testing.
 Comparison in per-user basis adaptation: we srt compared the ranking performance
of our proposed adaptation methods (under all the three grouping methods) with the model-
based adaptation baseline methods, e.g., RA-RankSVM, RA-RankNet and RA-LambdaRank, and
the baseline methods solely depend on the adaptation data, i.e., Tar-RankSVM, Tar-RankNet
and Tar-LambdaRank. These are the only baselines applicable in the scenario of per-user basis
ranking model adaptation. In particular, MAP metric is chosen to be optimized in the adapted
LambdaRank models.
In Table 5.2, we can observe signicant improvement of ranking performance from the model-
based adaptation methods, i.e., our methods and RA methods, against the methods solely depend-
ing on the adaptation data, i.e., Tar methods. As discussed before, sparsity is a serious problem
in per-user basis model estimation. Tar methods cannot estimate the parameters for the unseen
features, and thus its ranking performance is poor. RA methods alleviate such deciency by using
the global model as back-o: for features not observed in the adaptation data, the parameters
from the global model would be used. In our proposed method, besides back-o to the global
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model when no observation is available (as shown in Eq (5.5)), we also propagate the observations
from seen features to unseen features by transformation sharing to help the model better estimate
the parameters of those unseen features. As a result, our adaptation methods, under all group-
ing methods, outperformed the corresponding RA adaptation methods (all the improvements are
signicant with p-value<0.01 under paired two-sample t-test).
Another observation in Table 5.2 is that the adapted LambdaRank performed consistently
better than the adapted RankSVM and RankNet within our framework. In LambdaRank the
lambda function helps the model to directly optimize the IR-related metrics, e.g., MAP in our
case, while RankSVM and RankNet can only minimize pairwise loss. LambdaRank has shown
better performance than those pairwise learning-to-rank algorithms in many classical ranking tasks
[20]. In our adaptation framework, such advantage of LambdaRank is preserved since the same
lambda function denition and optimization procedure are used as in the original LambdaRank.
This demonstrates the exibility of our adaptation framework, in which we can choose to adapt
any specic ranking algorithm according to the requirement of the task.
 Comparison with integrated adaptation: according to the results in Table 5.2, we compared
our best performing method Cross-LambdaRank with the instance-based and feature-based ranking
model adaptation methods, and list the results in Table 5.3.
First of all, we can notice that in Table 5.3 the global ranking model trained on the annotation
set did not perform well on the user testing set; while the model trained on the integrated user data
improved most of the ranking metrics over 10%. This indicates evident distributional dierence
between the generic annotation set and user click set. Through instance re-weighting, i.e., IW-
RankSVM and TransRank, or feature construction, i.e., CLRank, all baseline adaptation methods
achieved improved ranking performance against the global model. For these baseline methods,
since we have pooled all the users' adaptation data together, sparsity is no longer a serious problem.
However, individual user's specic ranking preference will be overwhelmed once we pooled dierent
users' clicks together. In our adaptation method, e.g., Cross-LambdaRank, the global model
is adapted for each individual user towards maximizing the search utility based on their own
adaptation data. As a result, Cross-LambdaRank outperformed all these baseline adaptation
methods, which are originally designed for domain adaptation, in this user-oriented evaluation.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of adaptation performance.
MAP P@1 P@3 MRR
Source-Only 0.5637 0.3356 0.2503 0.5679
Target-Only 0.6258 0.4667 0.2468 0.6298
IW-RankSVM 0.6427 0.4865 0.2506 0.6470
TransRank 0.6468 0.5202 0.2400 0.6512
CLRank 0.6590 0.5090 0.2561 0.6594
Cross-LambdaRank 0.6922 0.5662 0.2629 0.6969
 Query-/User-level improvement analysis: the results shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 are
averaged over all the users' testing queries. It is necessary to further investigate to what extend and
what types of users/queries can benet from the proposed adaptation method. We analyzed the
detailed ranking results given by Cross-LambdaRank against the results from the global ranking
model and RA-LambdaRank, which is the best baseline method according to Table 5.2 and Table
5.3.
Table 5.4: Ranking performance gain against the global model from Cross-LambdaRank and RA-
LambdaRank on repeated and non-repeated queries.
Query Type Method MAP P@1 P@3 MRR
Non-repeated RA -0.0337 -0.0050 -0.0292 -0.0342
Cross 0.0204 0.0498 -0.0024 0.0206
Repeated
RA 0.2329 0.4082 0.0249 0.2331
Cross 0.2375 0.4129 0.0273 0.2379
Query repetition is a common phenomenon in user's query log, and it is crucial for many
memory-based personalization methods [109, 41]. First, we categorized the testing queries as re-
peated queries, if it occurred in the corresponding user's adaptation query set, and the rest as
non-repeated ones; and then computed the improvement of ranking performance against the global
model from Cross-LambdaRank and RA-LambdaRank on these two types of testing queries. As
shown in Table 5.4 (all the dierences are signicant with p-value<0.01 under paired t-test), both
methods achieved notably improvement against the global model on the repeated queries, but
only Cross-LambdaRank attained improved results on the non-repeated queries. For the repeated
queries, both methods can simply \memorize" and \promote" the documents clicked by the same
user; while for the non-repeated queries, because RA-LambdaRank did not have any direct obser-
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vations to adjust the relevant ranking features, it could not generalize well from the adaptation
data. In Cross-LambdaRank, the unseen features can also be updated via transformation sharing,
which renders the model better ranking capability on those non-repeated queries.
In addition, we also applied a proprietary multi-label classier to annotate the query intent
into 63 categories, e.g., navigational, commerce and etc., and found that the major improvement
of our method against the global model comes from the navigational queries. In detail, comparing
to the global model, 44.9% navigational queries get improved MAP results and only 10.2% of them
become worse. \HowTo," \Health" and \Q&A" are the major categories of queries on which our
method failed to generate better ranking than the global model. We investigated such kind of
queries in the user data set and found the users' clicks are mostly for exploration purposes in these
kinds of informational queries (diverse clicked documents), since they might not have a clear mind
of answers for these queries yet. As a result, such clicks are not so reliable to update the ranking
model in the adaptation phase.
To understand what types of users can benet from our adaptation method, we categorized
the users in our collection into three classes by the number of adaptation queries they have: 1)
heavy user, who has more than 10 adaptation queries; 2) medium user, who has 5 to 10 adaptation
queries; and 3) light user, who has less than 5 adaptation queries. We calculated the ranking
performance gain from Cross-LambdaRank against the global model averaged over the users in
these three classes in Table 5.5. Besides, we also included the improvement from RA-LambdaRank
against the global model in the table for comparison.
Table 5.5: User-level ranking performance gain over global model from Cross-LambdaRank and
RA-LambdaRank.
Method User Class MAP P@1 P@3 MRR
Heavy 0.1843 0.3309 0.0120 0.1832
RA Medium 0.1102 0.2129 0.0025 0.1103
Light 0.0042 0.0575 -0.0221 0.0041
Heavy 0.1998 0.3523 0.0182 0.1994
Cross Medium 0.1494 0.2561 0.0208 0.1500
Light 0.0403 0.0894 -0.0021 0.0406
All the dierences in Table 5.5, except the Cross/Light/P@3 with the value of -0.0021, are
signicant with p-value<0.01 under paired t-test. We can observe that on the heavy users, who only
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cover 6.8% population in our collection, Cross-LambdaRank and RA-LambdaRank achieved close
improvement of ranking performance against the global model; while on the medium and light users,
who consist 14.9% and 78.3% of the whole collection, Cross-LambdaRank achieved much more re-
markably improvement than RA-LambdaRank. On the heavy users, both methods get relatively
sucient observations from each user to adapt the global model; while on the medium and light
users, the observations become scattered and many features are not observed during adaptation.
RA-LambdaRank failed to adjust the unseen features properly and only achieved modest improve-
ment over the global model. By sharing transformation across features, Cross-LambdaRank better
exploited the information embedded in the limited adaptation data, and attained better improve-
ment against the global model. Besides, we also found that on the light users, both methods gave
degraded P@3 results (the degradation of the Cross method is insignicant). We analyzed the
results and found that with limited observations in this group of users, the adapted models tend
to overt the originally top ranked documents due to positional biases. As a result, the diversity
of user preference might not be properly captured in this type of users.
Adaptation Eciency
The instance-based method, e.g., TransRank and IW-RankSVM, and feature-based method, e.g.,
CLRank, are infeasible to be applied in the per-user basis adaptation scenario, due to the need of
numerously accessing the source-domain data during adaptation. Therefore, in this experiment,
we will only compare with the model-based adaptation method, i.e., RA method. Besides, we
also included the ranking model solely estimated on each user's adaptation data as a baseline. In
particular, we will only illustrate the comparison results based on LambdaRank due to its superior
ranking performance shown in Section 5.4.3. Since all the three methods share similar computa-
tional complexity, we evaluated their adaptation eciency by varying the number of adaptation
queries and examining which method can adapt to user's preference with fewer number of adap-
tation queries. To make the results comparable across dierent setting of adaptation queries, we
selected a subset of users who have at least 15 queries in total, in which we xed the last 5 queries
in each user as testing queries. This gives us a collection of 2,743 users with 42,595 queries.
First, we gradually increased the size of adaptation queries from 1 to 10 in each user, and
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Figure 5.2: Adaptation eciency comparisons.
re-estimated the adapted models every time accordingly. The relative improvement of MAP metric
for all the methods against the global ranking model on the testing set are shown in Figure 5.2 (a).
As shown in Figure 5.2 (a), by leveraging knowledge from the global model, the adapted rank-
ing models outperformed the model only estimated on the adaptation data; and, with only a small
amount of adaption data, e.g., 1 or 2 queries, the adapted models can already achieve encouraging
improvement (over 15%) against the global model. Comparing to RA method, our proposed adap-
tation method achieved more rapid improvement: Cross-LambdaRank achieved 25% improvement
by using three queries, while RA-LambdaRank slowly climbed to 23% improvement even after
ten queries. Such ecient adaptation credits to the transformation sharing across features in our
framework, which helps the model better handle the sparsity problem during adaptation.
The settings in Figure 5.2 (a) simulate a situation in which batch update is performed, i.e.,
update the models for each user once we have collected sucient adaptation data. However, in a
more practical setting, we cannot wait too long to collect sucient adaptation data, so that online
updating is required. In this experiment, we used the same set of users as in Figure 5.2 (a), but
updated the ranking models for every adaptation query we collected from the users in an online
manner, in which we treated the previously updated model as the base model for the next iteration
of model updating. The results are shown in Figure 5.2 (b).
We can clearly notice the advantage of our adaptation method against the baseline methods
from the online adaptation results. Because Tar-LambdaRank cannot leverage any knowledge
from the global model about the unseen features, its performance uctuated due to the variance
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of adaptation queries. Although RA-LambdaRank appeals to the global model for estimating the
unseen features, in the online setting, the knowledge from global model get diminished as adaptation
evolves, because it has to use the model from last iteration as regularization. As a result, its
performance is worse than that in the batch mode (in Figure 5.2 (a)). In our method, observations
in the adaptation data can be fully exploited via transformation sharing across features, so that
unseen features can also get proper update during the online adaptation, which leads to consistent
improvement of ranking performance in both batch and online settings.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a general ranking model adaptation framework for personalized search.
A series of learned linear transformations, e.g., scaling and shifting, was performed onto the pa-
rameters of a generic ranking model on a per-user basis, such that the adapted model can better
t each individual user's search preferences. By sharing transformations across features in a group-
wise manner, unseen features can also be properly updated given only limited number of adaptation
queries. We instantiated the proposed framework with three frequently used learning-to-rank al-
gorithms, i.e., RankNet, LambdaRank and RankSVM, which achieved signicant improvement in,
not only adaptation eciency, but also adaptation accuracy, against several state-of-the-art ranking
model adaptation methods in extensive experimentation.
In our current solution, the feature grouping function and transformation matrix are estimated
independently. It would be meaningful to jointly estimate the two components for better adap-
tation performance. Besides, the proposed linear transformation based ranking model adaptation
framework opens an interesting new direction for personalization: rich signals, e.g., user-specic
proles and features, could be included to aect the transformation in order to more fully reect
users' individual search interests.
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Chapter 6
Modeling Action-level Satisfaction for
Search Task Satisfaction Prediction
Search satisfaction is a property of a user's search process. Understanding it is critical for search
providers to evaluate the performance and improve the eectiveness of search engines. Existing
methods model search satisfaction holistically at the search-task level, ignoring important depen-
dencies between action-level satisfaction and overall task satisfaction. In this chapter, we hypoth-
esize that searchers' latent action-level satisfaction (i.e., whether they believe they were satised
with the results of a query or click) inuences their observed search behaviors and contributes to
overall search satisfaction. We conjecture that by modeling search satisfaction at the action level,
we can build more complete and more accurate predictors of search-task satisfaction. To achieve so,
we develop a latent structural learning method, whereby rich structured features and dependency
relations unique to search satisfaction prediction are explored. Using in-situ search satisfaction
judgments provided by searchers, we show that there is signicant value in modeling action-level
satisfaction in search-task satisfaction prediction.
6.1 Introduction
Measuring search engine performance via behavioral indicators of search satisfaction has recently
received considerable attention [2, 47, 50, 58]. In comparison with traditional relevance-based
evaluations [9], such methods enable evaluation using real user populations, in naturalistic settings,
and across a diverse set of information needs. It has been shown that users' search behaviors provide
more accurate signals of search satisfaction than query-document relevance [50, 58].
The core problem in search-task satisfaction modeling is to understand whether users are satis-
ed with their search actions (i.e., whether they believe they were satised with the search results
for a particular information need) when performing the task [2, 8, 43, 58]. Unfortunately, searchers'
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detailed action satisfaction labels are unobservable in search log data; and they are dicult to ob-
tain at scale from the searchers or reliably from third-party assessors. As a result, most prior
search satisfaction models do not directly consider user satisfaction at the action level, or elect to
only approximate that with specic assumptions. For example, most of existing methods consider
search-task as the modeling unit, and extract holistic measures, such as total dwell time [47, 124]
and search result clicks [50], to perform search satisfaction prediction. Other methods that consider
action-level behaviors do not predict users' detailed satisfaction over those actions [2, 58, 59]. In-
stead they assume that all actions are satisfying in a satisfying task, and all actions are unsatisfying
in an unsatisfying task. This masks the complex relationship between action-level satisfaction and
overall search-task satisfaction: e.g., searchers can be ultimately satised by the search task, but
most of her search actions might be quite unsatisfying [47]. Therefore, such a modeling assump-
tion expropriates the model's ability to discriminate between dierent actions, i.e., satisfying vs.
unsatisfying.
In this work, we hypothesize that users' perceived action-level satisfaction, even though un-
observable in search logs, inuences their observed search behaviors and contributes to overall
search-task satisfaction. We conjecture that by modeling satisfaction at the individual action level,
we can build more complete and more accurate predictors of search satisfaction. To achieve this,
we consider the action-level user satisfaction as latent variables, and explicitly model their rela-
tionship to overall task satisfaction in a latent structural learning framework. By introducing the
latent variables, expressive features and dependency relations unique to the search satisfaction
problem can be incorporated to depict searchers' complex behavioral patterns. Knowledge about
users' in-task search behaviors, e.g., consistency between action-level and overall task satisfaction,
is naturally modeled in the proposed learning framework to guide satisfaction modeling.
Our research contributions can be summarized as follows:
 Explicitly model latent action-level satisfaction as part of search-task satisfaction modeling;
 Perform extensive experimental analysis of the proposed method whereby several state-of-
the-art search satisfaction models are compared and signicant performance improvement on
dierent data sets is achieved;
 Demonstrate clear utility of the inferred action-level satisfaction labels by improved perfor-
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mance in document relevance estimation and query suggestion.
6.2 Related Work
Recent advances in retrieval evaluation have focused on modeling search behaviors and exploiting
implicit feedback [3, 70]. Qualitative studies showed that users' search behaviors are good indicators
of retrieval system performance [101] and search-task diculty [8]. Smith and Kantor found that
users adapted their search behaviors to the deliberately degraded retrieval systems, e.g., increase
the rate of query entry and decrease the occurrence of repeated queries [101]. Aula et al. reported
that when facing with dicult search tasks, users tended to use more diverse queries and more
advanced operations, and spend longer time on the search result pages [8]. Such studies shed lights
on the potential of evaluating search performance via searchers' behaviors.
Satisfaction has been studied extensively in a number of areas such as psychology [85] and
commerce [94]. In IR literature, search satisfaction is generally dened as the fulllment of a
user's information need [50, 58]. Fox et al. [50] used an instrumented browser to collect search
activities and compared them against explicit user satisfaction judgments of full search sessions.
They identied a strong association between users' search patterns and their explicit satisfaction
ratings. Hassan et al. [58, 60] found that a user's search action sequence is suciently accurate
to predict search satisfaction. Feild et al. [47] focused on the behavioral clues to detect search
frustration, where various signals from query logs and physiological sensors were explored. In [75],
Kim et al. introduced more sophisticated signals to calibrate click dwell time for better estimating
click satisfaction.
Despite the wealth of research in this area, most prior studies regard search-tasks as the basic
modeling unit, from which holistic measures, e.g, total dwell-time [124] and query-click ratio [47],
are extracted for predicting search satisfaction. However, users' detailed action-level satisfaction
was largely ignored in prior work, though it conveys important information about searchers' overall
search satisfaction [8, 47]: searchers can be ultimately satised by the search task, but most of her
search actions might be quite unsatisfying. Thus, methods that fail to consider satisfaction at
the action-level may not be optimal for this prediction problem. To the best of our knowledge,
Ageev et al.'s work in [2] was the rst attempt to consider users' action-level satisfaction for
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search-task satisfaction prediction. In their work, a controlled lab experiment is performed to
track users' search activities during predened search tasks. They approximated users' action-level
satisfaction by using manual relevance judgments, and they identied distinct search paths among
the satisfying/unsatisfying actions in the satisfying versus unsatisfying search tasks. Their study
conrms our claim that it is necessary to distinguish and model users' action-level satisfaction
in search-task satisfaction prediction. As their solution, a CRF model was adopted to predict
search-task satisfaction based on a set of behavior features. However, because they asserted that
all action labels equaled the task label, discrimination between dierent search actions was not
possible. Therefore, their method is still unable to distinguish action-level satisfaction, as we do in
this paper.
6.3 Problem Denition
In this section, we formally dene the problem of search-task satisfaction prediction. We followed
the denition of search task in Chapter 4, and we will assume such segmentation is given a priori
in our task satisfaction prediction problem.
Specically, the input of a search-task satisfaction prediction problem is a sequence of user u's
search actions in a particular search task tu, in which the actions are chronologically ordered, i.e.,
Atu = fatu1 ; : : : ; atun g. We adopt the action type denition in [58], and consider the following types
of search actions in this work:
 Q, issue a query to a search engine;
 SERP, hit BACK button to return to the search result page or refresh the search result page;
 PAGN, go to the next page of search results;
 SR, click on a returned document in search result page;
 BR, click on a hyperlink in the current document (not in a search result page);
 RL, click on a related search suggestion result;
 SP, click on the spelling correction link.
Each action a has an attribute a:ref pointing to the previous action which leads to the current
action.
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The above action types cover most of the search actions a user typically performs during Web
search. Additionally, to be consistent with our later description of the proposed method, we add
two dummy actions into every search task, i.e., atu0 = START and a
tu
n+1 = END, indicating the start
and end of a search task respectively. In particular, we denote Q = fQ;SERP;PAGN;RL;SPg as
query-related actions, and C = fSR;BRg as click-related actions.
The output of a search-task satisfaction prediction problem is an overall satisfaction label ytu
indicating whether the user u has been satised in the search task tu. In this work, we follow Aula
et al.'s criterion [8] to dene search-task satisfaction as,
Denition (Search-Task Satisfaction) Given a user u's search task tu, search-task satisfaction
is a binary label ytu : ytu = 1, if the user's information need has been met and thus resulting a
satisfying search task; otherwise ytu = 0.
In literature, there are dierent terms, e.g., \search success" [2, 58] and \frustration" [47], and
perspectives, e.g., subjective [8, 58] or objective [34], used for dening a similar concept. We want to
emphasize that our denition characterizes search satisfaction from a user's subjective perspective:
a search-task is considered as satisfying, if, and only if, the searcher is satised with the search
results and believes that they has found the answer (but the answer could be factually incorrect).
As a result, the problem of search-task satisfaction prediction is to estimate a function f() from
the given search action sequence Atu to a search-task satisfaction label ytu , such that the predicted
satisfaction label agrees with users' belief whether they have satised their information need.
Most of the previous approaches for search-task satisfaction prediction [2, 47, 50, 57, 58] fall into
the above formalism. However, one important factor that has not yet been explicitly dened and
explored in prior work is user u's satisfaction label htui related to a specic action a
tu
i . Intuitively,
htui characterizes the contribution of action a
tu
i towards user u's overall satisfaction of task tu.
Formally, we dene a user's action-level satisfaction as,
Denition (Action-level Satisfaction) Action-level satisfaction htui is a binary outcome of a
search action atui in task tu, such that h
tu
i = 1, if user u is satised with action a
tu
i , e.g., found
helpful information after clicking on a document; otherwise htui = 0, e.g., a query action does not
lead to any useful document.
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It is worthwhile to note that despite dening htui as binary in the above denition, the potential
label space for the variable htui is quite exible, e.g., encoding it with multi-level ordinal labels to
reect users' complex information seeking behaviors (e.g., query renement [8], exploring related
information [123]). Our proposed method can be easily extended to the multi-label setting. In this
work, we will follow this binary denition for simplicity and explicability.
6.4 Method
In this section, we describe the proposed latent structural model for search-task satisfaction pre-
diction. We start with a real search task example to illustrate the necessity of modeling searchers'
action-level satisfaction. Then we discuss our hypothesis about users' search behaviors with respect
to action-level satisfaction. Based on such hypothesis, rich structured features and dependency re-
lations unique to search-task satisfaction modeling are devised. In the end, we discuss how to
incorporate domain-knowledge to guide the proposed model in learning the latent structures eec-
tively.
6.4.1 Motivating Example
Table 6.1 presents a real example of a satisfying search task extracted from Ageev et al.'s public
search data set [2]. We applied several state-of-the-art search satisfaction models, including Markov
Model Likelihood (MML) method [58], logistic regression (LogiReg) model [47] and session-CRF
model [2], and our proposed method on it. In particular, the MML and logistic regression method
take a holistic view to directly predict task-level satisfaction, while the session-CRF and our method
consider action-level satisfaction in the task. We trimmed the URLs of clicked documents to its
domain in the table. The action-level predictions from session-CRF model (denoted as \CRF")
and our method (denoted as \Ours") are illustrated in the last two columns of the table.
In this example, the searcher sought information on metals that can oat on water. She rated
this task as satisfying because she claimed the answer had been found after search. But it does not
mean that she was satised with every action in the task. As we can observe, she rst attempted
three queries on Google, but was not satised with the search results: she kept reformulating the
queries, spent a very short time on the clicked documents, and switched to Bing with the same
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Table 6.1: Example of a satisfying search task. `+'/`-' indicates a predicted satisfying/unsatisfying
action.
Search Actions Engine Time CRF Ours
Q: metals oat on water Google 10s - -
SR: wiki.answers.com 2s - -
BR: blog.sciseek.com 3s - -
Q: which metals oat on water Google 31s - -
Q: metals oating on water Google 16s - -
SR: www.blurtit.com 5s - -
Q: metals oating on water Bing 53s - -
Q: lithium sodium potassium oat on water Google 38s - +
SR: www.docbrown.info 15s - +
query. After spending quite some time on Bing's search result page, she issued a very specic query
to Google and reached the correct answer (the answer was veried by a human editor).
Models based on task-level implicit measures, i.e., MML and LogiReg, mistakenly predicted
that the searcher was unsatised with the task: dwell times on the clicked documents were gener-
ally short, along with a number of query reformulations and search engine switches. Due to the
restrictive assumption in Ageev et al.'s session-CRF model, i.e., all actions have to be satisfying in
a satisfying task, it made a wrong prediction for this task as well, since most actions were unsat-
isfying. But once we consider the searcher's action-level satisfaction, as predicted in our method's
output, we could reach the correct conclusion that the task is satisfying. From this example, we
can clearly realize the importance of recognizing a user's ne-grained satisfaction at action level
for search-task satisfaction prediction.
6.4.2 Hypothesis and the AcTS Model
As was discussed in our motivating example in Table 6.1, the action-level satisfaction labels H1
convey informative clues about overall search-task satisfaction. IfH is known, sophisticated features
about users' perceived satisfaction of search activities can be extracted, e.g., examining if the task
ends with a satisfying action or measuring the ratio of time spent on satisfying actions versus
unsatisfying ones, for better predicting the overall task satisfaction label y. Unfortunately, H
is hidden in search log data; and it is also quite challenging to be manually annotated at scale.
1When no ambiguity is invoked, we will discard the user index u and task index tu to simplify the notations.
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Figure 6.1: Structural dependency assumptions about a user's search behaviors postulated in AcTS
model. Light circles represent latent variables and shadow circles represent observable variables.
Lines indicate possible dependencies between the variables (the dependency between y and a is
not shown to make the representation concise). In AcTS, a joint mapping of f(A) ! H  y is
estimated.
This prevents previous works from directly utilizing such information for search-task satisfaction
prediction.
To address this challenge, we devise a basic hypothesis about users' search behaviors:
Hypothesis. The desire for satisfaction drives users' interaction with search engines and that the
satisfaction attained during the search-task contributes to the overall satisfaction.
This hypothesis makes two assumptions. First, users' overall search-task satisfaction depends
on their satisfaction with the performed search actions, e.g., if all actions were satisfying, it is very
likely that the user would end up with a satisfying search task. Second, users' search actions are
mutually dependent via the latent action satisfaction labels. For example, if a query is unsatisfying,
e.g., it is later resubmit to another search engine [56], the result clicks in the search engine's result
page of rst query can hardly be satisfying.
We consider H as latent variables and realize our hypothesis about a user's search behaviors in
a structured prediction model. We name the proposed method as Action-aware Task Satisfaction
(AcTS) model, and describe the structural dependencies imposed in AcTS model in Figure 6.1.
To formally encode the dependency assumptions in our hypothesis, we dene a feature vector
for the task satisfaction label y specied by the search action sequence A and corresponding hidden
action satisfaction labels H as (A;H; y). Based on this feature representation, AcTS predicts the
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search-task satisfaction at testing time by,
(y^; H^) = argmax
(y;H)2YH
wT(A;H; y): (6.1)
In Eq (6.1), Y and H represent the sets of all possible values of y and congurations of H re-
spectively. w is the parameter vector in our AcTS model, and it reects the relative importance
of features in predicting search-task satisfaction. In this paper, we refer to solving Eq (6.1) as
the inference problem. In the solution of our inference problem, y^ becomes the output for the
task-level satisfaction prediction and H^ is the inferred action-level satisfaction labels for the input
search action sequence.
The inference problem of Eq (6.1) clearly distinguishes the proposed AcTS model from all the
prior search satisfaction models. In order to make a prediction of the overall search satisfaction
label y, we need to determine the latent action satisfaction labels H as well, which are mostly
consistent with the observations in the input search actions A and support the predicted overall
satisfaction label y in task t. Formally, we are estimating a joint mapping from input search action
sequence A to task satisfaction label y and latent action satisfaction labels H, i.e., f(A)! H  y;
while most prior works only estimate a binary mapping of f(A) ! y. Moreover, in the proposed
AcTS model, a user's search actions A are no longer treated as independent, but instead, they
are modeled as being correlated with each other via the latent action satisfaction labels H. As
a result, expressive features about a user's search behaviors can be designed, such as measuring
the transition between a user's satisfying and unsatisfying search actions and examining whether
a user is satised with all the query actions.
More importantly, the inferred action-level satisfaction labels H not only provide informative
signals for determining overall search satisfaction, but also reveal the utility of those actions towards
a user's information need. For example, based on the identied labels in H, we can easily recognize
which clicked document is helpful in satisfying a user's information need, and which query leads to
the helpful documents. The estimated utilities are benecial for a variety of search applications,
e.g., document relevance estimation and query suggestion. Nevertheless, such information is not
available in any of the existing search satisfaction models.
In the following, we will discuss in detail about our design of the structured features (A;H; y)
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in Section 6.4.3, and the use of domain knowledge for learning the optimal feature weights w in
Section 6.4.4.
6.4.3 Structured Features
Table 6.2: Structured behaviorial features for search-task satisfaction modeling in AcTS.
Type Feature Description
switch(y;A; hi)
if the user switches search engine after this query ac-
tion
reform(y;A; hi) edit distance between two consecutive queries
question(y; ai; hi) if the query is a question
Short-range stopword(y; ai; hi) proportion of stopwords in query
rel(y; ai; hi) query term matching in URL string of ai
pos(y; ai; hi) display position of the clicked URL
last(y; hn) if T ends up with a satisfying search action
trans(y; hi; hi+1; ai; ai+1)
rst order transition between actions with respect to
satisfaction labels
allQ(y;H;A) if all the query-related actions in T are satisfying
Long-range existQ(y;H;A) if there exists a satisfying query-related action in T
allC(y;H;A) if all the click-related actions in T are satisfying
existC(y;H;A) if there exists a satisfying click-related action in T
Previous work has developed a wide variety of behavioral features for search satisfaction predic-
tion [2, 47, 50, 56, 124]. All of those features can be exibly applied in our AcTS model. However,
since most prior works only estimate a holistic mapping of f(A)! y, their employed features (e.g.,
total dwell time [124] and number of result clicks [50]) cannot capture a user's action-level satis-
faction. In this section, we focus on the newly developed structured features for AcTS, in which
expressive signals about the dependency among search actions A, action-level satisfaction labels
H and task-level satisfaction label y is explicitly explored via the latent variables. The devised
features can be categorized into two classes: short-range features (specifying satisfaction label for
a single action in task t) and long-range features (specifying satisfaction labels for a set of actions
in task t).
 Short-range features: As shown in Figure 6.1, in our AcTS model, the features extracted
from action ai are directly used to predict the corresponding satisfaction label hi and overall
task satisfaction label y (i.e., f(A) ! H  y). This is distinct from the features explored in most
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existing search satisfaction models, where the action-level observations are aggregated to determine
the task-level satisfaction label y [47, 50, 56].
In a user's query-related actions, although not especially common, search engine switching (i.e.,
the voluntary transition between dierent search engines) usually indicates searcher frustration [56].
We encode this as switch(y;A; hi) = (y; ai; hi)(ai:Engine 6= aj :Engine), where aj is the next
query action following the current query action ai and () is an indicator function. Similarly, query
reformulation also indicates the user is not satised with the search results of the current query [8].
We formalize this by measuring the similarity between two consecutive queries: reform(y;A; hi) =
(y; ai; hi)sim(ai:Query; aj :Query), where aj is the query action following the current query action
ai, and sim(X;Y ) is the edit distance between query string X and Y . Besides, we also examine if
the query is in a question form by question(y;A; hi) and calculate the proportion of stopwords in
the query by stopword(y;A; hi) to estimate satisfaction for the query-related actions.
Among a user's click-related actions, the relevance quality of a clicked document to the given
query can be an important criterion to measure user satisfaction [64]. Because we do not assume the
availability of document content in our problem since that is usually unavailable in search logs, we
can only measure relevance of the clicked documents according to their URL strings. In particular,
we dene rel(y;A; hi) = (y; ai; hi)c(ai:URL; ak:Query), where c(URL;Query) counts the number
of query terms occurred in the URL string, and ak is the query action that leads to the current click
action ai. In addition, the original rank position of the clicked URL in search-result page is also a
good indicator of its relevance quality [64]. We encode it as pos(y; ai; hi) = (y; ai; hi)ai:Pos.
Besides, previous studies have demonstrated that a user's last search action is closely related to
her search-task satisfaction [50]. We encode this as last(y; hn) = (y = hn), i.e., examine whether
the satisfaction label of the user's last action agrees with her overall task satisfaction.
 Long-range features: We devise the rst order transition feature trans(y; hi; hi+1; ai; ai+1)
to capture a user's sequential search behaviors with respect to the latent action satisfaction la-
bels. For example, in a satisfying search task, an unsatisfying query is more likely to be re-
formulated into a satisfying query rather than another unsatisfying one. In particular, we dene
trans(y; hi; hi+1; ai; ai+1) = (y = y
0; hi = h0; hi+1 = h00; ai = a0; ai+1 = a00), where (y0; h0; h00; a0; a00)
takes all the possible values for task satisfaction label, action satisfaction labels and action types.
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We should note that our transition features are dierent from those introduced in [57, 58]: in that
work, only the transitions between dierent action types are modeled, e.g., from Q to SR; while
in our model, we distinguish search action transitions with respect to the latent action satisfaction
labels, e.g., from satisfying Q to satisfying SR.
Beyond exploring the behaviorial patterns within adjacent search actions, a set of long-range
features are introduced to capture dependency at the whole task level by examing: I. if all the
query-related actions are satisfying: allQ(y;H;A) = (
P
ai2Q hi =
P
ai2Q 1); II. if there exists
a satisfying query action: existQ(y;H;A) = (
P
ai2Q hi > 0); III. if all the click-related actions
are satisfying: allC(y;H;A) = (
P
ai2C hi =
P
ai2C 1); and, IV. if there exists a satisfying click:
existC(y;H;A) = (
P
ai2C hi > 0).
We need to emphasize that the above long-range features can only be exploited by our AcTS
model, since it explicitly models the users' action-level satisfaction across dierent actions in a
search task. None of existing methods can utilize such information for search-task satisfaction
prediction.
In addition to the above newly introduced structured features, we also included the action-level
behavior features from [2] and [50] in our AcTS model, such as action dwell time and query-click
ratio. The list of features2 used in this work appears in Table 6.2.
6.4.4 Training AcTS with Weak Supervision
Because the ground-truth labels for a user's action-level satisfaction are unobservable in the search
log data, we have no direct supervision to guide the model in learning about such latent structures.
Fortunately, there is plenty of work in cognitive science and information science exploring users'
search behaviors and strategies in performing a successful search task [8, 93, 123]. Such studies shed
light on the insights of users' detailed in-task search behavior patterns. In this section, we propose
the use of structured loss functions [25] to inject such domain knowledge as weak supervision for
AcTS training (i.e., learning the weight vector w in Eq (6.1)).
To regularize the training of AcTS model with domain knowledge, we derive our learning
algorithm for AcTS model from the latent structural SVMs framework [25]. For a given set of
2Details of features from [2, 50] are not listed in the table.
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search tasks with only task-level search satisfaction labels, i.e., f(Am; ym)gMm=1, AcTS training is
formalized as the following optimization problem:
min
w;
1
2
jjwjj2 + C
MX
m=1
2m (6.2)
s:t:8m;max
H2H
wT(Am;H; ym)  max
(y^;H^)2YH
[wT(Am; H^; y^) + (ym; y^; H^; A)]  m:
In Eq (6.2), (ym; y^; H^; A) measures the distance between the predicted labels (y^; H^) and the
ground-truth (ym;H

m), where H

m is the unobservable ground-truth of action-level satisfaction
labels. fmgMm=1 is a set of slack variables to allow errors in the training data, and C controls the
trade-o between empirical training loss and model complexity.
(ym; y^; H^; Am) indicates the prediction error between (y^; H^) and (ym;H

m); and thus it drives
model learning. As Hm is unknown in the training data, we have no supervision to guide AcTS
model in learning about such latent structures. As our solution, weak supervision about users'
search behaviors is injected via the design of (ym; y^; H^; Am). Intuitively, we should increase
(ym; y^; H^; Am), i.e., penalize the prediction, when the inferred H^ contradicts our knowledge
about a legitimate conguration of H. In this work, we dene a set of structured loss functions
(y^; H^; A) to realize the knowledge about H^ in (ym; y^; H^; Am) from dierent perspectives.
First, a good conguration of H^ has to be consistent with the predicted overall search-task
satisfaction label y^. We measure this by:
sat(y^; H^) =
8><>: 1 y^ = 1;
P
h^i2H^ h^i = 0
0 otherwise
(6.3)
i.e., all the actions should not be unsatisfying in a satisfying task. And, vice versa,
dsat(y^; H^) =
8><>: 1 y^ = 0;
P
h^i2H^ h^i =
P
h^i
1
0 otherwise
(6.4)
Second, the conguration of H^ itself should be consistent. For example, an unsatisfying query
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cannot result in any satisfying search-result clicks [2], i.e.,
clk(H^; A) =
8><>: 1 exist ai = Q; aj = SR; aj .ref = ai; h^i < h^j0 otherwise (6.5)
And when the user performs duplicated actions in the same task, e.g., submit the same query twice
to the same search engine, their inferred satisfaction labels should be the same,
dup(H^; A) =
8><>: 1 exist ai = aj ; h^i 6= h^j0 otherwise (6.6)
The suggested query from a search engine's spelling correction, e.g., correcting the misspelt query
\amazone" into its correct form \amazon," should not hurt user satisfaction,
sp(H^; A) =
8><>: 1 exist ai = Q; aj = SP; aj .ref = ai; h^i > h^j0 otherwise (6.7)
Based on the above estimated distance between H^ and Hm, we can dene the margin in Eq (6.2)
as,
(ym; y^; H^; Am) = (ym = y^) +
P
i ii(y^; H^; Am): (6.8)
where i is a trade-o between task-level 0/1 loss and action-level loss dened by the structured
loss functions (y^; H^; A) as described in Eq (6.3) to Eq (6.7).
The margin function dened above encodes the knowledge about a user's latent action-level
satisfaction labels within a search task as week supervision for latent structure learning [25]. It
bridges the qualitative studies of users' search behaviors [8, 93, 123] and quantitative modeling
approaches. We should note that the structured loss functions (y^; H^; A) might be violated in a
particular user's real search actions, and i controls our condence of such loss functions.
The optimization problem in Eq (6.2) can be eciently solved by the iterative algorithm pro-
posed in [25]. One thing we should note is that due to the long-range dependency introduced by the
structured features proposed in Section 6.4.3, e.g., allQ(y;H;A) and existQ(y;H;A), the inference
problems dened in Eq (6.1) and Eq (6.2) become computationally intractable. We address these
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inference problems via integer linear programming (ILP), which will be discussed in Section 6.4.5
with more details.
6.4.5 Inference Algorithm
The inference problem dened in Eq (6.1) becomes computationally intractable, due to the long-
range dependency introduced by the structural features proposed in Section 6.4.3, e.g., tallQ(y;H;A)
and texistQ(y;H;A). We apply the method from [77] to eectively address the inference problem
via integer linear programming (ILP).
To convert our inference problem into an ILP problem, we introduce a set of auxiliary variables
q(xjc), where c enumerates every set of connected variables in the AcTS model, i.e., cliques in
Figure 6.1, and j enumerates all the possible assignments of variables in clique c. To distinguish
the newly introduced auxiliary variables, we refer to the variables of interest in AcTS model (i.e.,
y and H) as original variables. For example, eight auxiliary variables fq(x1c0); q(x2c0); : : : ; q(x8c0)g
are introduced for the clique c0 = (h0; h1; y) in AcTS, corresponding to eight dierent assignments
of original variables in the clique c0. These auxiliary variables take binary values, and q(x
j
c) = 1
if and only if the original variables in clique c take the assignment specied by j. For example,
q(x3c0) = 1 indicates h0 = 1, h1 = 1 and y = 0 (original variables are enumerated lexicographically).
Then, we dene a new weight vector , whose length equals the total number of auxiliary variables.
Each dimension of , i.e., jc , corresponds to a particular auxiliary variable q(x
j
c). The value of 
j
c
represents the contribution of clique c taking the specic assignment j to the objective function
dened in Eq (6.1).
Based on the auxiliary variables q(xjc) and new weight vector , we dened the ILP problem
as,
max
X
c;j
jcq(x
j
c) (6.9)
s:t: 8c; c0; j; q(xjc) 2 f0; 1g;
P
j q(x
j
c) = 1X
k2Val(c=sc;c0 )
q(xkc ) =
X
l2Val(c0=sc;c0 )
q(xlc0)
where sc;c0 is the intersection of variables in clique c and c
0, c=sc;c0 is the set of variables in c but
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not in sc;c0 , and Val(c) is the enumeration of all the possible assignments to the variables in set c.
In this ILP formulation, the rst equality constraint enforces the mutual exclusivity of as-
signments to the original variables within a clique. The second equality constraint enforces the
consistency of assignments to the original variables shared by two dierent cliques. Readers can
refer to [77] for more details about this ILP transformation.
Once the ILP problem is solved, optimal solution of the original inference problem in Eq (6.1)
can be immediately decoded from auxiliary variables. And based on this ILP reformulation, the
two additional inferences in AcTS training can be eectively solved in a similar way. To perform
the loss-augmented inference, we need to include the margin term (ym; y^; H^; Am) into the object
function of Eq (6.9). And to perform the latent variable completion inference, we only need to x
y = ym and all the rest procedures stay the same as in Eq (6.9).
The above ILP problems might be massive given the potentially large number of variables
involved in a clique, e.g., all the query actions in the same task will be connected via the feature
tallQ(y;H;A). But considering the average size of real search tasks, e.g., on average 5 to 7 actions
per task in our evaluation data sets, the exact solution of ILP can still be eectively found with
o-the-shelf ILP solvers.
6.5 Experiments
In this section, we rst quantitatively evaluate the eectiveness of the proposed AcTS model that
models users' action-level satisfaction as latent variables, whereby several state-of-the-art search
satisfaction models are compared over the in-situ task satisfaction labels from previous studies
[2, 59]. Then we assess the quality of the inferred action-level satisfaction labels via their utilities
in facilitating other information retrieval studies, where understanding users' detailed action-level
satisfaction is important.
6.5.1 Data Sets
Hassan et al. [59] developed a toolbar plugin for the Internet Explorer browser to collect search
activities and explicit search satisfaction ratings from the searchers. The authors explicitly asked
the searchers to rate their search tasks immediately upon termination. This data set provides
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Table 6.3: Basic statistics of evaluation data sets.
Data set # User # Task Action/Task T+:T 
toolbar 153 7306 5.2(6.6) 6.84:1
contest 156 1487 6.2(5.9) 6.70:1
search log 2,406,841 7,650,047 7.1(11.8) -
reliable rst-hand annotation of search-task satisfaction. We refer to this as \toolbar data" in our
experiments.
Ageev et al. [2] designed a game-like online contest for crowdsourcing search behavior studies.
In their study, users were required to perform several predened informational tasks via a Web
search interface and submit the answers they found to the system. All users' search behaviors
were logged and annotated by the authors. According to our search-task satisfaction denition
described in Section 6.3, we treat the tasks in which the user has submitted an answer as satisfying
(the answer might be incorrect with respect to the predened information need). We refer to this
as \contest data" in our experiments.
To investigate the utility of the proposed method in predicting search satisfaction in real-world
search engine logs, we extracted large-scale query logs sampled from a commercial Web search
engine. In a four-month period, from December 2012 to March 2013, a subset of users were
randomly selected. The search logs recorded their search activities, including the anonymized user
ID, query string, timestamp, returned URL sets and the corresponding user clicks. These logs were
segmented into search tasks by the method developed in Chapter 4. This data set does not contain
task-level nor action-level satisfaction labels. We refer to this as \search log data," and describe
its usage in Section 6.5.3.
Basic statistics of these data sets appear in Table 6.3.
6.5.2 Search-Task Satisfaction Prediction
To investigate the eectiveness of modeling users' action-level satisfaction as latent variables in
AcTS model, we rst quantitatively compare the performance of the proposed model with several
state-of-the-art methods in predicting overall search-task satisfaction.
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Baselines
Several methods have been proposed to predict search satisfaction based on users' search behaviors
[2, 47, 57, 58]. We adopt several best-performing models from the previous works as our baseline
methods.
Hassan et al. [58] proposed a Markov Model Likelihood (MML) method to predict search
satisfaction. In MML, two sets of rst order transition probabilities are estimated from the search
action trails in satisfying and unsatisfying tasks. At testing time, MML calculates the likelihood
ratio of an input search action sequence between the satisfying and unsatisfying models to determine
the task satisfaction label. We followed the specication of MML in [57] to implement the model
(they used the same set of action types as ours). Maximum a posterior estimator with Dirichlet
priors is used to estimate the transition probabilities in MML. To model click dwell time in MML,
we add two new action types, SR long and BR long, which represent the click actions (SR and
BR) with dwell time longer than 30s, in all the methods in our experiment.
Feild et al. [47] used a logistic regression model to predict search frustration, where features
extracted from both query logs and physiological sensors are employed. We built a logistic regression
model based on the features described in Section 6.4.3. The short-range features are aggregated in
each task by action type, e.g., average the click position features pos(y; ai; hi) over all SR actions
in the same task. The long-range features, e.g., tallQ(y;H;A), are not included, since logistic
regression cannot handle latent variables. We refer to this method as \LogiReg."
Ageev et al. proposed a session-CRF model [2] to predict search-task satisfaction. Although
search actions were explicitly modeled, they asserted that action-level satisfaction labels equaled
to the task-level label. Mathematically, this assumption makes their session-CRF degenerate to
a logistic regression model. This obscures the complex dependency between task satisfaction and
detailed action satisfactions in session-CRF. As a result, it cannot as eectively model the action-
level user satisfaction as our model does. We took the same implementation of session-CRF as
used in [2].
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Table 6.4: Search task success prediction performance on the toolbar data set.
avg-f1 T
+-f1 T
 -f1 Accuracy
MML 0.707 0.897 0.518 0.830
LogiReg 0.740 0.918 0.563 0.861
session-CRF 0.728 0.910 0.545 0.850
AcTS 0.761 0.938 0.584 0.893
AcTS0 0.739 0.924 0.554 0.868
p-value<0.05
Table 6.5: Search task success prediction performance on the contest data set.
avg-f1 T
+-f1 T
 -f1 Accuracy
MML 0.658 0.901 0.414 0.831
LogiReg 0.682 0.930 0.435 0.875
session-CRF 0.685 0.921 0.449 0.862
AcTS 0.701 0.934 0.469 0.882
AcTS0 0.687 0.925 0.449 0.868
labeled-AcTS 0.649 0.945 0.352 0.899
p-value<0.05
Eectiveness of the Latent Structure Model
As illustrated in Table 6.3, the distribution of task satisfaction labels in both toolbar and contest
data are highly unbalanced: about 85% of the tasks are labeled as satisfying. In such an unbal-
anced data set, accuracy alone is inadequate to compare the performance of dierent methods. In
our evaluation, we compute f1 scores for both satisfying (T
+-f1) and unsatisfying tasks (T
 -f1).
Following the metric used in [2], we also report the average f1 between T
+-f1 and T
 -f1. In order
to avoid bias introduced by training/testing split, we performed ve-fold cross-validation in each
method by sampling tasks into dierent folds, and repeated it three times with dierent random
seeds. As a result, we report the average performance of all methods from 15 dierent trials on
the toolbar and contest data sets in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5. Paired two sample t-test is per-
formed to validate the statistical signicance of the improvement from AcTS model against the
best-performing baseline, LogiReg, under each of the performance metrics. In particular, we set
the trade-o parameters i to one in Eq (6.8) for AcTS model in all our experiments.
We can clearly observe the signicant improvement from the proposed AcTS model over all
baselines in both data sets. MML, which only models the sequential patterns in a user's search
actions, performed the worst among all the methods. This indicates that a user's sequential search
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behaviors alone are insucient to capture the overall search satisfaction. session-CRF behaved sim-
ilarly as LogiReg. Although action-level labels are explicitly modeled in session-CRF, its restrictive
assumption about the labels degrades the model's capability in distinguishing the action-level sat-
isfaction labels, e.g., unsatisfying actions will not be allowed in a satisfying task in session-CRF.
We accredit the encouraging performance improvement of the proposed AcTS model to its unique
capability of modeling the action satisfaction labels as latent variables. By explicitly modeling
a user's action-level satisfaction, AcTS can naturally include all the signals used in the baseline
methods and explore richer structured information, as specied in our long-range features, which
cannot be handled in any baseline method.
Besides exploring more expressive structured features for search-task satisfaction prediction,
another unique advantage of modeling the action-level satisfaction labels as latent variables in
AcTS is to incorporate domain-knowledge for model training via the structured loss functions. To
investigate this aspect, we test a special setting of AcTS, in which we set the trade-o parameters
i to zero in Eq (6.10). As a result, we are training a AcTS model with only task-level supervision.
We name this model as AcTS0 and include its performance on both data sets in Table 6.4 and
Table 6.5.
Without the structured loss functions, AcTS's performance dropped signicantly: it performed
similarly as the LogiReg and session-CRF baselines. The reason is that the task-level satisfaction
label alone cannot guide the model in learning about the latent structures of H. As a result,
the inferred labels of H in AcTS0 becomes arbitrary, and provides little help in predicting task
satisfaction. This result conrms the need to explicitly model the dependency between action-level
and task-level satisfaction in search satisfaction modeling.
In addition, since action-level manual annotations are available in the contest data set, we can
treat those labels as \ground-truth" action satisfaction labels, and train our AcTS model with
a known structure. To incorporate these labels into AcTS training, we dene a new margin for
Eq (6.2) as,
(y; y^;H; H^) = (y = y^) +
P
i (h

i = h^i) (6.10)
i.e., we are computing the Hamming distance between two labeled search sequences. We name this
new model as labeled-AcTS, and list its performance in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.2: Case study of two manually annotated search sequences in the contest data set. Red
labels on top of each action are the editor's annotations from [2], and green labels at the bottom
are AcTS's predicted labels. T+ and T  indicate the task satisfaction labels provided by the users.
Surprisingly, the labeled-AcTS model did not outperform the original AcTS model with latent
structures; and it performed signicantly worse when predicting the unsatisfying tasks. To analyze
the degraded performance, we examined the annotated search tasks in this data set and found many
disagreements between the editor's judgements and searchers' actual behaviors. The discrepancy
mainly stems from the inconsistent criteria between third-party editors and real users; and to
understand it, we illustrate two typical inconsistent search sequences in Figure 6.2.
In Figure 6.2(a), all the clicked documents are judged to be irrelevant for this task. However
the searcher still rated the task as satisfying. A reasonable explanation is that the searcher believed
that she had found the correct answer, so was satised. While in Figure 6.2(b), according to the
editor's judgment, the searcher has already issued several good queries and found the relevant
documents for the question. However, the user rated it as unsatisfying in the end. The reason
might be that the user did not notice the relevant passage(s) in the clicked documents, so was not
satised with all of her search actions. The main reason for such disagreements is the annotation
criterion devised in this data set [2]: Ageev et al. labeled a URL as a good URL if it contains
correct answer to the predened question in the search task; and a query is judged to be good if
it leads to a good URL in its search result page. Nevertheless, from a real searcher's perspective,
because she does not have any knowledge about the questions beforehand, she cannot fully judge
the helpfulness of search results in an objective way. As a result, the editor's objective judgments in
this data set cannot precisely reect a user's perceived satisfaction during search, which, however,
is the goal of prediction in our task satisfaction prediction problem. Such discrepancy explains the
degraded performance of labeled-AcTS: in Eq (6.10), we overly penalized the predictions in model
training due to the inappropriate manual annotations.
Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 6.2, the inferred action labels from AcTS better aligned with
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the nal task satisfaction labels in both cases: in Figure 6.2(a), the last query and last click action
are predicted as satisfying; and in Figure 6.2(b), most of the actions are predicted as unsatisfying.
Those inferred labels are more consistent with our above hypothetical analysis of users' search
behaviors.
6.5.3 Action-Level Satisfaction Modeling
As an output of our structured inference problem dened in Eq (6.1), the inferred action-level
satisfaction labels H have shown their ability in helping to predict the overall search-task sat-
isfaction. Nevertheless, because the ground-truth labels of such output are not available in our
evaluation data sets, we cannot directly evaluate the quality of the predicted action-level labels. In
this section, we assess the quality of the inferred action satisfaction labels via their utilities in facili-
tating other information retrieval applications, where understanding users' action-level satisfaction
is important.
Document Relevance Estimation
Accurately interpreting users' clickthroughs and extracting relevance signals for search engine opti-
mization is an important topic in IR studies [3, 43]. The action-level satisfaction labels from AcTS
can serve as a proxy to estimate the utility of clicked documents. In this section, we evaluate how
the estimated document relevance can be used to improve the training of general learning-to-rank
algorithms.
We chose LambdaMART [18] as our base learning-to-rank algorithm, and evaluate its ranking
performance improvement by adding the features derived from AcTS model's output. A large set
of manually annotated query-URL pairs are collected to create the evaluation data set. In this
annotation set, each query-URL pair is labeled with a ve-point relevance score, i.e., from 0 for
\bad" to 4 for \perfect." And each pair is represented by a set of 398 standard ranking features,
e.g., BM25, language model score and PageRank. We refer to this collection as the \annotation
set."
In this experiment, we train an AcTS model based on all the search tasks in the toolbar data,
and apply the learned model on the four-month search log data. We group the inferred satisfaction
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labels under each unique query-URL pair, and calculate the corresponding median, mean and
standard deviation as the additional relevance features derived from AcTS. To reduce noise in this
estimation, we ignore the query-URL pairs occurred less than ve times in this corpus. In the end,
we joined the query-URL pairs extracted from the search log data with those in the annotation
set, and obtained 3,311 annotated queries and 128,120 query-URL pairs with additional features
derived from AcTS.
The same feature generation strategy is applied to the session-CRF's output. However, the
MML and LogiReg baselines are not directly applicable in this evaluation, since they cannot make
predictions of individual search actions. To compare with them, we followed Hassan et al.'s method
[59] to estimate document utility based on the predicted overall task satisfaction labels. In their
method, the utility of a clicked document is assumed to be proportional to its dwell time. To
distinguish document utilities between satisfying and unsatisfying tasks, they separated such scores
into \utility" (for satisfying tasks) and \despair" (for unsatisfying tasks), which were used as two
dierent relevance features. To make their relevance feature representation consistent with that
from our AcTS model, i.e., one utility score per query-URL pair, we unied \utility" and \despair"
by simply treating \despair" as negative \utility." As a result, we can apply the same aggregation
strategy over all the query-URL pairs based on MML's and LogiReg's output to generate new
relevance features from those methods.
In addition, we also include a session-based click model, i.e., Session Utility Model (SUM) [43],
as a baseline in this experiment. SUM aims to extract intrinsic relevance of documents to the given
query from users' click behaviors in search sessions (tasks). However, it assumes all the search tasks
are satisfying when modeling clicks. Thus, it is necessary to investigate if modeling search-task
satisfaction is necessary for estimating document relevance from user clicks.
In our experiment, we x the total number of trees in LambdaMART to 100, each of which
has 15 nodes. The learning rate is set to be 0.1. Five-fold cross-validation is used in evaluation,
where we use one fold of data for testing, one fold for validation and the rest for training. We
compute four standard IR evaluation metrics: by treating all the labels above \fair" as relevant, we
calculated P@1, MAP and MRR. NDCG@5 is computed based on the ve-point relevance scale.
The improvements of LambdaMART's ranking performance with dierent additional relevance
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Table 6.6: Ranking performance improvements of LambdaMART with additional document rele-
vance features estimated from dierent methods.
% P@1 MAP NDCG@5 MRR
MML +4.926 +3.482 +3.573 +2.650
LogiReg +5.110 +3.352 +3.783 +2.776
session-CRF +4.752 +3.402 +3.896 +2.616
SUM +5.101 +3.405 +3.946 +2.807
AcTSy +5.366 +3.819 +4.278 +2.955
y: p-value<0.01 in all the metrics.
features against the original features are listed in Table 6.6.
The new relevance features from AcTS signicantly improved LambdaMART's performance
against the original features under all the metrics (p-value<0.01). We examined the learned tree
models in LambdaMART and found all the features generated by AcTS model are selected as
important splitting factors (i.e., among the top 10 important features). The features from AcTS
also signicantly improved the MAP and NDCG@5 metrics (p-value<0.05) comparing to those from
MML and SUM, which are the second best methods under these two metrics respectively. Since no
baseline search satisfaction models can distinguish the ne-grained action-level satisfaction, their
estimated relevance features are not as accurate as those from the inferred action-level labels of
our AcTS model. Comparing to SUM, although it distinguishes the utility of dierent clicked
documents, it does not consider overall task satisfaction when modeling user clicks, and thus the
relevance features from AcTS led to better improved ranking performance. This result validates the
need to distinguish overall task satisfaction in modeling clicks for document relevance estimation.
Query Reformulation Quality Estimation
Search tasks provide rich context for performing log-based query suggestion [46, 80]. Liao et al.
[80] reported that a Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) based query similarity metric achieved the best
performance in their task-based query suggestion experiment. In this section, we investigate how
the identied action-level user satisfaction labels can be used to further improve LLR in task-based
query suggestion.
Given two queries qa and qb, assuming qb is issued after qa, LLR makes the null hypothesis H0
as: P (qbjqa) = p0 = P (qbj:qa), i.e., qa and qb are independent; and the alternative hypothesis H1
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as: P (qbjqa) = p1 6= p2 = P (qbj:qa), i.e., qa and qb are dependent. Likelihood ratio test is used,
in which the test statistic is dened as  2 ln maxp0 L(H0)maxp1;p2 L(H1) , to determine the dependency between
qa and qb. If the value of test statistic is larger than a predened threshold, the null hypothesis is
rejected, i.e., qa and qb are determined to be dependent, and qb will be selected as a suggestion for
qa.
In Liao et al.'s work, the probabilities of p1; p2 were estimated by the occurrences of consecutive
queries in the same task, without considering the quality of query reformulations. For example,
if a satisfying query qa is frequently reformulated into an unsatisfying query qb, even though they
are strongly correlated according to LLR, we should not suggest qb for qa to users. To take the
inferred action-level satisfaction into account, we weight the consecutive query pairs according to
their inferred satisfaction labels by,
c(qa; qb) = exp(hb   ha) (6.11)
i.e., we emphasize the pair of queries in LLR calculation, where the follow-up query improved user
satisfaction; and downgrade the reformulations that hurt user satisfaction. Based on this weighting
scheme, the same LLR test statistics are computed for measuring correlation between queries.
The LLR test statistics for all consecutive query pairs in a task are computed based on the rst
three-month search logs. The same threshold, 100 as used in [80], is applied to lter the suggestion
candidates. The fourth-month search logs are used as the testing set to examine whether the
suggested queries will be issued by users after the target query [103]. Such evaluation measures
utility of the suggested queries in real usage context. In particular, the next three consecutive
queries following the target query in the same search task are regarded as relevant in computing
the evaluation metrics of P@3, MAP and MRR. To make the evaluation results comparable between
the baseline (LLR without query weight-ing) and our method (LLR with query weighting), we only
evaluated the overlapped target queries in both methods.
Beside this automatic evaluation method, we also collected a set of manual annotations to assess
the quality of the suggested queries. We ordered all the target queries from the rst three-month
search logs according to their frequency, and treated the rst third of queries as high frequency
queries, the second third as medium, and the rest as low. 100 queries were randomly selected from
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Table 6.7: Query suggestion performance improvements with query reformulation quality estimated
by AcTS.
% P@3 MAP MRR
Query logy +7.18 +8.60 +6.42
Annotation +2.58 +6.79 -0.75
y: p-value<0.01 in all the metrics.
each category. For each selected target query, the top ve suggestions from both methods were
selected and interleaved before being presented to the annotators, in order to reduce annotation
bias. Six human annotators were recruited to label the suggestion results. They were instructed
to judge if the suggestions are relevant to the given target query with binary labels. Annotators
were separated into two groups, each of which was required to annotate 150 target queries selected
evenly from the above three categories. The nal relevance judgment was obtained by majority
vote. We list the improvement of the LLR-based query suggestion performance from the new query
weighting scheme on these two testing sets in Table 6.7.
As shown in the results, the new query weighting scheme greatly improved the original co-
occurrence based query suggestion performance. In the log-based automatic evaluation, all the
performance metrics are signicantly improved. According to the manual judgments, the major
improvement is derived from the low frequency queries: P@3 and MAP are improved by 14.8% and
15.1% accordingly (p-value<0.01). In Liao et al.'s reported result, their task-based LLR performed
poorly on this category, which they attributed to the sparsity of query co-occurrence. Therefore, we
can nd clear benet of distinguishing the quality of reformulated queries when performing query
suggestion for those low frequency queries. And the inferred action satisfaction labels from AcTS
provide such a reliable quality estimator for further improving the query suggestion performance.
Analysis of Search Behavior Patterns
Analyzing user search behavior patterns is important, since it helps us understand how the users
use search engine to solve search problems. Ageev et al. [2] analyzed search paths in dierent types
of users and tasks, and identied distinct users' in-task behavioral patterns. In particular, they
approximated the search paths based on the manually annotated search actions. However, such
manual judgments are not generally available and expensive to acquire at scale. In contrast, our
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Figure 6.3: Search paths estimated by the inferred action satisfaction labels from AcTS in toolbar
data. Edges with transition probability less than 0.05 are discarded. Bold depicts highest outgoing
transition probability.
model is capable of performing such analysis of user search activities without manual annotations.
We performed this analysis on the toolbar data, where we do not have action-level annotations.
The rst-order transition probabilities between dierent action types with respect to the inferred
action satisfaction labels are estimated. In Figure 6.3, we demonstrated two subgraphs of the
identied search paths in satisfying and unsatisfying tasks. We ignored the edges with transition
probability less than 0.05 and used bold font to highlight the outgoing edges with the highest
transition probability from each node in the gure. Since we only showed a sub-graph from the
original graph, the illustrated outgoing transition probabilities of some nodes may not sum up to
one (e.g., p(SERP jSR ) = 0:558 is not included in Figure 6.3(b)).
According to the search paths estimated from the inferred action satisfaction labels, users ex-
hibit quite dierent behavior patterns in the satisfying and unsatisfying search tasks. In a satisfying
task (as shown in Figure 6.3(a)), users usually start with a satisfying query (p(Q+jSTART)=0.854),
which will very likely result in a satisfying click (p(SR+jQ+)=0.576); while in an unsatisfying
task (as shown in Figure 6.3(b)), users are more likely to begin with an unsatisfying query
(p(Q jSTART)=0.544), and move to some unhelpful documents. An interesting search pattern
we observed in the estimated search paths is that in a satisfying task, once users issue an unsatisfy-
ing query, they can quickly correct it and reformulate a satisfying one (p(Q+jQ )=0.331); while in
an unsatisfying task, users tend to get stuck in a sequence of unsatisfying queries (p(Q jQ )=0.232)
and end up with a failed search task (p(ENDjQ )=0.334). These are examples of the types of in-
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sights that our automated method can yield, without having to apply expensive manual labeling.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we explicitly modeled searchers' satisfaction at the action level for search-task satis-
faction prediction. A latent structural learning framework was developed to model the unobservable
action-level satisfaction labels, which enabled us to explore rich structured features and dependency
relations unique to search satisfaction modeling. Signicant performance improvements in exten-
sive experimental comparisons against several state-of-the-art search satisfaction models conrmed
the value of modeling action-level satisfaction in search-task satisfaction prediction. Moreover, we
demonstrated clear benet of the inferred action satisfaction labels in other search applications
such as document relevance estimation and query suggestion.
As the next step for this line of work, it will be interesting to investigate how to apply the
developed framework for predicting search-task satisfaction in real time, action-by-action. If we
can detect task failure early in the search process, search engines can adjust their ranking strate-
gies or search support oered, before the users abandon their search. In addition, exploring the
applications of action-level satisfaction labels in additional contexts is also an interesting direction
to pursue.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Research Frontiers
Modern information service systems, such as search engines and recommender systems, have become
an indispensable tool in most people's daily life when accessing information and making decisions.
Among all the components within a typical information service system, the user modeling module
is arguably one of the most essential part, which enables in-depth understanding of end users and
provides invaluable insight for system design and optimization.
In this thesis, we focus on developing computational user intent models via broad exploration of
user-generated data - from users' opinionated review text data, i.e., their explicit opinions towards
a product or a service, to their interactive behaviors recorded in the information service system,
e.g., clicking on a document or reformulating the previous query. Novel computational models are
proposed to analyze dierent types of user-generated data for capturing their underlying latent
intents. A positive feedback loop is therefore formed between the end users and systems via the
proposed user modeling approaches: users make informed decisions based on the synthesized infor-
mation from the system, and the system renes its service strategy according to users' feedback.
Both users and system collaboratively optimize their own objectives within such a feedback loop.
The utility of the proposed user modeling approaches has been proved by the extensive experimen-
tations based on practical information service systems (e.g., commercial search engine systems)
and a prototype system ReviewMiner, which is developed based on the work of latent user intent
identication for opinionated text data.
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have proposed a general framework for modeling users' behaviors, and developed
eective computational models to analyze and understand users' underlying intents by taking a
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comprehensive view of their generated data. Two specic forms of problem formalization, from the
perspectives of probabilistic modeling and max-margin principle, are discussed at the beginning
of this thesis, and detailed instantiations of the proposed framework are illustrated with dierent
types of user behaviors and underlying user intent of interest.
 Modeling opinionated text data for latent user intent identication. In the rst
part of this thesis, to enable deep understanding of opinionated text data, a new opinionated
text mining problem called Latent Aspect Rating Analysis (LARA) is proposed and studied.
Clearly distinct from all previous work in opinion analysis that mostly focuses on integrated
entity-level opinions, LARA for the rst time reveals individual users' latent sentiment pref-
erences at the level of topical aspects in an unsupervised manner. Discovering such detailed
user preferences (which are often hard to obtain by a human from simply reading many
reviews) enables applications beyond traditional sentiment analysis studies. First, such anal-
ysis facilitates in-depth understanding of user intents. For example, by mining the product
reviews, LARA recognizes which aspect inuences a particular user's purchase decision the
most. Second, by identifying each user's latent aspect preference in a particular domain (e.g.,
hotel booking), personalized result ranking and recommendation can be achieved. Third,
discovering the general population's sentiment preferences over dierent aspects of a particu-
lar product or service provides a more eective way for businesses to manage their customer
relationship and conduct market research.
 Modeling interactive behavior data for system optimization. In the second part of
this thesis, users' interaction patterns recorded in search engine logs (e.g., their issued queries
and clicked documents) are explored for understanding and modeling users' longitudinal in-
formation seeking behaviors. First, A novel learning-based method is developed to associate
users' scattered search behaviors over time to reect their underlying search intents in Chap-
ter 4. Capitalizing on the unique patterns of users' search behaviors identied in this work,
the proposed method is able to achieve performance gain while reducing the reliance on costly
human annotations. Based on the identied long-term search tasks, in Chapter 5, individual
users' historical search behaviors in the same task are leveraged to personalize the system's
output according to the identied preference within the task. The unique advantage of the
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proposed ranking model adaptation method is its adaptation eciency: the adaptation is
achieved via a series of simple linear transformations over the global model according to each
user's click feedback, which enables online adaptation on a per-user basis. In addition, the
proposed method is general: it can be easily applied to adapt many state-of-the-art ranking
algorithms and achieve promising personalized ranking performance. The last but not the
least, it is important for the system to accurately assess the users' satisfaction with regarding
to its output so as to adjust its service strategy in the future. In Chapter 6, a latent structural
learning method, whereby rich structured features and dependency relations unique to search
satisfaction prediction are explored, is proposed to predict user search-task satisfaction. In
particular, the searchers' latent action-level satisfaction (i.e., whether they believe they were
satised with the results of a query or click) is explicitly modeled for predicting their overall
search satisfaction. Not only better task-level satisfaction prediction performance is improved
by the proposed structural modeling approach, but also helpful insight is achieved by explic-
itly modeling the users' detailed action-level satisfaction. This modeling approach gives us a
more comprehensive understanding of a user's information seeking process.
The research work in this thesis has generated concrete real-world impact.
 ReviewMiner system. Based on the techniques developed in solving the LARA problem, a
system named ReviewMiner 1 for automated opinion mining and business intelligence is devel-
oped in this thesis. ReviewMiner provides multi-modal opinion analysis and decision making.
Opinionated review documents collected under dierent categories, e.g., hotel reviews from
TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com), product reviews from Amazon (www.amazon.com), and
medication reviews from WebMD (www.webmd.com), are indexed and analyzed. The system
provides end users with easy access of analyzed aspect-level opinions in textual, temporal
and spatial dimensions. Based on the techniques developed in the second part of this thesis,
ReviewMiner automatically adapts to dierent users' aspect preferences from their usage his-
tory in the system to perform personalized recommendation and result ranking. Currently, no
commercial review sites, e.g., Amazon (www.amazon.com) or Newegg (www.newegg.com), can
provide such in-depth analysis of user opinions and preferences when assisting users to make
1http://timan100.cs.uiuc.edu:8080/ReviewMiner/
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decisions. In addition, ReviewMiner provides functionalities for business analytic researchers
to keep track of customer feedback and to understand customer opinions of products and
services. For example, ReviewMiner can recognize the inquired item's mostly commented
aspects in the customer reviews, identify the corresponding relative emphasis the users have
expressed over those aspects and track the temporal dynamics of user opinions and emphasis
over those aspects. Such analysis can hardly be achieved in any other existing opinion mining
or business analytic systems.
 Application in commercial search engine systems. The long-term search task identi-
cation method proposed in Chapter 4 has been deployed in the commercial search engine
Bing's internal tool chain. The proposed method can be easily parallelized, and it can process
14-days Bing search logs in only 30 minutes. Both researchers and engineers in Bing can now
use this method for analyzing search logs and understanding users long-term information
seeking behaviors.
7.2 Possible Extensions
We have discussed the closely related future work of the proposed computational methods in the
corresponding chapters before. In the end of this thesis, we would like to give a more systematic
discussion about the possible extensions of those studies, by introducing more types of signals for
analysis and making more explicit connections among the proposed modeling approaches.
In the proposed solutions of latent aspect rating analysis in Chapter 2, no information about
individual users is considered; instead, the same prior distribution for aspect weights and word
sentiment polarities are shared across users. The main reason for sharing the parameters in the
proposed solution is the lack of observations for multiple reviews from the same user: in the hotel
data set, most of reviewers only contribute one review document. To address this sparsity issue,
we can consider to perform user clustering together with latent rating analysis [121]. In this
approach, each user will associate with a latent user group (e.g., business trip traveler v.s. casual
vacation traveler), and each group will have its own prior distribution of the aspect weights and
word sentiment polarities. By performing such joint modeling, we can not only identify dierent
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users' preferences over aspects more precisely, but also group the users according to their behavior
patterns, which can be used as an additional signal to prole users.
In addition to exploring various signals for better modeling users' rating behaviors, the learned
model of LARA can also be used to assess the trustworthiness of the review content. Given the
proposed LARA model captures the generation process of ordinary users' rating behaviors and a
spammer's behavior is dramatically dierent from ordinary users' [67], the generation likelihood
given by LARA model on dierent review document will be a good signal for detecting spam
reviews.
The models proposed in the second part of this thesis, i.e., the model for identifying users'
long-term search task studied in Chapter 4, the model for personalized ranking model adaptation
studied in Chapter 5 and the model for task satisfaction prediction 6, act as separated compo-
nents in a pipeline. That is: search actions are rst segmented into tasks, then personalization is
performed based on the recognized tasks, in the end search utility is evaluated by the predicted
user satisfaction. However, it is possible to connect those components in a more unied way by
exploring the online learning paradigm [16, 76], such that they could reinforce each other at real
time. For example, when a user nishes a search action within an ongoing user task, the system
can promptly evaluate her satisfaction of this action, pass the feedback back to the personalization
and task segmentation modules (see in Figure 1.1). If it is judged to be positive feedback, it indi-
cates both the personalization and task segmentation modules made good predictions and therefore
their model parameters can be enhanced; while if it is negative feedback, it indicates either the
personalization module or task segmentation module (or both of them) made a mistake, they need
to rene their model parameters according to such negative feedback. When it is hard to resolve
the reason for the negative feedback, the system can record the case for later manual inspection.
This real-time model learning would enable direct interaction between users and system, and make
it possible for the system to actively acquire immediate feedback from the users.
From a practical perspective, it would be also interesting to explore such direct interaction
between users and system in the developed ReviewMiner system. In the current ReviewMiner
system, each registered user is assigned to a unique ID for recording her behaviors, dierent types
of user-generated data in the system can therefore be analyzed by the models proposed in this thesis
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(from both part I and part II) for constructing a complete understanding of the user. By providing
function support to allow users to write reviews in ReviewMiner system, the LARA model can be
used to identify their preferences over the aspects from their generated opinionated reviews (note:
right now the system users in ReviewMiner are not authors of the analyzed reviews); by associating
users' searching, browsing, and commenting behaviors in the system together, more comprehensive
user-tasks can be identied; and the personalization and task satisfaction model can be deployed
in the system to better assist users in their information seeking process.
More importantly, the developed ReviewMiner system enables us to acquire in-situ user feedback
for all the computational models we have developed in this thesis. For the LARA work, no aspect
weight is available at any existing online review website, and we have to model it as latent variables
in our solution. Nevertheless, in ReviewMiner, once the user publishes a review in the system, we
can explicitly ask her to conrm the aspect weight predicted by our LARA model on her review.
Such explicit feedback can then be utilized to estimate better parameters in the proposed LARA
models. The same strategy can be used to acquire explicit feedback on the task segmentation
module, personalization module and satisfaction prediction module as well. For example, asking
the user if she is on a predicted task, or if she is satised with the retrieved items. Active learning
strategies can be explored [112, 30] in this line of study in order to reduce the frequency of acquiring
explicit feedback from the users.
7.3 Research Frontiers
The research studied in this thesis catalyzes a new frontier for data mining and knowledge discovery.
We are now living in the era of big data, where a large amount of data is accumulated at an
accelerated speed. It is worth noting that a large portion of such data is actually produced and
consumed by humans, and it will continue to fuel exponential growth. For example, every day there
are 5 million transactions processed on eBay [7], 340 million tweets posted on Twitter [15], and
5.13 billion searches performed on Google [17]. Huge amount of invaluable knowledge is buried in
such human-generated data. By tapping into it, decision makers - from ordinary users who make
daily purchase decisions to senior ocers in international organizations who make strategic plans
- would all benet from having access to the knowledge discovered from such data.
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Computational user models studied in this thesis have explored several main categories of
human-generated data, e.g., opinionated text document and interactive behaviors, and build a solid
foundation for modeling many types of human-generated data and extracting actionable knowledge
from it. The future work along this line of research is to put humans into the loop of mining big
data. Figure 7.1 outlines the research of human-centric data mining and knowledge discovery, which
is a generalized vision of the positive feedback loop that we have discussed in Chapter 1.
Human: knowledge 
producer and consumer 
Knowledge Discovery 
Non-Human-generated data 
Human-generated data 
Behavior data: search 
engine logs  
Text data: opinionated 
reviews, forum discussions, 
scientific literature    
Knowledge service system 
Figure 7.1: Putting humans into the loop of mining big data.
In Figure 7.1, humans play a dual role as both data producers and knowledge consumers. First,
as the producer of data, humans constantly generate two kinds of unique data, both are extremely
valuable from the perspective of knowledge discovery and machine learning. 1) As a consequence
of human communications in natural language, people routinely generate enormous amounts of
unstructured natural language text data, e.g., scientic literature, online forum discussion and social
network communication, which embeds rich semantic information about users' latent intents. 2) As
users of knowledge service systems, people interactively create continually growing behavior data,
which reects their latent information need and decision making process. Second, as the consumer
of the mined knowledge, dierent users have distinct requirement of types of data type for analysis
(e.g., DNA sequence for biologists and historic stock quotes for nancial analysts) and preferences of
information for decision making, thus accurately understanding their respective information needs
and decision preferences is crucial for providing eective decision support. Blindly mining patterns
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or statistics from data will inevitably hide the big picture from us, and cannot guarantee optimized
system utility in assisting users.
Comparing to the concept of positive feedback loop between users and information service
systems discussed in Chapter 1, the research direction of \human-centric data mining and knowledge
discovery" is more general and fundamental. The positive feedback loop takes a micro view for
analyzing the data generated when users interact with system; while the \human-centric data
mining and knowledge discovery" takes a macro view, where both human-generated and non-
human-generated data is analyzed for maximizing the utility of the mined knowledge for users'
decision making process.
The computational user models developed in this thesis build a technical foundation for the more
general exploration of \human-centric data mining and knowledge discovery." For example, the
latent aspect rating analysis work studied in Chapter 2 can be generalized to study the generation
process of other types of human-generated data, e.g., forum discussion and movement trajectory,
for extracting the underlying latent user intents. And the method developed for identifying users'
long-term search tasks in Chapter 4 can be generalized to a user's other types of behaviors, e.g.,
location update and online purchase, for discovering in-depth knowledge about human behaviors
in general.
The ideal outcome of research in the line of put human into the loop of mining big data is an
intelligent knowledge service system which directly talks to the users and learns from the users.
Such a system is beyond the traditional information retrieval systems (e.g., the commercial Web
search engines like Bing and Google), and it is a fusion of systems for information extraction,
integration, retrieval and operation optimization. The system would record every action the user
has taken when interacting with the system (e.g., acquiring knowledge, browsing results, and
posting contents), correctly responds to the user's inquiry by analyzing his or her intention at that
particular time, and actively updates its service strategy when the user's interest changes. As a
result, such a system now should directly provide knowledge, rather than raw information, to the
users, i.e., it actively helps user to perform decision making instead of just passively providing
information. With such an intelligent system, users will have no need to be trained for any specic
interaction scheme or to exhaust the combination of query keywords to describe their information
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need to the system (as they have to do in the current generation of information service systems).
Instead, they could easily obtain the needed knowledge for all kinds of tasks through the support
enabled by the deployed techniques of data mining and user intent modeling.
To achieve such a long-term research goal, there are three major challenges to be solved: namely,
knowledge discovery and representation, user understanding, and intelligent knowledge service
techniques.
Knowledge Discovery and Representation: The types of data that convey invaluable knowl-
edge are far beyond those have been explored in this thesis. Exploring all these types of data
provides us a broad and comprehensive view in decision making and operation optimization. For
example, mining personal health data helps doctors to nd more eective and aordable treatments
for each patient; analyzing vehicle GPS sensor data helps alleviating public trac congestion; and
social media data provides a unique mine for sociologists to study social inuence and dynamics.
However, analyzing data in an ad-hoc manner is far from ideal, which will inevitably isolate the
mined knowledge and hamper its usage across dierent applications. As all human-generated data
is governed by the underlying intent of human behaviors, there are associations among dierent
types of such data and all mining algorithms should be aware of these associations when modeling
the data. As in the work of LARA, the latent user intents are abstracted as his or her emphasis
over aspects of items in a specic domain. By knowing a user's preference in one domain, we could
infer his or her preferences in similar domains, e.g., preferring a lower price in hotel booking might
indicate the emphasis of price in car rental and ight tickets as well. Along the line of exploring
richer types of human-generated data, a general knowledge representation scheme, e.g., an ontology
structure, is necessary to organize the mined knowledge about human behaviors, so that the learned
knowledge can be used in multiple application scenarios transparently.
User Understanding: Problems related to human activities have their unique properties: the
human behaviors are largely determined by their own goals and preferences, rather than the in-
structions of system designers. As a result, eectively mining actionable knowledge from human
activities requires a fusion of solutions from both computational methodologies and behavioral
and psychology studies (e.g., human-computer interaction). This thesis mainly concentrates on
developing data-driven computational methods for user understanding. It would be fascinating to
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seek evidence and support for those computational methods from the behavioural and psychology
studies, and incorporate the established theories from those elds to guide model designing and
knowledge mining. Such a study will never be just an one-sided eort; the developed method and
mined knowledge about users will also benet the studies in psychology, cognitive science, design,
and more.
In addition, nowadays each individual's behavior is no longer \individual," but a result of social
interactions. In social science, this is named \social dynamics": the behavior of groups that results
from the interactions of individual group members. Therefore, in order to understand users in a
more precise and comprehensive view, we should no longer treat them independently, but put our
analysis into the context of social interactions. Introducing the social connections and inuence
into the user modeling framework will help us to explore user behaviors and interactions within
their social networks in a broader view to advance the level of user understanding and knowledge
service system optimization.
Intelligent Knowledge Service Techniques: Currently, most knowledge service systems re-
spond to users' inquires in a passive way, e.g., predened service strategies or oine trained pre-
diction models are used to generate the output. Such a strategy is only sub-optimal given that
it cannot adapt to individual user's information need or the shift of public interest quickly. In
order to build an intelligent knowledge service system, the system should not only quietly assist
the users, but also actively learn from the users (e.g., probe users for additional feedback). That
is, let the system and users collaborate for knowledge acquisition and decision making. Game
theory provides a nice theoretic foundation to perform such study, but the research on the border
of computer science and game theory is still in its infancy. The real problems in data mining for
knowledge discovery are complex, dynamic, and involve a lot of uncertainty; thus, it will not be a
straightforward practice of applying existing solutions in game theory to those real-life problems.
Most of the research that has been conducted in the past focused on restrict assumptions about
the game and players; little is known about more general settings. By explicitly modeling the
interaction between users and systems, we can explore the application of game-theoretic models for
building the system that actively talks to the users and learns from the users in a more intelligent
way.
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